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FOR EXPERIMENTERS
Audio Preamplifier
Unijunction Transistors
Solid-State Secrets

NEW HOME PROTECTION
WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEM KIT
(see page 32)

SERVICE
Unusual TV Troubles
TV Color Alignment
FACTS MAKE FEATURES:

1. One selector switch minimizes chance of incorrect settings and burnouts.

2. 4.4 ohm center scale, reads from 0.1 ohm up to 100 megohms resistance in 4 ranges.

3. 20,000 ohms per volt DC sensitivity: 5,000 AC.

Attention to detail makes the Triplett Model 630 V-O-M a lifetime investment. It has an outstanding ohm scale; four ranges—low readings .1 ohm, high 100 megohms. Fuse affords extra protection to the resistors in the ohmmeter circuit, especially the XI setting, should too high a voltage be applied. Accuracy 2% DC to 1200V. Heavy molded case.

$630A same as 630 plus 1%1/2% accuracy and mirror scale only $71.00

TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY, BLUFFTON, OHIO
COMMERCIAL OPERATOR  
F.C.C. LICENSE  

This free booklet explains what an FCC license and ASEE degree can do for your future.

In today's world of electronics employment, an FCC license is important—sometimes essential—but it's not enough! Without further education, you can't make it to the top. Get your FCC license without fail, but don't stop there. To prepare for the best jobs, continue your electronics education and get your Associate Degree in Electronics.

This is good common sense for those who want to make more money in electronics. It also makes sense to prepare for your FCC license with the School that gives degree credit for your license training—and with the School that can then take you from the FCC license level to the Degree level.

The first two semesters of the Grantham degree curriculum prepare you for the first class FCC license and radar endorsement. These two semesters, in addition to other parts of the Grantham degree curriculum, are available by correspondence at very reasonable tuition. The ASEE Degree can be earned by correspondence with a minimum of one semester in residence.

Accreditation, and G.I. Bill Approval
Grantham School of Electronics is accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council, and is approved for both correspondence and resident training under the G.I. Bill. Mail the coupon, or simply write or telephone for your free copy of our Associate Degree Bulletin which gives complete details of our educational program.
LOOKING AHEAD

By DAVID LACHENBRUCH

Life in the old girl yet

Hold back those tears—the funeral of the vacuum tube isn’t in sight, despite repeated inferences to the contrary. Spurred by the high level of TV production in recent years, tube sales still aren’t far from their all-time high. And the prospect of any sudden industry-wide changeover to solid-state TV sets is remote.

Although transistorized TVs and consumer-product integrated circuits receive much publicity, the immediate future of TV is tied up with the receiving tube. One industry marketing expert estimates that only 3% of the color sets produced this year will be all solid state, while 14% will be tube-transistor hybrids and 83% will be of the all-tube type. Only 7% of this year’s black-and-white sets will be solid state, according to the forecaster. Looking ahead as far as 1970, he predicts that 12% of color sets will be solid-state, 40% hybrid—and still 48% predominantly tube-type. He sees 60% of monochrome TV production as tube-type in 1970.

There are several strong reasons why the TV industry isn’t galloping toward solid state. Tube sets are still less expensive, and generally require fewer components, thereby saving on labor as well as parts costs. While solid-state technology has developed rapidly, it’s less widely noted that there have been many advances in the tube art, too, increasing reliability, life and numbers of functions per tube, as well as improving performance and lowering costs. Not the least important factor is that both design engineer and service technicians feel far more comfy working with the old familiar vacuum tube.

Interference-control law

The airwaves could become a little clearer as the result of anticipated passage of long-pending legislation which would give the FCC authority to control manufacture, import and sale of devices capable of interfering with radio transmission and reception. Main targets of the FCC-hacked bill are the manufacturers of some types of remote-control garage-door openers, electric motors, fluorescent lighting, medical equipment and even automobiles, which sometimes generate large amounts of unnecessary rf noise. The new law would permit the FCC to get after the manufacturers of these devices. Except in the case of radiation from TV tuners, it now has jurisdiction only over the user.

Longer color warranties

The big stir in the color TV industry currently is over picture tube warranties, and there are many who believe that almost all set manufacturers will double the length of their present warranties to two years before 1968 is over. Four manufacturers already have lengthened their coverage. Admiral’s warranty on color tubes in its sets now runs for three years, adding about $10 to the price. Magnavox is up to two years on its color line; Westinghouse and Emerson have two-year tube warranties on their more expensive sets. The theory behind the stretched-out policies (which cover the tube only, not replacement labor) is that potential tube failure is a major deterrent to color set purchases.

The extension of warranties could create changes within the TV service industry. Many more tube replacements now will become warranty jobs. The cost of service policies presumably will be trimmed substantially, since picture tube replacement is a major cost ingredient.

Self-repairing computer

A computer which can give itself a fix when it’s busted is scheduled to go into experimental operation this fall at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory of California Institute of Technology. Called STAR (for Self-Testing And Repairing), the computer is completely modularized. Each module has one or more identical spares on a standby basis. When STAR detects failure of a working module, it switches the power to one of the standbys and resumes normal operation—all within a few thousandths of a second.

STAR detects its own faults and carries out repair and recovery functions by means of a special “repair control module.” What happens if the repair control module goes on the blink? That gets replaced, too—in a completely democratic fashion. You see, there are three identical repair-control modules functioning at all times, and decisions on giving the heave-ho to one of them are made by majority vote. If the modules vote two to one, for example, this indicates a fault in the dissenting member and it is summarily—and automatically—replaced.

Who owns FM stereo?

It’s taking longer to unwind the patent snarl over the standard FM stereo multiplex system than it did to invent it. Last year, a New York federal court, in a surprise decision, upheld Crosby Tele-Technology as holder of the basic patent for FM stereo, despite the fact that the so-called “Crosby system” had been rejected by the FCC. Then, this spring, the appeals court reversed this decision by ruling in favor of General Electric, which had been sued by Crosby for alleged patent infringement. After the higher court decision, GE immediately served notice on manufacturers of broadcast and receiving equipment that it expects them to pay royalties on all FM stereo devices they make. But another manufacturer is on the scene. Zenith Radio Corp. also has claims on some aspects of the system and has indicated that it, too, will insist on royalties from other manufacturers. Most FM stereo makers, meanwhile, are waiting for the dust to settle.
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New Infrared Laser: RCA's electroluminescent laser (magnified here 150X) is simplest laser yet. Dumbbell-shaped slice of gallium arsenide radiates infrared light without the built-in "junction" required in semiconductor lasers until now.

360° Hologram: Multiple exposure photo approximates what viewer sees by moving head from left to right in front of flat hologram. Using new Bell Labs technique, the 3-D image appears to rotate through a full circle. Photo graininess is due to laser illumination.

NEWS BRIEFS

Super Switch: New Westinghouse vacuum interrupter can switch 12,000 amp—enough to light several office buildings. Current at 15.5 kV is switched in 1/50 sec. Device is used for power-line equipment, motor controls, radar transmitters.

Moon's-Eye View—If you happened to be on the moon during the soft-landing of Surveyor 7, here's how the spacecraft would have looked at its final descent. The maze of electronics gear mounted to the frame of this test model is identical to that on the last Surveyor, which added to the more than 60,000 TV photos transmitted from the lunar surface. Hughes Aircraft Co built all seven Surveyors.

Mini-Radar: Electronic module developed by Texas Instruments contains a radar transmitter, receiver and antenna. Panel of 60+ modules eliminates need for rotating antenna and other failure-prone radar parts.
COLOR TV IMAGES SHARPENED

A new "image enhancement" technique that increases the sharpness and detail of color images on TV receivers is now being used in network broadcasting. A solid-state device examines coded color signals as they are transmitted and automatically adjusts vertical and horizontal picture details as needed to eliminate the "softness" of color images. Developed by CBS Laboratories, the device samples three successive scan lines, notes the differences between them, and adds these differences to the middle line to provide higher contrast.

MYSTERY SPACE SIGNALS

Precisely timed pulses from four objects in space are puzzling scientists. The objects, called pulsars, were discovered last year by British radio astronomers. Three pulsars have repetition rates from 1.18 to 1.33 sec.; two have pulse widths of .038 sec., although their pulse shapes differ. The regularity of the pulses has caused some speculation that they originate from another civilization. Recently, Dr. Thomas Gold, director of Cornell University's space research center, suggested that the pulsars are neutron stars spinning at tremendous velocities.

SIGNALS CONVERTED TO COLOR PATTERNS

A radically new method of converting electrical signals into colored patterns on a viewing screen has been developed at Westinghouse Research Laboratories. The technique utilizes a "liquid crystal" screen with a modified electron beam scanner. The liquid crystals change colors in response to changing electric fields. Color patterns are electronically erased. The liquid crystal patterns can be seen in brightly lit areas because they are viewed by light reflected from the screen.

COLOR SLIDES ON TV

Sylvania will market this summer an all-around home entertainment center—combination color TV, slide projector-changer and cassette tape recorder. Home color slides are put on face of picture tube by built-in flying-spot scanner. Retail list price will range from about $700.

CONSUMER ELECTRONICS

The 1968 Consumer Electronics show will be held in New York City June 23-26 at the Americana and the New York Hilton Hotels. Exhibits—which include TV, radios, audio components and tape equipment—are open to the public.

SOME SHOP OWNERS DO MORE BUSINESS THAN OTHERS BY DOING BASIC THINGS LIKE THESE:

- Reading what's new in leading technical magazines.
- Keeping their trucks ready to roll at a moment's notice.
- Arranging to have their phones answered promptly.
- Making sure their caddies are organized and properly stocked.
- Keeping accurate track of their time on each job.
- Smiling...often...both on and off the job.
- Installing Sprague DIFILM® Capacitors

These two great Sprague capacitors are expressly made for men who are in the TV service business to do business...as it should be done. Both feature the ultimate in tubular capacitor construction to keep you out of call-back trouble:

- Dual dielectric...combine best properties of both polyester film and special capacitor tissue.
- Impregnated with HCX® to provide rock-hard capacitor section.
- Because impregnant is solid, there's no oil to leak, no wax to drip.
- Designed for 105°C (220°F) operation without voltage derating.

DIFILM® BLACK BEAUTY®
Dipped Tubular Capacitors

A "must" for applications where only radial-lead capacitors will fit. Perfect replacements for dipped capacitors used in most leading TV sets. No other dipped tubular capacitors can match them. Double-dipped in rugged epoxy resin for positive protection against extreme heat and humidity.

DIFILM® BLACK BEAUTY®
Molded Tubular Capacitors

World's most humidity-resistant molded capacitors. Feature tough, protective outer case of non-flammable molded phenolic...which cannot be damaged in handling or installation. Will withstand the hottest temperatures of any radio or TV set...even in the hottest, most humid climates.

FOR COMPLETE LISTINGS, ASK YOUR SPRAGUE DISTRIBUTOR FOR CATALOG C-617, OR WRITE TO SPRAGUE PRODUCTS COMPANY, 81 MARSHALL STREET, NORTH ADAMS, MASSACHUSETTS 01247.

DON'T FORGET TO ASK YOUR CUSTOMERS "WHAT ELSE NEEDS FIXING?"

Circle 9 on reader's service card
"tray biens"

most versatile of all nutdriver sets

Handy "Tray Bien" sets lie flat or sit up on a bench, hang securely on a wall, pack neatly in a tool caddy.

Lightweight, durable, molded plastic trays feature fold-away stands, wall mounting holes, and a snap lock arrangement that holds tools firmly, yet permits easy removal.

Professional quality Xcelite nutdrivers have color coded, shockproof, breakproof, plastic (UL) handles; precision fit, case-hardened sockets.

Hangs up

Stands up

Holds tools securely

No. 127TB "Tray Bien" set — 7 solid shaft nutdrivers (3/16" thru 3/8" hex openings)
No. 137TB "Tray Bien" set — 5 solid shaft nutdrivers (3/16" thru 3/8" hex openings) and 2 hollow shaft nutdrivers (1/2" and 9/16" hex openings)
No. 147TB "Tray Bien" set — 7 hollow shaft nutdrivers (1/4" thru 1/2" hex openings)

WRITE FOR BULLETIN N666

XCELITE INC., 10 Bank St., Orchard Park, N. Y. 14127
In Canada contact Charles W. Pointon, Ltd.
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Correspondence

BLACK NOISE

We constructed your black noise generator as described in "Testing With Black Noise" (April 1968). It worked fairly well. We found that by modifying the dimensions of the loop in the cavity we were able to improve the performance, range and efficiency of the device.

David B. Duffus
Hamilton, Canada

Several years ago, I designed and built a device similar to the one described in the article, except it was meant to be a regulated voltage source for O VDC and therefore did not have as great a frequency range of Mr. Sutheim's device. Since there may be some stray signal produced in the circuitry (sic) of the black noise generator or picked up by its output cable, a large capacitor could be used as a filter at the output end of the cable to eliminate any spurious signals. In order to be effective for the widest possible range of frequencies, the capacitor should be as large as possible.

Joshua Levin
Flushing, N.Y.

Please advise Mr. Sutheim that two black noise generators work just fine in stereo, if correct phasing is maintained.

Ronald Pesha, Chief Engineer
Broadcast Station KFIG

PERPETUAL MOTION

I installed a capacitor discharge ignition system in my 1965 Corvair (110 hp Monza). It starts really great, except it will not stop running. The ignition switch does not kill the engine. What's happening? Is there something inadvertently shunted. Hurry. I'm about out of gas.

E. Mich
Philadelphia, Pa

If you hooked up the new ignition system properly and your ignition switch is in good working order, chances are that your engine is dieseling . . . that is, running without the benefit of the (continued on page 12)
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The replacement business, of course! Six new silicon power transistors can put you immediately into the expanding hi-fi and stereo solid-state replacement business. And, the addition of four new silicon rectifiers equip you with a full line of 1 A units with PRV ratings ranging from 200 V to 1,000 V—ideal for servicing radio and television.

RCA's SK-Series Transistors, Rectifiers, and Integrated Circuits now total 31 individual units. They can replace approximately 10,000 solid-state devices. This quality line is manufactured specifically for replacement use. There are no castoffs. No factory seconds. No unbranded culls. These are truly "Top-Of-The-Line" replacements!

See your RCA Distributor today about your supply of RCA SK-Series replacements. Ask about RCA's Replacement Catalog, SPG-202E (a complete cross-reference of foreign and domestic types), and the RCA Transistor Servicing Guide.

RCA Electronic Components, Harrison, N.J. 07029

These 10 SK devices can bring you added business
Electronics comes alive with NRI Training Kits
DISCOVER THE EASE AND EXCITEMENT OF TRAINING AT HOME THE NRI WAY

New Achievement Kit—Custom Training Kits—"Bite Size" Texts

Only NRI offers you this pioneering method of simplified "3 Dimensional" home-study training in Electronics, TV/Radio and Broadcasting/Communications. It's a remarkable teaching idea unlike anything you have ever encountered, the result of more than half a century of simplifying, organizing and dramatizing learning-at-home techniques. If you are an ambitious man—regardless of your education—you can effectively learn the Electronics field of your choice the NRI way.

NRI has simplified Electronics by producing "bite size" lesson texts averaging only 40 pages each. Dozens of illustrations open wide a picture window through which you'll see and understand practical uses of Electronics. You start out with NRI's exclusive Achievement Kit, containing everything you need to get started fast. (Illustrated at right.)

NRI has organized Electronics training to take you step-by-step from the first stages into more intriguing areas. Once you know the fundamentals thoroughly, it's easy to grasp more advanced theory and techniques. You move with confidence and enthusiasm into a new adventure filled with the excitement of discovery.

NRI has dramatized Electronics through the careful development of special training equipment that is programmed into your training systematically... beginning with your first group of lessons. Things you read about come alive in your hands as you build, experiment, purposely cause "problems" in circuits—and solve them. You learn to use test equipment, to build radios and TV sets, transmitter, or computer circuits. It's the priceless "third dimension" in NRI training... practical experience.

More than 50 years of leadership in Electronics Training


1. TELEVISION-RADIO SERVICING — Learn to fix all TV sets, including Color. Includes your choice of NRI Color Kit or 19" black-white TV Kit. Also covers radios, stereo hi-fi, etc. Profitable field spared or full-time.

2. INDUSTRIAL-MILITARY ELECTRONICS — Basics to computers. Starts with fundamentals, covers servos, telemetry, multiplexing, phase circuitry, other subjects.

3. COMPLETE COMMUNICATIONS — Covers servos, telemetering, etc.

4. FCC LICENSE — Prepares you for 1st Class FCC License exams. Begin with fundamentals, advance to required subjects in equipment and procedures.

5. MATH FOR ELECTRONICS — Brief course for engineers, technicians seeking quick review of essential math: basic math, parts of math formulas, digital systems, etc.

6. BASIC ELECTRONICS — For anyone wanting for basic understanding of Radio TV Electronics terminology and components, and a better understanding of the field.

7. ELECTRONICS FOR AUTOMATION — Not for beginners. Covers process control, ultrasonics, telemetering and remote control, electromechanical measurements, other subjects.

8. AVIATION COMMUNICATIONS — Prepares you to install, maintain, service aircraft in-flight and landing systems. Earn your FCC License with Radar Endorsement.


10. MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS — Learn to install, maintain mobile transmitters and receivers. Prepares for FCC License exams.

11. ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE REPAIR — Learn to repair all appliances, including air conditioning, refrigeration, small gas engines. Leads to profitable part or full-time business.

12. ELECTRONICS FOR PRINTERS — Operation and maintenance of Electronic equipment used in graphic arts industry. From basics to computer circuits. Approved by major manufacturers.

Mail postage-free card now for your free NRI catalog. Then, compare. You'll find—as have thousands of others—NRI training can't be beat. Read about the new Achievement Kit sent the day you enroll; about "bite-size" texts and custom designed training equipment. See why NRI gives you more value. Whatever your reason for wanting more knowledge of Electronics, NRI has an instruction plan for you. Choose from major programs in TV/Radio Servicing, Industrial Electronics and Complete Communications. Or select from special courses to meet specific needs. Check the course of interest to you on postage-free card and mail today for free NRI catalog. No salesman will call. NATIONA Radio Institute, Electronics Div., Washington, D.C. 20016.

YOU GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY FROM NRI

Available Under NEW GI BILL
If you served since January 31, 1955, or are in service, check off line in postage-free card.

JUNE 1968
A complete line, immediately available from your local distributor. Whatever your replacement needs — radio and television — sound systems — industrial — hi-fi — all the top performers are on tap at your local Clarostat distributor. Every Clarostat component including composition element, wire wound and trimming potentiometers, sound system controls, field assembled uni-tite controls, power rheostats, adjustable power and wire-wound resistors, switches, decade boxes — all manufactured to maintain a reputation for engineering accuracy. If the job calls for a pot, resistor or switch, call your Clarostat distributor. You'll get components built to maintain your reputation as well as ours.

**CORRESPONDENCE**

(continued from page 6)

ignition system. This is not too unusual for a hot, high-compression engine. If this is the case, the engine should operate in a normal manner when it is cold. You can take a page out of a small airplane operations manual. "... to stop the engine, shut off the flow of gasoline." If your car were equipped with a manual choke you could give it full choke, shut off the air supply and stop the engine. Perhaps, your best solution is check the ignition timing and try advancing the spark.

**IN APPRECIATION**

Thank you for printing my letter (March 1968) requesting help in finding service data. I would also like to thank all the people who sent me schematics and manuals for the PRI model 117B scintillator. I have received 20 to date.

RAYMOND A. MOORE
San Jose, Calif.

**TRANSISTOR BIAS**

I want to thank you so very much for the article "Update Your Solid-State TV Servicing" by Matthew Mandl (February 1968). I've read articles on this subject before, but this is the first time I've really been able to understand transistor bias.

WILLIAM DOULONG
Rosedale, Md.

**TV X-RADIATION**

My wife and I are very health conscious, we watch the kind of food we eat, take vitamin supplements and make sure that we get our proper exercise. It is with somewhat of a shock that I read about the hazards of servicing TV sets. I'm hoping to see an article in your peerless magazine soon.

MATTHEW RUSKOSKI
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Much controversy exists about the hazards, real and imaginary, of radiation from TV sets. We have been monitoring the activities of both industry and government agencies and we will report any significant findings. Servicemen have been alerted and advised how to adjust a TV set properly to prevent radiation hazard. At the moment, it is pretty much a blind-alley kind of a situation. Without suitable radiation detection equipment, it is impossible to tell the presence or absence of radiation. What is needed is a low-cost, readily available piece of test equipment to do the job. Here's
"the ANTENNA that captures the RAINBOW"

FINCO has developed the Color Spectrum Series of antennas — "Signal Customized" — to exactly fit the requirements of any given area.

There is a model scientifically designed and engineered for your area.

Check this chart for the FINCO "Signal Customized" Antenna best suited for your area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STRENGTH OF UHF SIGNAL AT RECEIVING ANTENNA LOCATION</th>
<th>Strength of VHF Signal at Receiving Antenna Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO UHF</td>
<td>NO VHF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS-V3 $10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS-V5 $17.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS-V7 $24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS-V10 $35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS-V15 $48.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS-V18 $56.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHF SIGNAL STRONG</td>
<td>VHF SIGNAL STRONG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS-V3 $10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS-A1 $18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS-B1 $29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS-C1 $43.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS-C3 $43.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHF SIGNAL WEAK</td>
<td>VHF SIGNAL MODERATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS-V3 $10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS-A2 $22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS-B3 $49.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS-C3 $59.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS-D3 $69.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHF SIGNAL VERY WEAK</td>
<td>VHF SIGNAL WEAK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS-V3 $21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS-A3 $30.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS-B3 $59.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS-C3 $59.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS-D3 $69.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: In addition to the regular 300 ohm models (above), each model is available in a 75 ohm coaxial cable downlead where this type of installation is preferable. These models, designated "XCS", each come complete with a compact behind-the-set 75 ohm to 300 ohm balun-splitter to match the antenna system to the proper set terminals.

THE FINNEY COMPANY
34 West Interstate Street • Dept. RE • Bedford, Ohio 44146
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SONARCOM
FOR FIRE, POLICE, SECURITY, BUSINESS
AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
SONAR VHF-FM TRANSCEIVER
(132.174 MHz)
YOU ALWAYS GET THROUGH... OPERATES ANYWHERE!
INDOORS, OUTDOORS, IN STEEL BUILDINGS
More performance and features than much higher
priced units. Engineered with space age techniques
and military type components for high reliability.

- Provides instant voice contact with base
  stations, mobile units and other portable transceivers
- Compatible with all VHF narrow band systems
- Full frequency range for all public safety, industrial
  and land transportation services
- Exclusive “Push-to-Talk” microphone for easy to use action
- Electronic mode switching, no relays
- Receiver and transmitter can be operated on independent
  frequencies
- External connections for antenna, earphone and battery charger
- Sensitive, noise immune squelch
- Single or split channel operation
- 1.6 watt output

$375.00
with 1 pair of crystals
and penlite batteries

Sonar Radio Corporation
73 Wortman Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207

Please send information on Model 2501—the SONARCOM
Dept.661

FCC TYPE
for parts 89,1,93
and part 21
telephone use
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PORTABLE "COMPUTER"
FOR ELECTRONICS MEN.

WANT FAST ANSWERS to math and electronics
problems? Now, compute them in a flash with this
new Electronics Slide Rule.
Calculate resonant frequencies, solve inductive
or capacitive reactance problems, find reciprocals
for resistance formulas, locate decimal points—all
in just seconds, without pencil and paper.
Whiz through regular math problems, too: multipli-
cation, division, square roots, logarithms, even
trigonometric functions.
Sturdy 12-inch, all-metal slide rule comes com-
plete with handsome leather carrying case-plus 4-
lesson instruction course. Deliberately priced low as
our way of making friends with electronics men.
FREE booklet gives full details. Mail coupon below
today.

Mail Coupon for FREE Booklet

CIE Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Please send me, without charge or obligation, your book-
et describing the Electronics Slide Rule and 4-lesson
instruction course. Also free of I act at once—a handy,
pocket-sized Electronics Data Guide.

Name (Please Print)

Address

City State ZIP

Accredited Member National Home Study Council
A Leader in Electronics Training... Since 1934 85-153
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CORRESPONDENCE
continued

a real challenge to our test equipment
manufacturers to produce such a unit.

UNDERWATER RADIO

I was interested in the article
"Build Hydronic-Radiation Trans-
mitter" (May 1967) by Jack Althouse.
In the article he presents a controversy
concerning the operation of an under-
water antenna system. I would like to
add my "two bits" and suggest possible
answers for the unusual phenomena he
presents and also to propose some
experiments which should shed light on
the subject. I would like to take the
viewpoint that the system utilizes the
same electro-magnetic "modes" of op-
eration as ordinary "landlubber" sys-
tems except that it is particularly
well-matched, by virtue of the large
end plates, to its water surroundings.
Transmission of radiation in a med-
ium such as fresh or salt water is
characterized by the following phe-
nomena: the velocity of propagation is
reduced by about 9 times as a result of
the high dielectric constant of water;
and the fact that the medium conducts
means that the wave will be attenu-
ated as it travels away from the radi-
ator. the attenuation is greater in
salt water than in fresh water. A direct
result of the first phenomena is that
the wavelength for any frequency (up
to about several hundred megahertz)
is reduced by a factor of 9. (In air the
wave length of a 1 MHz wave is 300
meters, in water it is about 33.3 me-
ters.) Referring now to the article,
he presents essentially two pieces of data:
that the radiation seems to be off the
ends, when the antennas are close to-
gether; and that the signal strength is a
function of depth when the antennas
are far apart. Unfortunately, this is
not enough data for a good evaluation
of the system. First, I suggest that the
"endwise" effect may be a result of a
close-in induction field present around
any radiating antenna. (The induction
field effect would be especially en-
hanced if the plates actually are
"grounding" elements in which large
currents circulate.) The pertinent
question here is, does the effect persist
at large distances, or is orientation
then unimportant?

The "up-and-over effect" at the
outset may seem to be a real puzzler.
However, I present the following pos-
sible explanation taken directly from
the field of optics. I suggest that the
effect may be the result of the "inter-
nal reflection" of the radiation at the
(continued on page 16)
This was the E-V Model 635.
It started a tradition of excellence in dynamic microphones.

This is the new E-V Model 635A.
It’s better in every way!

How can a microphone as good as the E-V Model 635 be made obsolete? By making it better! It wasn’t easy. After all, professional sound engineers have depended on the 635 since 1947.

During this time, the 635 earned a reputation for toughness and dependability that was unrivaled by other omnidirectional dynamics. And internal changes through the years have kept the 635 well in the forefront of microphone design.

But now the time has come for an all-new 635: the Electro-Voice Model 635A. It’s slimmer, for easier hand-held use. Lighter, too. With a slip-in mount (or accessory snap-on Model 311 mount) for maximum versatility on desk or floor stands. The new, stronger steel case reduces hum pickup, and offers a matte, satin chromium finish perfect for films or TV.

The new 635A is totally new inside, too—and all for the best. A new four-stage filter keeps “pops” and wind noise out of the sound track, while guarding against dirt and moisture in the microphone, completely eliminating any need for external wind protection. Of course you still get high output (—55db) and smooth, crisp response. And you can still depend on the exclusive E-V Acoustalloy® diaphragm (that is guaranteed against failure for life*; it’s that tough!)

We expect to see plenty of the “old” 635’s in daily use for years. But more and more, the new 535A will take over as the new standard. It’s easy to find out why: just ask your E-V Professional Microphone distributor for a free demonstration in your studio. Or write us today for complete data. We’ll be proud to tell you how much better the new Model 635A really is!

*The E-V Professional Microphone Guarantee. All E-V professional microphones are guaranteed UNCONDITIONALLY against malfunction for two years from date of purchase. Within this period, Electro-Voice will repair or replace, at no charge, any microphone exhibiting any malfunction, regardless of cause, including accidental abuse. In addition, all E-V microphones are GUARANTEED FOR LIFE against defects in the original workmanship and materials.

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Dept. 681E
613 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107

Model 635A Dynamic Microphone $82.00 List. (Normal trade discounts apply.)

Why: just ask your E-V Professional Microphone distributor for a free demonstration in your studio. Or write us today for complete data. We’ll be proud to tell you how much better the new Model 635A really is!
People who built their own Schober Organs wrote this ad

Here's what they say about the pleasure of assembling the Schober Electronic Organ from kits... and enjoying the magnificent sound of an instrument they've created in their spare time.

Building was fun
"Building it was at least as much fun as playing it!"
Mr. Lester F. Schwartz, Somerset, N. J.

So proud I could pop
"I've done over 90 per cent of the work on this organ myself and I'm so proud I could pop!"
Mrs. V. P. Alliber, Topaka, Kansas

Nothing as fine under $5,000
"I could not imagine that sounded as fine as the Schober under $5,000."
Mr. Jerome J. Frankel, Franklin Square, N. Y.

Proud to own
"I am proud to own such a valuable instrument."
Mr. Jean J. Luteau, Montreal, Canada

Most cherished possession
"My spirit has become the most cherished possession in our home—fabulous, indeed."
Mr. Frank J. Maron, North Bergen, N. J.

Tremendous sound
"The sound is conservatively tremendous."
Mr. Paul DeForest Wien, Westbrook, Conn.

Unbelievably easy to build
"When we ran out of instructions, the organ was finished... To me it was unbelievable!"
Mr. Tzi Sowinski, Chicago, Illinois

The NEW Schober THEATRE ORGAN—
one of four models available

Thousands of music lovers in every walk of life—from schoolteachers to grandparents, from people who are "all thumbs" to electronic engineers—have enjoyed the pleasure of assembling, playing and hearing the magnificent sound of the Schober organ. Whether you favor Bach or Beethoven, there is a Schober organ that gives you full range of expression and tonal quality—so like a fine pipe organ that many listeners can't tell the difference. You can build a Schober organ for as little as $645. And—even if you've never played a note before—Schober's self-teaching courses give you immediate musical results.

Over 50% of Schober Organ owners never handled an electronic job before and didn't play a note, yet assembled some of the best organs ever designed and got a daily thrill from making their own music. Isn't it time for you to take this cost-saving road to greater musical pleasure—and enjoy the satisfaction of doing it yourself?"
WHAT KILLS CRIME WAVES?

MICROWAVES!

NEW RADAR SENTRY ALARMS, THE FLOOR-TO-FLOOR, WALL-TO-WALL, SOLID-STATE BURGLAR TRAP

Thousands of Radar Sentry Alarms protect businesses, homes and institutions from coast to coast. In installation after installation, they've proved their ability to stop crime before it starts. And now there's a new solid-state model that fights crime even more effectively.

How Radar Sentry Alarms Stop Intruders

The Radar Sentry Alarm is simple, yet foolproof. Completely solid state, its main components are a control unit and a remote detector. A very stable oscillator generates microwaves (400 MHz) which are radiated out into the protected area by the remote detector—actually an antenna. Each remote detector saturates a 5,000 square foot area, floor to ceiling. Because the oscillator is connected directly to the antenna, it is very sensitive to changes in load. Any human movement in the area will change the antenna load (small animals will not). This change will be reflected back into the oscillator, changing the frequency by a few Herz. The frequency change is amplified by a series of 8 transistor stages, detected, and used to close the alarm relay.

No burglar can thwart this system. Cutting off the power, sets off the alarm. In case of power failure, the Radar Sentry Alarm automatically switches to built-in rechargeable cadmium battery operation. And, if a burglar tampers with the unit during the day, it sounds a fail-safe alarm.

Radar Sentry Alarms can be used with on-location police-type sirens to frighten off burglars, as a silent alarm with direct connection to police headquarters, or as a fire alarm.

New Solid-State Radar Sentry Alarm

The newest Radar Sentry features solid-state circuitry throughout. It is more sensitive, more reliable, virtually impregnable to false alarms. It is easier to service and maintain, because the heart of its electronics is a single printed-circuit module. If there is a problem, the complete module is simply pulled out, and a new one plugged in. Instant repair; no lapse in security.

Growing crime rate means big business opportunities

In 1968, the crime rate is expected to soar. Businesses, homes, factories and institutions all want protection. The crime boom means a business boom for you.

RADAR DEVICES MFG. CORP.
22003 Harper Avenue, St. Clair Shores, Michigan 48080

Please tell me how I can have a business of my own distributing Radar Sentry Alarm Systems. I understand there is no obligation.

Name _______________________
Address _____________________
City __________________________ State ______ Zip ______

--- Break into the Burglary Business Today ---
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"CIE training helped pay for my new house,"

says Eugene Frost of Columbus, Ohio

Gene Frost was "stuck" in low-pay TV repair work. Then two co-workers suggested he take a CIE home study course in electronics. Today he's living in a new house, owns two good cars and a color TV set, and holds an important technical job at North American Aviation. If you'd like to get ahead the way he did, read his inspiring story here.

"If you like electronics—and are trapped in a dull, low-paying job—the story of Eugene Frost's success can open your eyes to a good way to get ahead.

Back in 1957, Gene Frost was stalled in a low-pay TV repair job. Before that, he'd driven a cab, repaired washers, rebuilt electric motors, and been a furnace salesman. He'd turned to TV service work in hopes of a better future—but soon found he was stymied there too.

"I'd had lots of TV training," Frost recalls today, "including numerous factory schools and a semester of advanced TV at a college in Dayton. But even so, I was stuck at $1.50 an hour."

Gene Frost's wife recalls those days all too well. "We were living in a rented double," she says, "at $25 a month. And there were no modern conveniences."

"We were driving a six-year-old car," adds Mr. Frost, "but we had no choice. No matter what I did, there seemed to be no way to get ahead."

**Studies at Night**

"While taking the course from CIE," Mr. Frost continues, "I kept right on with my regular job and studied at night. After graduating, I went on with my TV repair work while looking for an opening where I could put my new training to use."

His opportunity wasn't long in coming. With his CIE training, he qualified for his 2nd Class FCC License, and soon afterward passed the entrance examination at North American Aviation. "You can imagine how I felt," says Mr. Frost. "My new job paid $228 a month more!"
Currently, Mr. Frost reports, he’s an inspector of major electronic systems, checking the work of as many as 18 men. “I don’t lift anything heavier than a pencil,” he says. “It’s pleasant work and work that I feel is important.”

Changes Standard of Living
Gene Frost’s wife shares his enthusiasm. “CIE training has changed our standard of living completely,” she says. “Our new house is just one example,” chimes in Mr. Frost. “We also have a color TV and two good cars instead of one old one. Now we can get out and enjoy life. Last summer we took a 5,000 mile trip through the West in our new air-conditioned Pontiac.”

“No doubt about it,” Gene Frost concludes. “My CIE electronics course has really paid off. Every minute and every dollar I spent on it was worth it.”

Why Training is Important
Gene Frost has discovered what many others never learn until it is too late: that to get ahead in electronics today, you need to know more than soldering connections, testing circuits, and replacing components. You need to really know the fundamentals.

Without such knowledge, you’re limited to “thinking with your hands” ...learning by taking things apart and putting them back together. You can never hope to be anything more than a serviceman. And in this kind of work, your pay will stay low because you’re competing with every home handyman and part-time basement tinkerer.

But for men with training in the fundamentals of electronics, there are no such limitations. They think with their heads, not their hands. They’re qualified for assignments that are far beyond the capacity of the “screwdriver and pliers” repairman.

The future for trained technicians is bright indeed. Thousands of men are desperately needed in virtually every field of electronics, from 2-way mobile radio to computer testing and troubleshooting. And with demands like this, salaries have skyrocketed. Many technicians earn $8,000, $10,000, $12,000 or more a year.

How can you get the training you need to cash in on this booming demand? Gene Frost found the answer in CIE. And so can you.

Send for Free Book
Thousands who are advancing their electronics careers started by reading our famous book, “How To Succeed In Electronics.” It tells of the many electronics careers open to men with the proper training. And it tells which courses of study best prepare you for the work you want.

If you’d like to get ahead the way Gene Frost did, let us send you this 40-page book free. With it we’ll include our other helpful book, “How To Get A Commercial FCC License.” Just fill out and mail the attached card.

Or, if the card is missing, write to CIE at the address below.

ENROLL UNDER G.I. BILL
All CIE courses are available under the new G.I. Bill. If you served on active duty since January 31, 1955, or are in service now, check box on reply card for G.I. Bill information.

CIE
Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 E. 17th St., Dept. RE-49
Cleveland, Ohio 44114
Accredited Member National Home Study Council
NEW BOOKS

101 WAYS TO USE YOUR HAM TEST EQUIPMENT, by Robert G. Middleton. Published by Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 4300 W. 62 St., Indianapolis, Ind. 46206. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2", 160 pages, soft cover, $2.95.

Describes basic tests of ham equipment. It covers uses of such instruments as grid-dip meters, antenna impedence meters, voms and v'tms, oscilloscopes, reflected-power and SWR meters, bridges, etc. The uses described range from basic to complex, yet explanations are concise and easy to follow. The book is well illustrated.

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ELECTRONICS COMPONENTS, edited by Dr. Alva C. Todd. Published by Allied Radio Corp., 100 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60680. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2", 112 pages, soft cover, $1.

Alphabetically lists, describes and illustrates components now in use. Descriptions are easy to understand. Each component's use is explained and any special handling or installation requirement is covered. A handy reference.

HOW TO USE SIGNAL GENERATORS (3 books), by John D. Lenk. Published by John F. Rider Publications, 116 W. 14 St., New York, N. Y. 10011. 6" x 9", approximately 100 pages in each, soft covers, $3.25 each.

Each book specializes in a particular field—the laboratory; color TV servicing; radio/TV/hi-fi servicing. All three of these books give step-by-step instructions on how to apply all types of signal generators, etc. The books include methods for testing and calibrating signal generators. Well illustrated.

ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS (Twelfth Edition), by D. G. Beasley and R. G. Kempton. Published by General Electric Co., 2100 Gardiner Lane, Suite 301, Louisville, Ky. 40205. 8 1/2" x 6", 360 pages, soft cover, $2.

Prepared by G.E.'s Tube Department, this "single-source reference" has been updated to include more than 300 of the newest receiving and TV tubes. It provides excellent guidance for service technicians, design engineers and hobbyists—3287 tubes (741 black-and-white and color picture tubes) are described. In addition, this manual contains data on receiving, five-star and special-purpose tubes, capacitors, photoconductive, photovoltaic and electronic cell-lamp combinations and reed switches. Practically every tube found in any piece of electronic equipment is described. Bottom part of the book contains tube drawings and pin identification, on pages which can be flipped independently of the upper portion.

GET INFORMATION "too hot to handle"

Learn about the new scientific and patented miracles in sound by:

Karlson

WIDE SCREEN STEREO DEEPEST TRUE PITCH BASS DYNAMICS WITHOUT DISTORTION UNIFORM WIDE AREA COVERAGE MICROVOLT SENSITIVITY AND MORE

FREE LITERATURE WRITE OR PHONE

KARLSON RESEARCH & MFG. Box 117, W. Hempstead L.i., N.Y. Tel. 516-489-3641
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NEW ENDECO Desoldering Kits

MODEL 300-K KIT SHOWN

All you need to handle almost any desoldering and resoldering job!

Kit 300K includes the famous Endeco pencil desoldering iron Model 300, six different size tips (038 to 090) for any job, tip cleaning tool, and metal stand for iron... all in a handy lifetime steel storage box. $17.75 net. Model 300K-3 with a 3-wire cord $19.55. Also: A similar kit for military users, and Kit 100K with large Endeco desoldering iron Model 100A.

SEE YOUR DISTRIBUTOR OR WRITE

ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
5157 E. 65th * Indianapolis, Ind. 46220
Circle 24 on reader's service card
"When you guarantee finer color pictures...

...like we do, you better deliver!" says George Comer and Bob Garrison, of Capitol TV Sales and Service, Atlanta, Georgia.

"We install antennas for many dealers, retailers, chains and department stores here in the Atlanta area. They look to us to give their customers the fine color reception their customers were guaranteed when they bought their sets. We make sure we deliver the best possible color pictures by installing JFD Color Lasers.

"Before using Color Lasers, we installed VHF LPV Log Periodics. Frankly, we didn't think a combination 82-channel antenna would work so well across the VHF, UHF and FM bands. But the Color Laser is proving it to us where it counts — in happy customers and protected profits."

George Comer and Bob Garrison know from experience — like other professionals — that JFD Color Lasers come through with the superb reception people expect from a professional service company.

Only Color Lasers offer:

- BRILLIANT COLOR — flat (frequency independent) response across each channel, free from suck-outs or roll-off. Keeps colors vivid and alive.

- PATENTED W-I-D-E BAND LOG PERIODIC DESIGN — the most efficient ever developed — provides higher gain, better signal-to-noise ratios, needle-sharp directivity. Eleven patents cover its revolutionary space-age design.

- MORE DRIVEN ELEMENTS. Harmonically resonant capacitor coupled design makes dual-function elements work on both VHF and UHF frequencies. Entire antenna (not just part of it as in other log periodic imitations) responds on every channel.

- LUSTROUS, ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTIVE GOLD ALOIDIZING promotes signal transfer, protects against corrosion, enhances appearance.

The Best Antenna for Color TV is The Color Laser by

JFD ELECTRONICS CO. 15th Avenue at 62nd Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11219
JFD International, 64-14 Woodside Ave., Woodside, N.Y. 11377 JFD Canada, Ltd., Ontario, Canada
JFD de Venezuela, S.A., Avenida Los Haticos 125-97, Maracaibo, Venezuela

LICENSED UNDER ONE OR MORE OF U.S. PATENTS 2,958,081; 2,985,879; 3,011,116; 3,068,290; 3,155,376; 3,210,767; 3,316,767; 3,324,740 AND ADDITIONAL PATENTS PENDING IN U.S.A. AND CANADA. PRODUCED BY JFD ELECTRONICS CO. UNDER EXCLUSIVE LICENSE FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS FOUNDATION LICENSED UNDER ONE OR MORE OF U.S. PATENTS 2,955,287 AND 2,931,322 AND ADDITIONAL PATENTS PENDING.
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NEW HEATHKIT In-Circuit Transistor Tester
At last, a realistic price for in-circuit testing of transistors! The new Heathkit IT-18 Tester has the facilities you need and it costs a lot less. It measures DC Beta in-or-out-of-circuit in 2 ranges from 2 to 1000 (the spec. commonly used by mftrs. and schematics to determine transistor gain). It tests diodes in-or-out-of-circuit for forward and reverse current to indicate opens or shorts. Measures transistors out-of-circuit for ICEO and ICBO leakage on leakage current scale of 0 to 5,000 uA. Identifies NPN or PNP devices, anode and cathode of unmarked diodes, matches transistors of the same type or trans-diode type. Cannot damage device or circuit even if connected incorrectly. Big 4½” 200 uA meter. 10-turn calibrate control. Completely portable, powered by “D” cell (long battery life). Front panel socket for lower power devices. Attached 3’ test leads. Rugged polypropylene case with attached cover. Built in 2 hours. 4 lbs.

NEW HEATHKIT 1-15 VDC Regulated Power Supply
Labs, service shops, hams, home experimenters... anybody working with transistor circuitry can use this handy new Heathkit All-Silicon Transistor Power Supply. Voltage regulated (less than 40 mV variation no-load to full-load, less than 0.05% change in output with input change from 105-125 VAC). Current limiting; adjustable from 10-500 mA. Ripple and noise less than 0.1 mV. Transient response 25 uS. Output impedance 0.5 ohm or less to 100 kHz. AC or DC programming (3 mA driving current on DC). Circuit board construction. Operates 105-125 or 210-250 VAC, 50/60 Hz. 6 lbs.

NEW HEATHKIT Crystal-Controlled Post Marker Gen.
Fast, accurate color TV and FM alignment at the touch of a switch! 15 crystal-controlled marker frequencies. Select picture and sound IF’s, color bandpass and trap freq., 6 dB points, FM IF center freq., and 100 kHz points. Use up to six markers simultaneously. Birdie-type markers. Trace and marker amplitude controls permit using regular ‘scope. 400 Hz modulator. Variable bias supply. Input and output connectors for use with any sweep generator. Also has external marker input. BNC connectors. Solid-state circuit uses 22 transistors, 4 diodes. Two circuit boards. Handsome new Heathkit instrument styling of beige and black in stackable design. Until now, an instrument of this capability cost hundreds of dollars more. Order your IG-14 now, it’s the best investment in alignment facilities you can make. $8 lbs.

NEW HEATHKIT Low-Cost 5 MHz 3” ‘Scope
Here is the widespread response, extra sensitivity and utility you need, all at low cost. The Heathkit IO-17 features vertical response of 5 Hz to 5 MHz; 30 mv Peak-to-Peak sensitivity; vertical gain control with pull-out X50 attenuator; front panel 1 volt Peak-to-Peak reference voltage; horizontal sweep from internal generator, 60 Hz line, or external source; wide range automatic sync; plastic graticule with 4 major vertical divisions & 8 major horizontal, front mounted controls; completely nickel-alloy shielded 3” CRT; solid-state high & low voltage power supplies for 115/230 VAC, 50/60 Hz; Zener diode regulators minimize trace bounce from line voltage variations; new professional Heath instrument styling with removable cabinet shells; beige & black color; just 9½” H. x 5½” W. x 14½” L.; circuit board construction, shipping wt. 17 lbs.

NEW HEATHKIT Solid-State Portable Volt-Ohm Meter
There’s never been a better buy in meters. Solid-state circuit has FET input, 4 silicon transistors (2 used as diodes), and 1 silicon diode. 11 megohm input on DC, 1 megohm on AC. 4 DC volt ranges, 0-1000 v. with ±2% accuracy, 4 AC volt ranges, 0-1000 v. with ±8% accuracy. 4 resistance ranges, 10 ohms center scale XL, X10, X100, X1K, measures from 0.1 ohm to 1000 megohms. 4½” 200 uA meter with multicolored scales. Operates on “C” cell and 8.4 v. mercury cell (not included). Housed in rugged black polypropylene case with molded-in cover and handle and plenty of space for the three built-in test leads. An extra jack is provided for connecting accessory probes to extend basic ranges. Controls include zero-adjust, ohms-adjust, DC polarity reversing switch, continuous rotation 12-position function switch. Easy-to-build circuit board construction completes in 3-4 hours. 4 lbs.
From Heath

NEW HEATHKIT AJ-15 Deluxe Stereo Tuner
For the man who already owns a fine stereo amplifier, and in response to many requests, Heath now offers the superb FM stereo tuner section of the renowned AR-15 receiver as a separate unit. The new AJ-15 FM Stereo Tuner has the exclusive design FET FM tuner for remarkable sensitivity, the exclusive Crystal Filters in the RF strip for perfect response curve and no alignment, Integrated Circuits, sensitivity, the Silicon Tone -Flat Switch; 40,000 Hz The famous amplifier section of the Heathkit AA-15 Receiver is now available as a separate unit. Two Tune control: for high gain, best limiting; response curve and no alignment; Integrated Circuits sensitivity, the

NEW HEATHKIT AA-15 Deluxe Stereo Amplifier
For the man who already owns a fine stereo tuner, Heath now offers the famous amplifier section of the AR-15 receiver as a separate unit. The new AA-15 Stereo Amplifier has the same superb features: 150 watts Music Power; Ultra-Low Harmonic & IM Distortion (less than 0.5% at full output); Ultra-Wide Frequency Response (± 1 dB, 8 to 40,000 Hz at 1 watt), Ultra-Wide Dynamic Range Preamp (98 dB); Tone-Flat Switch; Front Panel Input Level Controls; Transformerless Amplifier, Capacitor Coupled Outputs; Massive Power Supply; All-Silicon Transistor Circuit; Positive Circuit Protection, "Black Magic" Panel Lighting, new second system Remote Speaker Switch, 120/240 VAC. 26 lbs. *Optional DC mobile supply, HWA-17-1, $24.95.

NEW HEATHKIT 2-Meter AM Amateur Transceiver
2-Meters at low cost. And the HW-17 Transceiver has 143.2 to 148.2 MHz extended coverage to include MARS, CAP, and Coast Guard Auxiliary operation. Output power of tube-type transmitter is 8 to 10 watts, AM. 4 crystal sockets plus VFO input. Relayless PTT operation. Double conversion solid-state superhet. Receiver has 1 uV sensitivity with prebuilt, aligned FET tuner, ANL, Squelch, "Spot" function, and lighted dial. Signal-strength/relative power-output meter. Battery saver switch for low current drain during receiving only. 15 transistor, 18 diode, 3 tube circuit on two boards built in about 20 hours. Built-in 120/240 VAC, 50-60 Hz power supply and 3" x 5" speaker; low profile aluminum cabinet in Heath gray-green; ceramic mic. and gimbaf mount included. 17 lbs. *Optional DC mobile supply, HWA-17-1, $24.95.

NEW HEATHKIT Home Protection System
Customize your own system with these new Heathkit units to guard the safety of your home and family. Warnings of smoke, fire, intruders, freezing, cooling, thawing, pressure, water, almost any change you want to be warned about. Your house is ready wired for this system, just plug units into AC outlets. Exclusive "loading" design of transmitters generates unusual signal which is detected by the Receiver/Alarm. Solid-state circuitry with fail-safe features warns if components of system have failed. Any number of units may be used in system. Receiver/Alarm has built-in 2800 Hz alarm and rechargeable battery to signal if power line fails (built-in charger keeps battery in peak condition). Receiver accepts external 117 VAC bells or horns. Smoke/Heat Detector-Transmitter senses smoke and 133°F heat (extra heat sensors may be added to it). Utility Transmitter has several contacts to accept any type switch or thermostat to guard against any hazard except smoke. All units feature circuit board construction and each builds in 3-4 hours. All are small and finished in beige and brown velvet finish. Operating cost similar to that of electric clocks. Invest in safety now with this unique new low-cost Heathkit system.

FREE 1968 CATALOG!
Now with more kits, more color. Fully describes along with over 200 kits for stereo, hi-fi, color TV, electronic organs, electric guitar & amplifier, amateur radio, marine, educational, CB, home & hobby... Mail coupon or write Heath Company, Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022.

NOW, THE TUNER AND AMPLIFIER OF THE FAMOUS HEATH AR-15 RECEIVER ARE AVAILABLE AS SEPARATE COMPONENTS

HEATHKIT 17-1 Deluxe Stereo Tuner
For the man who already owns a fine stereo tuner, Heath now offers the superb FM stereo tuner section of the renowned AR-15 receiver as a separate unit. The new AJ-15 FM Stero Tuner has the exclusive design FET FM tuner for remarkable sensitivity, the exclusive Crystal Filters in the IF strip for perfect response curve and no alignment, Integrated Circuits in the IF strip for high gain, best limiting; response curve and no alignment; Integrated Circuits for sensitivity, the

HEATHKIT 15-1 Deluxe Stereo Amplifier
For the man who already owns a fine stereo tuner, Heath now offers the famous amplifier section of the AR-15 receiver as a separate unit. The new AA-15 Stereo Amplifier has the same superb features: 150 watts Music Power; Ultra-Low Harmonic & IM Distortion (less than 0.5% at full output); Ultra-Wide Frequency Response (± 1 dB, 8 to 40,000 Hz at 1 watt), Ultra-Wide Dynamic Range Preamp (98 dB); Tone-Flat Switch; Front Panel Input Level Controls; Transformerless Amplifier, Capacitor Coupled Outputs; Massive Power Supply; All-Silicon Transistor Circuit; Positive Circuit Protection, "Black Magic" Panel Lighting, new second system Remote Speaker Switch, 120/240 VAC. 26 lbs. *Optional DC mobile supply, HWA-17-1, $24.95.

HEATHKIT 17-2 2-Meter AM Amateur Transceiver
2-Meters at low cost. And the HW-17 Transceiver has 143.2 to 148.2 MHz extended coverage to include MARS, CAP, and Coast Guard Auxiliary operation. Output power of tube-type transmitter is 8 to 10 watts, AM. 4 crystal sockets plus VFO input. Relayless PTT operation. Double conversion solid-state superhet. Receiver has 1 uV sensitivity with prebuilt, aligned FET tuner, ANL, Squelch, "Spot" function, and lighted dial. Signal-strength/relative power-output meter. Battery saver switch for low current drain during receiving only. 15 transistor, 18 diode, 3 tube circuit on two boards built in about 20 hours. Built-in 120/240 VAC, 50-60 Hz power supply and 3" x 5" speaker; low profile aluminum cabinet in Heath gray-green; ceramic mic. and gimbaf mount included. 17 lbs. *Optional DC mobile supply, HWA-17-1, $24.95.

HEATHKIT Home Protection System
Customize your own system with these new Heathkit units to guard the safety of your home and family. Warnings of smoke, fire, intruders, freezing, cooling, thawing, pressure, water, almost any change you want to be warned about. Your house is ready wired for this system, just plug units into AC outlets. Exclusive "loading" design of transmitters generates unusual signal which is detected by the Receiver/Alarm. Solid-state circuitry with fail-safe features warns if components of system have failed. Any number of units may be used in system. Receiver/Alarm has built-in 2800 Hz alarm and rechargeable battery to signal if power line fails (built-in charger keeps battery in peak condition). Receiver accepts external 117 VAC bells or horns. Smoke/Heat Detector-Transmitter senses smoke and 133°F heat (extra heat sensors may be added to it). Utility Transmitter has several contacts to accept any type switch or thermostat to guard against any hazard except smoke. All units feature circuit board construction and each builds in 3-4 hours. All are small and finished in beige and brown velvet finish. Operating cost similar to that of electric clocks. Invest in safety now with this unique new low-cost Heathkit system.
In the Shop . . . With Jack

By JACK DARR

STATION COLOR TROUBLES

It's never pleasant to get blamed for something we didn't do. We get enough blame for the things we did do. So, let's take up some subjects that draw unjustified complaints from set owners about color reception. They are caused by station trouble.

The basic complaint is: "The pictures aren't the same colors all the time," or: "people look different." One technician told me, perfectly serious, that out of three stations in his area, ... no two of them transmitted the same color burst frequency! You have to adjust the tint control all the way to one end for one, in the middle for the other, and all the way to the other end for the third! This is a fascinating theory, but it ain't so. Let's see why.

On-screen color is determined by the phase angle of the chrominance signals, with respect to a 3.579545-MHz subcarrier. This subcarrier is generated at the "point of origin" of the program. No matter where this is. The two color-difference signals are locked to the reference burst. In the receiver, the oscillator locks to the 3.58-MHz burst signal which comes with the program. Right? It had better lock in; if it doesn't, you're going to have rainbows running all over the place!

Now, look at the diagram, which shows the I and Q signals at their proper angles. (The I and Q signals are produced at the station by shifting the phase of the R - Y and B - Y signals from the camera.) This is a complete signal from one TV station. Turn the page on either side or upside down. What happens to the phase angles? They're still the same! The 3.58-MHz signal from the station, by FCC rule, must be within 10 Hz of 3.579545 MHz. The receiver local oscillator and control circuitry has a pull-in range of maybe ±20 Hz. So, as long as your oscillator stays locked to the program subcarrier, you'll get the right colors for that program! Even if the burst isn't within its allotted 10-Hz tolerance, the receiver color-phase circuits will lock on to it.

The normal lock-in time for such a control circuit is very short. It's possible for the receiver to lock within one cycle on different color programs; this is true even if the subcarriers should be different between program sources.

You've told us what isn't the trouble—now tell us what is! There will be color differences between shows, between stations and even between program and commercial material on the same station! You've seen that yourself. But they won't be a subcarrier difference! It is a difference in the color response of the various cameras at the studio, or between a video-tape machine, live or film-pickup camera.

The difference you see on the screen lies in the amount of each color transmitted, and in its saturation or amplitude. Watch any multiple-source program, such as network news shows, and you'll see what I mean.

Perhaps most noticeable of all is the difference between a live picture and film or video-tape segments. This can be caused by the different responses of the image-orth tubes in the live cameras, and the vidicons in the film chains, by the response of the video-tape machines and their adjustments, and so on.

Incidentally, you'll see a tape trouble on color that won't even show on b-w. It's an orange stripe across a pink or blue background, and it's caused by a wee phase shift somewhere in one of the video-tape heads. It's the equivalent of the loss of sync which used to make b-w video tapes break up into sawteeth on vertical lines and zigzags.

So, when you get complaints about improper colors, check very closely to be sure that the problem isn't station trouble. It's awfully hard to fix poor color at a studio in Hollywood when you're in Ohio! If it's consistent trouble, however, and shows up on all stations with the same symptoms, then you'd just as well get ready to take the chassis out of the cabinet! Watch the set in operation long enough to tell whether it is really a set trouble. Usually, about half of a short program and a couple of commercials will give you a pretty good idea.

R-E

SUN VALLEY, CALIFORNIA • 91352
Circle 27 on reader's service card
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We've rectified high-voltage rectifiers.

Take a look at our new “Posted filament” design. There's no delicately suspended heater-cathode system. There's no need to heat up a metal sleeve and then an oxide coating.

It takes less than a second for the 3CU3 to start rectifying full swing.

In case of a break, there's no way for the 3CU3's filament to fall against the anode, creating a short and knocking out other components in the circuit.

The 3CU3's filament is always perfectly centered. It emits electrons uniformly in every direction. From a much larger surface than in the old design. There's no suspension post in the way to create an "electron shadow" that cuts down the plate current.

The uniform electric field around the rigid support reduces high voltage stresses. Arcing and its resulting troubles are eliminated.

The 3CU3 is interchangeable with 3A3 and 3A3A high voltage rectifiers. And it's made exclusively by Sylvania.

The 3CU3 is just one of a new "posted filament" family which includes the new 3BL2 and 3BM2. They're designed for use in new color TV sets. These tubes are especially good for transistorized TV where their fast warm-up fits in with the "instant on" feature of solid state circuitry.

The new construction has higher reliability and longer life and should give you fewer and less troublesome callbacks.

SYLVANIA
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS

From the outside you can hardly tell it's changed.
This is the least you’ll get out of RCA Institutes Home Training in electronics.
Sure you’ll build, and keep, a lot of expensive equipment—up to 25 kits. But the thing you’ll value most, is AUTOTEXT—the new and easy training method that really prepares you for a rewarding career in electronics.

Good paying jobs for electronics technicians are waiting to be filled. How can you prepare? By taking positive action right now. By sending for full information on what RCA Institutes Home Training in Electronics can do for you. Start to learn in the field of your choice immediately. No previous training or experience in electronics needed.

AUTOTEXT MAKES IT EASY
RCA’s exclusive AUTOTEXT method lets you learn and retain in fast, easy steps. Problems in math, and circuitry melt away. You wonder why such things ever seemed difficult.

There’s no wasted effort in these home study career programs. You quickly realize that everything you’re learning can be used in the field you have chosen.

Can you afford to take this training? Why not find out. For although the programs vary in cost, when you learn more about what this training offers, you may quickly realize you can’t afford not to have it.

UNIQUE TUITION PLAN
With the RCA Institutes, just as you learn at your own pace, so do you pay. There are no long term contracts to sign. No staggering down-payment to lose if you stop. No badgering for bills—honest. You pay for lessons only as you order them. And if at any point you decide you’ve had “enough”, you can stop right there and not owe one cent.

THESE ARE THE CAREER PROGRAMS NOW OPEN TO YOU:
- Television Servicing
- FCC License Preparation
- Automation Electronics
- Automatic Controls
- Digital Techniques
- Telecommunications
- Industrial Electronics
- Nuclear Instrumentation
- Solid State Electronics
- Electronics Drafting

Separate courses are available which include all subjects from Electronics Fundamentals to Computer Programming.

CLASSROOM TRAINING ALSO AVAILABLE
RCA Institutes Resident School in New York City is one of the largest schools of its kind. Classroom and laboratory training is offered in day or evening sessions. Coeducational classes start four times a year. Students are drawn from all over the world. Placement Service at no extra cost. Just check “Classroom Training” on the attached card for more details.

Veterans: GI Bill benefits available.
All courses approved for student government loans.
Accredited Member National Home Study Council.

For complete information, send attached postage paid card today. No obligation. No salesman will visit you.

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc., 320 West 31st St., New York, N.Y. 10001

Included with your kits is the all-important Oscilloscope at no extra charge!
New Home Protection Alarm Kit

New wireless fire, smoke and burglar alarm system can save lives and protect property

By THOMAS R. HASKETT

HEATHKIT'S NEW HOME PROTECTION System serves as a round-the-clock watchman and can sound an alarm when life and property are threatened. A first of its kind in kit form, the system features a smoke detector, a heat detector and a multi-purpose alarm capability. You can be warned of intruders, temperature changes, rain, flood, etc.

The kits become an ac line-operated wireless system. You don't have to run signal wires along baseboards and under rugs. Just plug the units into the nearest ac line outlet. Signals from the detector (transmitter) units are carried by the power line to the alarm (receiver) unit. One, two or more transmitters can be used with one or more receivers. The receiver (GD-77) contains a 2800-Hz solid-state transducer, which serves as an internal sounder. Connections for an additional remote bell, buzzer, siren or light indicator are provided as well.

Transmitters are the Smoke Detector (GD-87), which also contains a heat sensor and provisions for one or more external heat sensors, and the Utility Transmitter (GD-97), which accommodates other alarm sensors operated in either or both normally open and normally closed circuits. The transmitters put out a 50-kHz signal when triggered. In the absence of the signal, the receiver remains "quiet." Should the signal be put on the ac line for any reason, the alarm will sound.

Solid-state circuitry and a minimum number of components are common to all units. Also, the system has excellent fail-safe features. For example, failure of certain key components in the transmitters, a power failure or disconnecting the receiver from the ac line will sound an alert. If power is removed from the receiver, rechargeable batteries take over to power the internal alarm.

The smoke-detector circuit (Fig. 1) consists of a light-dependent resistor (LDR), sensitivity control R5 and the gate circuit of silicon controlled rectifier D5. A half-wave, voltage-doubler power supply (diodes D3 and D4, and capacitors C2 and C3) supplies 325 volts dc to the sensitivity control. Voltage across the LDR is determined by the setting of R5. The LDR is mounted—along with lamp PL-1—inside the smoke-detector assembly. When the LDR is in the dark, its resistance is 1 to 3 megohms. When smoke enters the detector assembly, however, some light is reflected off the smoke onto the LDR and causes its resistance to decrease. This decrease in resistance is directly proportional to the light reflected on the LDR.

As the resistance of the LDR decreases, more current flows through the LDR, R6 and R7. (Resistor R6 is a current limiter used to protect the SCR gate from damage.) Current flow through R7 sets up a positive voltage on the gate of the SCR and triggers it into conduction. Pulsating
dc voltage is then applied across the transmitter module (described later), which generates the 50-kHz signal to trigger the alarm.

**Fail-safe smoke detector lamp**

The 12.6-volt secondary of power-supply transformer T1 provides supply voltage for smoke-detector lamp PL-1. The lamp is connected in a bridge circuit with R1, R2 and R3. Normally the bridge is near balance and only a small current flows through diode D2. This residual current is too small to provide sufficient voltage drop across R7 to gate on the SCR.

However, if PL-1 burns out or is removed from its socket, bridge balance is upset. Current flow increases from the bridge, through D2 and R7, and back to the bridge. As before, the voltage drop across R7 gates on the SCR, which applies pulsating dc voltage across the transmitter module to generate the alarm signal.

**Heat-detector**

Supply voltage for the heat detector is furnished by the 6.3-volt winding of T1, rectified by D1 and filtered by C1. Heat sensor TS-1 is in series with any remote heat sensors and the coil of relay RLY-1, which is energized by current flow through the circuit. When TS-1 or an external heat sensor detects high temperature (about 133°F), current to the relay coil is interrupted. The normally closed contacts (N.C. on the diagram) close, applying sufficient voltage across R6 and R7 to gate on the SCR and turn on the transmitter section.

All transmitter components (except R8 and C5) are preassembled in a module. A conventional emitter-coupled multivibrator (transistors Q101 and Q102) generates alarm signals. The multivibrator is tuned to approximately 50 kHz and trimmer capacitor C5 is used for frequency adjustments.

Transmitter output is coupled, via C103 and R106, to the base of switching transistor Q103. (Diode D101 protects the base of Q103 by limiting negative voltage peaks.) When the transmitter is turned on, transistor Q103 switches off and on at a 50-kHz rate.

One end of the C104-R8 combination is connected to one side of the ac line and the other end to the collector of Q103. When Q103 switches, its collector-to-emitter resistance is quite low, in effect placing C104 and R8 across the ac line (through the SCR, which is also conducting).

The transmitting multivibrator is connected to one side of the ac line through R101. The emitters of Q101 and Q102 are connected to the anode of the SCR. When the SCR conducts, it turns on the multivibrator by supplying it with a 60-Hz pulsating dc voltage rectified from the ac line.

**Alarm signal**

Switching transistor Q103 connects C104 and resistor R8 in parallel across the ac line on alternate half-cycles of the 60-Hz voltage. As waveform A of Fig. 1 shows, the 50-kHz rf signal is modulated by these half-cycles. The result (waveform D) is 50-kHz modulation of alternate half-cycles of the 60-Hz voltage on the ac line—in other words, a burst of 50-kHz signal transmitted 60 times per second.

Therefore, whenever heat or smoke is detected or lamp PL-1 burns out, a 50-kHz signal is transmitted through the ac line. Since the 50-kHz signal is not transmitted continuously, but only on alternate half-cycles of the 60-Hz line voltage, the signal consists of a 50-kHz signal pulse modulated
GD-97 is not supplied with remote sensors, but the user may select a wide variety of them to fit many applications. Thermostats may be used to indicate high temperatures (fire) or low temperature (freezing). Other sensors respond to moisture (rain or flooding) or intrusion (burglary).

Remote input terminals 1 and 2 (Fig. 2) are designed for normally closed sensing devices, with a resistance of 800 ohms or less. Terminals 2 and 3 are for normally open devices with open resistance of 350,000 ohms or more, and terminals 4 and 5 for normally open devices which have an open resistance of 1000 ohms or more.

The power supply (T1, D1 and C1) furnishes rectified dc for the remote sensors and transmitter trigger. Current from the supply flows through the normally closed sensor connected across terminals 1 and 2, through current-limiting resistor R1 and the coil of relay RLY-1, energizing it. Since its normally open contacts are then made, the transmitter stays on.

Should a sensor connected across terminals 1 and 2 open, the relay is de-energized and its normally closed contacts make. This action lights lamp PL1 and connects ac to D3, which rectifies the ac and supplies pulsating dc to the transmitter. As mentioned above, the transmitter then supplies the pulsed rf signal to the ac line.

Silicon controlled rectifier D2 is connected across the coil of RLY-1. However, since the SCR is not conducting, anode-to-cathode resistance is high and current flows through the relay coil. When a normally open sensor across terminals 2 and 3 closes, (continued on page 61)

---

**Fig. 2—Utility transmitter (GD-97) is triggered by remote sensors chosen by user to detect intruders, moisture, etc.**

**Fig. 3—Home protection receiver (GD-77) picks up signals from either transmitter and sounds alarm.**

Waveforms measured at indicated points (30 Hz sweep rate).
Recipe For A Preamp

Start with a transistor, add a few resistors...

By B. E. Johnson

An electronics enthusiast often gets his start by building a kit. All parts and instructions are supplied; there is little or no place for creativity or initiative. He may start one degree higher—or possibly graduate—to this level: He may build a device from a magazine article. This is exactly like following a recipe: a list of ingredients is provided, together with instructions for "assembling" them, precautions to be observed, results to be expected, and so forth. Depending on your experience and your nerve, you may make one or more changes to suit your taste. But you're still kind of helpless when you can't find a published diagram for what you want.

Most electronics hobbyists never get beyond this stage, unless they have had electronics engineering training. This article takes you on the first step beyond the cookbook. It shows you a simple process for designing a single-stage transistor amplifier. Nothing tougher than arithmetic here.

The impetus for this little project came because I needed a compact, self-contained package of gain as a mike or phono-pickup level booster. I wanted a combined mono output from the pickup or a pair of mikes, but for various reasons I also wanted to be able to pick off separate signals, hence the little resistive mixing network at the input. I needed a voltage gain of only about 5 (14 dB).

Further, it looked like a good idea to design the booster to operate at such a low dc power level that I could enclose a penlight cell in the same box and forget about an on/off switch.

The design procedure, and the device itself, are worked out so neatly that it seemed worth sharing. The schematic shows the result, and here's how it was conceived.

RA, RB and RC are the combining network resistances. With this network, each right and left pickup channel works into its designated impedance, and the output will work into a preamp of the same impedance.

The three R's are all the same value and are found by:

$$ R = \frac{Z(N-2)}{N} $$

where N is the number of branches, in this case 3, and Z is the impedance of any branch, all branches being equal. My pickup and preamp are 47,000 ohms, so this entire design is built around that value. Since R then computes to 15,667, we use 15,000 ohms, an available 10% value.

Throughout all computations, there is liberal rounding. Component variations are much more significant than any rounding we do.

The voltage loss, L, of this type network is:

$$ L = N - 1 $$

In this case it's 2.

C1 and C2 are noncritical, and 2µF should be big enough for anyone. I used 30 µF's as they were available. The low voltage gain required does not mean Q1 can be a low-gain transistor. The 2N2923, with a beta range of 90-180 at 2mA is about as low as practical. The high beta is needed for easier control of input impedance.

Amplifier input resistance R1i is the combination of R1, R2 and transistor input resistance Rb, in parallel:

$$ R_{1i} = \frac{1}{\frac{1}{R_1} + \frac{1}{R_2} + \frac{1}{R_b}} $$

As explained above, we want it to be 47,000 ohms. For bias stability, current through R1 and R2 should be a significant fraction of collector current. If we choose Ic = 40µA for long battery life, then a good value for Ibo is 4µA.

Using the base voltage shown on Fig. 1 to avoid a false start or two:

$$ R_2 = \frac{0.6}{4 \times 10^{-6}} $$

or 152,500 ohms (150,000 is close enough). R1 carries this same current plus base current. Since we have decided on 40 µA collector current, then R1 must be chosen to furnish the base current to establish that 40 µA.

$$ I_b = \frac{4 \times 10^{-6}}{R_1} $$

A little or no place gets his work at the circuit design provides 14 dB gain as a booster for a mike or phono-pickup

Circuit design provides 14 dB gain as a booster for a mike or phono-pickup
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(continued on page 92)
Part 1 of 2 parts—to acquaint you

20 UNIJUNCTION

By R. M. MARSTON

All that most electronics amateurs know about the unijunction transistor is that it is sometimes used as a simple code practice oscillator or as a trigger for SCR's. Actually, the device has many more uses: It can be used as a very stable wide-range oscillator, and can be made to generate a whole range of different waveforms. It can also be made to act as an analog-to-digital converter, as a frequency divider, as a lamp flasher, as a time-delay unit, or as a number of other useful circuits.

In this article we’ll show you what the unijunction transistor is and how it works. Then we’ll introduce you to 20 or so circuits you can build around this amazing little device.

Basic theory

The unijunction transistor is a very simple device. Its symbol is shown in Fig. 1-a and resembles the actual construction, as shown in Fig. 1-b. The device is made of a bar of n-type silicon material with nonrectifying contacts (base 1 and base 2) at both ends, and a third, rectifying contact (emitter) alloyed into the bar part way along its length. The third contact forms the only junction within the unijunction transistor (UJT).

Since base 1 and base 2 are nonrectifying contacts, a simple resistance appears between these two points. This interbase resistance is that of the silicon bar and is given the symbol \( R_{nn} \). Normally the value of \( R_{nn} \) is between 4000 and 12,000 ohms, depending on the construction of the UJT. It measures the same in either direction.

In use, base 2 is connected to a positive voltage and base 1 is connected to ground (or the negative side of the supply). Thus \( R_{nn} \) acts as a voltage divider with a gradient varying from maximum at base 2 to zero at base 1. As the emitter junction is at some point between base 1 and base 2, some fraction of the applied voltage also appears between the emitter junction and base 1. This fractional part of the applied voltage is the most important parameter of the UJT and is called the intrinsic standoff ratio, or \( \eta \). The value of \( \eta \) is usually between 0.45 and 0.8.

The equivalent circuit—Fig. 1-c—of the UJT clearly illustrates the above points. Symbols \( r_{bn} \) and \( r_{n} \) represent the resistances of the silicon bar, and diode D1 represents the rectifying junction formed between the emitter and the bar. When an external voltage \( (V_{m}) \) is applied between base 2 and base 1, a voltage equal to \( \eta \) times \( V_{m} \) appears across \( r_{n} \).

If a positive input voltage \( (V_e) \) is now applied between the emitter and base 1, and is less than \( \eta \) times \( V_{m} \), diode D1 will be reverse-biased, and no current will flow from emitter to base 1. Thus, under this condition, the emitter input appears as a very high impedance. This impedance is that of a reverse-biased silicon diode, and typically has a value of several megohms.

When \( V_e \) is increased above \( \eta \) times \( V_{m} \), a point will be reached where D1 becomes forward-biased and current starts to flow from the emitter to base 1. This current consists mainly of minority carriers injected into the silicon bar. These carriers drift to base 1, causing a decrease in the effective resistance of \( r_{n} \). This decrease in resistance causes the forward bias of D1 to increase, thereby causing the current to increase even more, and in turn causing \( r_{n} \) to fall even more. A semi-regenerative action takes place, and the emitter input impedance falls, typically, to about 20 ohms.

Thus, the unijunction transistor acts as a voltage-triggered switch. The precise point at which triggering occurs is called the peak-point voltage \( (V_p) \). It is given by \( V_p = \eta \times V_{m} + V_e \), where \( V_e \) is forward voltage drop of the emitter diode (usually about 60 mV).

One of the most common applications of the UJT is the relaxation oscillator shown in Fig. 2-a. Here, when the supply is connected, C charges exponentially toward \( V_m \) via \( R \), but as soon as the capacitor potential reaches \( V_e \), the unijunction fires and C discharges rapidly into the emitter. Once C is effectively discharged, the UJT switches off, C starts to charge up again, and the process is repeated. A sawtooth waveform is generated between Q1 emitter and ground.

In this circuit, final switchoff actually occurs in each cycle when the capacitor discharge current falls to what is known as the valley-point current \( (I_v) \), generally a value of

---

**Fig. 1 (left)—Symbol of the unijunction transistor. (center)—Physical construction of the UJT. (right)—Equivalent circuit of the typical unijunction transistor.**

---
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TRANSISTOR APPLICATIONS

A minimum current is needed to start the switch-on action; it is known as the peak-point emitter current \( I_e \), typically a value of several microamps.

The frequency of operation of the circuit is given approximately by \( f = \frac{1}{RC} \), and is virtually independent of supply line potential. A 10% change in supply voltage results in a frequency change of less than 1%. The actual value of \( R \) can be varied between a minimum of about 3000 and a maximum of about 500,000 ohms. Hence a very attractive feature of the circuit is that it can be made to cover a frequency range greater than 100 to 1, using a single variable resistor.

Frequency stability is very good with changes in temperature, being about 0.04% /°C. The main cause of this frequency variation is changes in \( V_0 \) with temperature, these changes being about -2mV /°C. If better frequency stability is required, it can be obtained either by wiring a couple of diodes in series with base 2, or by connecting a stabilizing resistor \( (R_s) \) in the same place.

The interbase resistance of the unijunction increases by about 0.8%/°C, so the fall in \( V_r \) (with rising temperature) can be fully counteracted by the rising voltage on base 2 resulting from the changing potential divider action of \( R_s \) and the interbase resistance. The correct value of \( R_s \) is given by

\[
R_s = \frac{0.7 R_{RB} (1 - \eta)}{\eta V_{RB} n}
\]

where \( R_n \) = external load resistor (if any) in series with base 1. The exact \( R_s \) value is not, however, of great importance in most applications.

In some circuits, \( R_s \) is wired between base 1 and ground, as shown in Fig. 2-b, either to control the discharge time of \( C \) or to give a positive output pulse during the flyback period. A negative-going pulse is also available, if needed, across \( R_s \) in the flyback period.

The unijunction transistor used in the circuits below is a 2N2646. Fig. 3 shows its base connections, while Table I lists its characteristics.

Similar to the oscillator shown previously, the pulse generator of Fig. 4 gives a large-amplitude, negative-going pulse across \( R_4 \), and a positive-going pulse across \( R_3 \). Both pulses have a voltage amplitude of about half the supply-line value, are of similar form, and are low impedance. The \( R_4 \) pulse is suitable for triggering an SCR.

With the component values shown, the pulse width is constant at about 30 µsec over the frequency range shown.

Table I—2N2646 Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peak emitter current ( I_e )</td>
<td>2 Ams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak point current ( I_{pp} )</td>
<td>4.7, 9.100 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valley point current ( I_v )</td>
<td>4 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emitter reverse voltage ( V_{RE} )</td>
<td>30 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interbase voltage ( V_{IB} )</td>
<td>35 volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power dissipation ( P_d )</td>
<td>50 mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic standoff ratio ( n )</td>
<td>0.5-0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interbase resistance ( R_{IB} )</td>
<td>700-9.100 ohms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2-a—A basic relaxation oscillator using the UJT. b—By adding base resistors, the oscillator is made relatively immune to wide variations in temperature.

Fig. 3—Base connections of 2N2646 UJT.

Fig. 4—Wide-range pulse generator.

Fig. 5—Wide-range sawtooth generator.
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range 25 to 3000 Hz (adjustable with R1). The pulse width and frequency range can be altered by changing the value of C1. Reducing the value of C1 by 10 (to 0.01 μF) reduces the pulse width by a factor of 10 (to about 3 μsec) and raises the frequency range by a decade (250 Hz to 30 kHz). C1 may be from about 100 pF to 1000 pF.

A sawtooth waveform is generated at the emitter, but is at a very high impedance level and is thus not readily available externally.

Wide-range sawtooth generator

In this circuit (Fig. 5) the sawtooth waveform from the emitter of Q1 is fed to emitter follower Q2. Hence the sawtooth appears at the Q2 emitter at an impedance of about 10,000 ohms. Output coupling may be made, either directly or via a coupling capacitor, to an external load of 10,000 ohms or greater, without adverse effects on the waveform or the operating frequency.

Frequency range is about 20 to 3000 Hz with the values shown, so the range is greater than 100 to 1 via R1. If a smaller range is required, reduce the value of R1. Operating frequency can be varied from less than one cycle per minute (0.017 Hz) to over 100 kHz by suitable choice of C1.

If an output impedance lower than 10,000 ohms is required, wire a second emitter follower with an emitter load of 2700 ohms to the emitter of Q2.

Linear sawtooth (time-base) generator

The sawtooth at the emitter of the basic UJT oscillator is exponential (nonlinear). In some applications—such as an oscilloscope time-base circuit—a perfectly linear sawtooth is required. This can be obtained by charging the main timing capacitor from a constant-current source, as in Fig. 6.

In this circuit, Q1 is wired as an emitter follower with emitter load R4, and feeds its collector current into the main timing capacitor (C1). The emitter current of Q1—and thus the Q1 collector current and C1 charging current—is determined solely by the setting of R2. It is totally independent of Q1 collector voltage. C1 charging current is thus constant, and the capacitor therefore charges linearly up to the striking voltage of the unijunction. At this point Q2 fires and the capacitor discharges rapidly. Then the timing cycle starts over again.

The signal from Q2’s emitter is fed to emitter follower Q3, giving a final linear sawtooth output at Q3’s emitter at an impedance of about 10,000 ohms. This signal is suitable for feeding to the external time-base input of a scope. In this application, the flyback pulses from R6 can be taken via a high-voltage blocking capacitor and used for beam blanking.

This time-base oscillator can be synchronized with an external signal by feeding the external signal to base 2 of Q2, via C2. This signal, which should have a peak amplitude of 0.2 to 1 volt, effectively modulates the supply voltage, and thus the triggering point of Q2. This causes Q2 to fire in sync with the external signal.

C2 should be chosen to have a lower impedance than R5 at the sync signal frequency. It should also have a working voltage greater than the external voltage from which the signal is applied.

With the component values shown, the operating frequency can be varied over the approximate range 50 to 600 Hz using a 9-volt supply, or 70 to 600 Hz using a 12-volt supply. Operating frequency can be varied from a few cycles per minute to about 100 kHz by suitable choice of C1.

Analog/digital converter, resistive

The circuit of Fig. 7 converts changes in light level, temperature or any other quantity that can be represented by a resistance, into changes in frequency. The resistive element (LDR, thermistor, etc.) is wired in parallel with R1, and so controls the charging time constant of C1, and thus the frequency of operation. A frequency range of 30 Hz to 3,700 kHz is available, the lower frequency being obtained with the variable element open circuit.

Output is taken across R4, and consists of a series of pulses. When fed to an earphone, these can be clearly heard, even at the lowest frequency.

The unit is of particular value in remote reading of such things as temperature, the output pulses being used to modulate a radio or similar link. At the receiver end of the link, the digital information can be converted back to analog via a simple frequency meter circuit.

Analog/digital converters, voltage

These circuits have applications similar to those of the resistance-controlled circuit. However, their operating frequencies are controlled by voltage or by any quantities that
can be represented by a voltage—photovoltaic cells, thermocouples, etc.

Figure 8 shows a basic shunt-controlled converter. Q1 shunts the main timing capacitor (C1) and so shunts off some of its charging current and affects the operating frequency. If zero voltage is fed to Q1's base, Q1 is cut off, and the circuit operates at maximum frequency (about 3.7 kHz). When a positive voltage is fed to Q1's base, the transistor is driven on and the operating frequency falls.

A restriction in this circuit is that, as Q1 is driven on, Q1's collector voltage falls; and when it falls to less than V+, the circuit ceases to operate. The operating range is thus rather restricted, about 800 Hz minimum in this case.

The value of R4 is chosen, by trial and error, to suit the control voltage in use. Usually, it will have a value of a few hundred thousand ohms at potentials up to about 10 volts, and a few megohms at 100 volts.

Figure 9 shows a basic series-controlled converter. Here, the C1 charging current is controlled almost entirely by Q1. When Q1 is driven hard on (saturated) by a voltage applied to R4, the charging current is limited by R1, and the circuit operates at about 3.7 kHz. When zero voltage is applied to R4, Q1 is cut off, and C1 charges via R5, giving an operating frequency of about 30 Hz. Between these two extremes, the frequency can be smoothly controlled by the voltage applied to R4 (which controls the collector current of Q1). The value of R4 is found by trial and error, as in the case of Fig. 8.

In the circuits of Figs. 8 and 9, Q1 is cut off until a forward voltage of about 600 mV is applied to its base, so the operating frequency is not affected by voltages less than this. This difficulty can be overcome by applying a standing bias to Q1 base, as shown in Fig. 10. This modification allows use of input voltages right down to zero, or even reverse voltages.

Relay time-delay circuits

These circuits enable time delays ranging approximately from 0.5 second to 8 minutes to be applied to conventional relays. That is, there is a delay from the moment at which the supply is connected to the moment at which the relay switches on. In Fig. 11, one set of normally closed relay contacts is wired in series with the positive supply line. Hence, power-supply current is fed to the unjuncntion circuit via these contacts. After a delay determined by the setting of R1 and the value of C1, the unjunction fires and drives RY1 on. As RY1 switches on, the supply to the UJT is broken by the relay contacts and the positive supply line is connected to RY1 via R4, holding the relay on.

In this circuit, the relay must be a fast-acting low-voltage type with a coil resistance of less than 150 ohms. The supply-line potential should be at least 4 times the relay operating voltage. Also, the value of R4 should be chosen to keep the "on" current within limits when the relay is fed from the positive supply line.

One difficulty with the circuit of Fig. 11 is that the relay type must be carefully selected. This trouble is overcome in the circuit of Fig. 12. Here, the relay is connected in the collector of Q2, and is normally unactivated. When the UJT fires, a positive pulse is fed from R4 to the base of Q2 via D1, driving Q2 and RY1 on, and rapidly charging C2. At the end of the pulse, the UJT switches off and D1 is reverse-biased, so C2 discharges into the base of Q2, holding the relay on for about 100 msec. Thus C2 is used as a pulse expander, and eliminates the need to use fast-acting relays.

As soon as RY1 starts to close, the negative supply (ground) line to the UJT is broken via the relay contacts, but is still connected to Q2. Once RY1 is fully closed, the supply is connected directly across RY1, holding it on, and cutting Q2 out of the circuit.

The relay in this circuit may be any type with a coil resistance greater than about 100 ohms, and with a working voltage of 6 to 18.

In the two relay circuits considered so far, the relay locks on and draws current indefinitely once they have been triggered. Fig. 13 shows a different arrangement of the circuit of Fig. 11, in which two relays are used.

This circuit's positive supply is connected via the normally closed contacts of RY1 and the normally open contacts of RY2. The RY2 contacts are shunted by pushbutton switch S1. As soon as this button is pressed, the supply is connected to the UJT and to RY2, which instantly switches on. When RY2 is activated, its contacts close, keeping the positive supply connected once S1 is released. After the preset time delay, the UJT fires, driving RY1 on and thus breaking the positive supply line to both the UJT and RY2, which switches off and thus completely breaks the supply to the circuit. The output of this circuit can be taken from the spare RY2 contacts.

When fed with a series of constant-width input pulses, the circuit of Fig. 14 produces a linear staircase output.
ONE OF THE SIMPLEST WAYS TO MAKE a low-voltage power supply is to connect an appropriate resistor in series with the ac line and, if dc is required, to add a suitable rectifier and filter capacitor. The result is the so-called constant-current power supply shown in Fig. 1.

This arrangement has been used successfully for years, in spite of one significant disadvantage: excessive heat losses. The voltage drop across the series resistor, multiplied by the current passing through it, gives the power dissipation in watts. This power, which often amounts to many times the power consumed by the actual load, is a total loss, going into the air as heat. Obviously such an arrangement is grossly inefficient.

A transformer power supply is more efficient. But available transformers don't always provide the desired voltage. Besides, a transformer might be too large to fit the space. Another consideration is that conventional transformers are usually constant-voltage sources. For some purposes a constant-current source might be more desirable, especially when operating thermal devices (where heat is proportional to I^2 R).

So there are times when you might want a series dropping element in a power supply to maintain a nearly constant current through a varying load. We ought to find a series element that consumes no power. Ridiculous? Not at all. All purely reactive elements fall into this category. A capacitor is the nearest thing to pure reactance.

Series capacitor drops voltage and minimizes heat loss

By Donald E. Bowen

---

**Fig. 1**—In conventional constant-current supplies, current through a dropping resistor often wastes more power in the form of heat than supply delivers to load.

**Fig. 2**—Reactance of a resistor-capacitor circuit (a) can be determined with impedance triangle (b). It's an application of a^2 + b^2 = c^2, where a and b are the resistance and capacitive reactance and c is the circuit reactance in ohms.

**Fig. 3**—Basic configuration of capacitance-dropping dc supply, with steps to be followed in figuring the proper value for C.
From elementary theory we learn that impedance in ac circuits is roughly equivalent to resistance in dc circuits, and can be treated as such in Ohm's law for ac circuits. Impedance, however, comprises both resistive and reactive components, as indicated in Fig. 2-a. This idea is extended in Fig. 2-b to show impedance composed of a series capacitor and a resistive load. This is the basic circuit for a constant-current source with no heat losses.

**Finding X**

Figure 2 shows that some basic ac circuit theory is required to determine the correct value of capacitance for a given requirement. However, if \( X \), the capacitor's reactance, is large compared to \( R \) (8:1 or greater), the value of \( X \) can be found from the fundamental Ohm's law formula, exactly as for a series dropping resistor. The only remaining job is to determine the capacitance required to give the desired \( X \).

Even this job, however, need not be difficult if a reactance chart or nomograph is used, or one of the currently available reactance slide rules. Table I presents some of the standard values for commercial capacitors, along with \( X \), at 60 Hz.

Thus, with the capacitor, we have a method of providing a low voltage directly from the ac line without consuming power in the process. But what if we need a dc voltage? In a resistive power supply, a series diode will suffice, along with a suitable filter capacitor. In a power supply with a capacitive element, however, a full-wave bridge rectifier is far more successful, and requires a smaller filter capacitor because of the full-wave output. This is shown in Fig. 3. The added cost is negligible, since four semiconductor diodes similar to the 1N2069 (200 V at 750 mA) cost less than many vacuum-tube rectifiers. Several manufacturers are now making epoxy-encapsulated bridge rectifiers. The Motorola MDA or HEP assemblies are smaller than four separate diodes of equivalent ratings.

Another thing worth mentioning is that this power supply, unlike the resistive power supply, is short-circuit proof! If the output of a resistive power supply is shorted in operation, the resistor is likely to overheat and burn out; or, if that doesn't happen, the diode is sure to go. This is not the case with the capacitor power supply because, with the output shorted, there is nothing more than a capacitor across the ac line. The current is 90° out of phase with the voltage; hence there is little chance that the diodes can be destroyed by overdissipation—there is very little power available when the output is shorted (see Fig. 3). I first applied this circuit in an industrial power supply that was to operate a small electromagnetic device. The device would be subjected to ambient temperatures ranging from just below room temperature (around 50°F) to 185°F. Not a particularly stringent requirement, when compared to some military specifications, but the magnetic field had to remain constant throughout that temperature range.

The real problem was the coil resistance. It varied some 15% in either direction from its nominal value as a result of the temperature change. Thus, to keep ampere-turns constant, a constant-current power supply was required.

An additional problem was the fact that the power supply had to be mounted in the same environment as the electromagnetic device, but could not add sensible heat to that environment. This eliminated the resistor as a possible element for supplying a constant current, but the capacitor power supply was made to order for the job. Fig. 4-a is a schematic of the result.

After that, I began to experiment and found that the method was good to keep in mind, especially around the home workshop. By using large capacitors, it is possible to pass a lot of current and still come up with almost any voltage. And no burned fingers from accidentally picking up hot power resistors!

Oil-filled capacitors are practical where large values are required, although they are bulky. A better solution is to use two electrolytic capacitors connected back to back. It even helps to realize that electrolytics, when so connected, do not behave as do other capacitors, which follow the reciprocal-of-the-sum-of-the-reciprocals formula for series connection.

When two electrolytic capacitors, each having the same value, are connected back to back, the net capacitance is equal to the value of either one of the capacitors; and, likewise, the voltage rating is the same as either one of the two capacitors. In other words, connecting two identical electrolytic capacitors back to back pro-

(continued on page 67)
Reform and Measure Low-

Match-patch hookup easily

By MELVIN CHAN

THE POPULARITY OF SOLID-STATE ELECTRONIC circuits has produced a rapid growth in the use of low-voltage capacitors (e.g., 3, 10, 15 and 25 volts dc) whose capacitances range from 0.1 μF to 5000 μF and higher. There is a need to know with reasonable accuracy the actual, rather than the rated, capacitance of electrolytics which are manufactured with very wide tolerances. Here is a simple method that you can use to measure capacitance.

All you need is a vtvm (or other high-impedance voltmeter), a dc voltage source, one or more reference capacitors of known value and the simple circuit shown in Fig. 1.

In use, reference capacitor C1 is charged to a voltage which does not exceed the voltage rating of C1 or C2 (the unknown capacitor), whichever is lower. The charging voltage is then disconnected, and C2 is placed in parallel with C1, causing the original charge on C1 to be shared by C2. At this time, the meter will show a decrease in voltage, which is a function of the relative capacitance of the reference and unknown capacitors. Obviously, the voltages on both capacitors are equal at this lower level.

The initial voltage (E1) on reference capacitor C1, and the lower voltage (E2) resulting when C2 is in parallel with C1, are substituted in the formula

\[ C2 = C1 \left( \frac{E1 - E2}{E2} \right) \]

Electrolytic capacitors which have been idle for a period of 2 weeks or longer should be reform ed before measuring or return to service. This process consists of applying (with correct polarity) the rated working voltage to the capacitor until a voltmeter across the capacitor stabilizes at that voltage. The time required for the voltage to stabilize is a function of capacitance, leakage current and the length of time the capacitor has been out of service. Reforming time may range from only a few seconds to a minute or more.

Measuring capacitance

1. Connect the charging-voltage source and the vtvm as shown in Fig. 1. Turn R1 (SET VOLTS) to reduce the meter reading to zero.
2. Set switch S1 at FORM, connect C1 and C2. Adjust R1 until the meter reading reaches the voltage rating of C1 or C2, whichever is lower.
3. When the meter stabilizes at the rated voltage, throw S1 to CHARGE. Readjust R1 to hold the voltage (E1) on capacitor C1 at the level estab-

![Fig. 1—Unknown electrolytic capacitors can be reformed, discharged and measured in a 1-2-3 procedure at the flip of S1. Voltage levels can be set by control R1.](image)

Parts List

- R1—1000-ohm potentiometer, linear taper (see text)
- R2—220-ohm, ½-watt, 10% resistor
- R3—10-ohm, ½-watt, 10% resistor
- S1—2-pole, 3-position nonshorting rotary switch (Mallory 32325J or similar)
- J1, J2, J3—Pin jacks or 5-way binding posts, red
- J4, J5, J6—Pin jacks or 5-way binding posts, black
- C1—100 μF, 12-volt electrolytic capacitor (Sprague TE1119.3 or similar); Optional: 150 μF, 12-volt electrolytic capacitor (Sprague TE 1129 or similar) 450 μF, 3-volt electrolytic capacitor (Mallory TPG-4503T, Cornell-Dubilier type NLW Electrolyte or similar)
- Chassis—aluminum box, 3½" x 2½" x 1½"
Voltage Electrolytic Capacitors

covers from 1 to 5000 \( \mu F \)

lished in Step 2. (Meanwhile, C2 discharges through R3.)

4. After a few seconds throw S1 to test. Read the new voltage (E2) on the meter.

5. Substitute the capacitance of C1 and voltages E1 and E2 in the equation above and calculate the capacitance of C2.

For example, if C1 is 100 \( \mu F \), E1 is 10 volts and E2 is 7.25 volts, the equation becomes:

\[
C_2 = 100 \left( \frac{10 - 7.25}{7.25} \right)
\]

\[
= 100 \left( \frac{2.75}{7.25} \right)
\]

\[
= 38 \ \mu F \ (\text{approx.})
\]

Obviously, the more precisely the capacitance of C1 is known and the lower its leakage current, the more exact will be the value of C2 as calculated from the formula. If you avoid mathematics whenever possible, Table I is for you. It gives the multiplier of C1 capacitance for charge voltages of 3 and 10, at useful voltage-difference levels. Thus, if E1 is 3 volts and E2 is 2, \( E_1 - E_2 = 1 \) volt. Find 1.0 in the \( E_1 - E_2 \) column and read 0.5 on the same line in the 3-volts column. If C1 is 450 \( \mu F \), C2 is 0.5 \( \times \) 450 or 225 \( \mu F \).

The resistance of R1 should be selected to limit its bleeder current to about 15 mA. For example, with a 15-volt dc supply R1 should be 1000 ohms (15/0.015). Resistor R2 limits the charging current; R3 fully discharges C2 after it has been reformd and before it is paralleled across charged capacitor C1.

Extending the range

Using a 100-\( \mu F \), 10-volt capacitor for C1 permits measuring capacitances ranging from 1 \( \mu F \) to 1200 \( \mu F \). The use of 15-\( \mu F \), 12-volt and 450-\( \mu F \), 3-volt capacitors for C1 will extend the range from 0.15 \( \mu F \) through 4950 \( \mu F \). If two or more standard capacitors are to be used for C1, they may be plugged into tip jacks (J2 and J5).

The charging voltage may be supplied by dry cells connected in series, or by any 10-25 volt dc supply. It is not necessary to charge C1 to more than 10 volts when measuring unknown capacitors.

The parts in the basic test unit cost between $6 and $10. Be sure to use the 10% tolerance tantalum capacitor as the reference unit for best accuracy.

---

**Table I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( E_1 - E_0 )</th>
<th>3 Volts</th>
<th>10 Volts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.75</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.25</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( ^a \) \( O\ C = C \) open circuited
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THE IDEAL AUTOMOTIVE TEST INSTRUMENT should be able to measure everything from headlamp candlepower to the water content of exhaust gases. It should be self-powered and thin enough to carry in your wallet. Cost should be less than 50 cents.

You may have to wait a few years for that instrument. For the time being, you might like an instrument that measures rpm and dwell (4, 6 or 8 cylinders) and includes a 3-volt and a 15-volt range for individual-cell and system voltage measurements. It costs approximately $10.

The TDVM's (Tach-Dwell-Voltmeter) low cost and professional appearance come from using low-cost components and a predrawn meter face and from combining circuit functions (Fig. 1). Many of the electronic parts come from discount-house "2-for" or "5-for" buys—for example, the switches, Zener diodes and the 0.1-µF capacitors three of which are paralleled to make C1. Even if you decide to build the TDVM with name-brand components, the price of the completed unit should be well under what you'd expect to pay for a comparable commercial unit.

Try to use the meter specified. If you have a different 1-mA movement you want to use instead, you may have to make a new meter face and choose correct multiplying resistors for the voltmeter ranges. Substitutions for transistors Q1 and Q2 are not recommended unless you're sure your substitutes have an hfe of at least 100.

For clarity, the description will be divided into three parts, each section describing one of the three functionally separate subcircuits (see Fig. 2).

The tachometer consists of a monostable (one-shot) multivibrator whose output is a constant-width pulse. Since the output is of constant width, the dc component of the output pulses varies linearly with the repetition rate of the pulses fed into the one-shot multivibrator. These pulses are taken from the engine breaker points.

Speed range is increased by switching the timing resistors; R4 is for low speed, and R5-R6 for high speeds. This changes the discharge time of C1.

To make both 6- and 8- (or 4-) cylinder measurements, the output of the one-shot is fed to the meter through two different resistors, R15 and R16, which are adjusted to give accurate readings. Both are current-limiting resistors. At 600 rpm, a 6-cyl-

---

**Fig. 1—**Meter scale for the TDVM is reproduced here actual size. Drawing can be traced or photostated.

**Fig. 2—**One-shot multivibrator generates pulses for TDVM's tachometer section.

---

By J. COLT and L. M. BOGGS

**Build—Low Cost Solid—**

Combination instrument checks auto

---

RADIO-ELECTRONICS
State Tach-Dwell Voltmeter

engine speed and electrical system

inder, 4-stroke engine generates (across the points) 30 pulses per second, and an 8-cylinder engine generates 40 pps—two different rates which must give identical currents through the meter. Since the dc output of the one-shot is going to vary, the obvious way to obtain identical readings is to provide two different current paths for the components.

D4 is included because transistor Q2 has a small saturation voltage across it when it is fully on. This voltage tends to bias the meter in error everywhere except an original calibration point. Q2's saturation voltage is approximately 0.2 volt, and the turn-on voltage of D4 is approximately 0.6 volt, so that the meter reads zero when Q2 is saturated. D4 can be any good silicon diode.

Power for the multivibrator is supplied from the car battery via the shunt regulator combination R1 or R2 and D1. R1 and R2, as well as R13 and R14, are switched to provide essentially constant voltage across the Zener diodes used in the tachometer and dwell-meter sections.

Note that the clip lead marked (+) need be connected to the car battery only when using the TDVM tachometer function.

The dwell-meter section is made up of R13, R14, D3, R12, C2 and R11. It operates on the principle that, for a particular dwell angle, the duty cycle (ratio of "on" to "off") of the pulses across the car's points is constant. Since constant amplitude is assured by D3, we have a train of constant-amplitude, constant-duty-cycle pulses which has a certain dc component. The only way to change this dc component is to change the duty cycle, i.e., change the dwell. The dc component is read at the meter as dwell angle.

To calibrate the dwell meter apply full battery voltage (engine running) to PROBE and adjust R11 so that the pointer reads full scale (0° dwell).

A short comment on dwell settings is in order. Most auto manufacturers design their systems for 40° (or thereabouts) dwell for 6-cylinder cars, 30° for 8-cylinder and 60° for 4-cylinder cars. This amounts to points open one-third, points closed two-thirds of the time or a duty cycle.

C1—0.3 μF capacitor
C2—20 μF, 10-volt electrolytic capacitor
C3—0.1 μF capacitor
C1—Heavy duty clip
C1—Alligator clip
D1, D3—Zener diode, 4.7 volts, 1 watt
D2—Germanium diode (1N34, 1N45, etc.)
D4—Silicon diode (1N5401 or similar)
M—1-mA meter movement (Lafayette 99 H 5040)
Q1, Q2—2N2924 transistor (G-E)
R1, R3—270-ohm resistor
R2—68-ohm resistor
R4—33,000-ohm resistor
R5—5,600-ohm resistor
R6, R15, R16—5,000-ohm adjustable resistors (Malloy MTC-1 or MTC-4)
R7—470-ohm resistor
R8, R12—3,300-ohm resistor
R9—10,000-ohm resistor
R10—1,000-ohm resistor
R11—2,500-ohm potentiometer
R13—350-ohm resistor
R14—100-ohm, 1-watt resistor
R17—2,700-ohm resistor
R18, R19—27,000-ohm resistor
S1—S.p.d.t. slide switch
S2—S.p.d.t. slide switch
S3—S.p.d.t. rotary switch (Radio Shack 275-1382, Burstein-Aplebeke 18 D 105; two positions not used.)
MISC: Perforated phenolic board and push-in terminals; knobs; test leads, etc.

Fig. 3—Author's front-panel dimensions. Parts and controls layout is not critical.
The pulses are transferred through an isolating resistor. The differentiator, mon to the input of the tachometer portion of the one-shot, produces several negative spikes from the one-shot. The input to the transformer is provided from the probe common to all other tests. The only drawback of this scheme is that when measurements are made of voltages higher than the Zener voltage of D3, D3 conducts. Dissipation in D3 is no problem for input voltages up to 15 V. The main disadvantage is that when V is reached, the voltmeter is no longer a basic 1000-ohms/volt device, because the voltage source being measured must supply current to D3 as well as to the meter. If you expect this to be a problem, a separate voltage-test lead could be provided. But the circuit as it stands has proved more than adequate for everyday automobile system checks.

When used with the meter movement specified, the values of R18 and R18-R19 provide acceptable accuracy. These are not precision resistors, just good name-brand 10% resistors.

Disassemble the meter and remove the original face. Be very careful. The movement can be ruined by excessive force on the pointer. A good rule of thumb is that any external force is too much. It might be a good idea to encourage the help of a calm, nearsighted friend for this step. Also, turn off fans and air conditioners, avoid drafts and try not to breathe into the works.

Copy the meter face shown in Fig. 1. Using the white dots as guides for the meter-face screw holes, rubber cement the new scale to the back of the old one. (You might want to use the 1-mA scale again some day.) To prevent wrinkles, press the new scale until it is dry. Then trim the new scale to the size of the meter face. A good idea is to make a couple of copies or photostats of Fig. 1 in case the first attempt flops, or in case you want to build another unit later.

Construction

The dimensions given in Fig. 3 should make layout easy. Of course, you may wish to "human engineer" to suit your particular needs or desires. Circuit wiring was done on a 3" x 3 1/4" piece of perforated phenolic board with push-through terminals. Drill two holes in one end of the board.

(continued on page 66)
Neon Lamp Meters

By Dr. J. Merino y Coronado

Perhaps the simplest and least expensive way to measure voltage, resistance and capacitance is with a neon glow lamp. Such a lamp ignites (fires) when a certain voltage is applied to its electrodes. Once fired, a lesser voltage is required to maintain ignition. In each individual lamp these voltages remain fairly constant once the lamp has been aged.

By shunting the lamp across a voltage-divider potentiometer, it is possible to bring the lamp to either the point where it starts to glow or where it just goes out, and thereby measure voltages. The values are read directly from a calibrated dial or scale on the potentiometer. While handbooks and catalogs list specified igniting and extinguishing voltages for neon lamps, these values are averages.

Exact firing and extinguishing voltages vary from lamp to lamp. If you try one of the circuits here, obtain a lamp and measure the voltage it requires—after aging. (To age, operate the lamp at its rated current for about 100 hours.) Then you will know exactly what the reference voltages of that lamp are.

Neon-lamp volt meter

All you need is a potentiometer, series resistor, lamp, test leads, and a box to mount the parts in. Arrangement is simple (Fig. 1) and so are parts values. Potentiometer R1 should be at least 500,000 ohms to avoid circuit loading and excessive current. A 1-meg value would be even better. The value of R2 depends on the particular lamp used; this value is listed in parts catalogs beside the lamp type.

The scale will be linear only if the potentiometer is. Wirewound potentiometers are nearly linear for every degree of rotation from approximately 20–85% total rotation.

Calibration is made (Fig. 2) by using a variable-voltage transformer across the ac line. An ordinary volt (or better) will do for measuring applied voltage. This method is good up to about 150 volts: above that you can use a plate transformer ahead of the variable transformer. For dc calibration, use a battery and another potentiometer.

Start calibration by setting R1 at full value, so the lamp is across the entire applied voltage. Adjust the transformer until the lamp ignites. If you intend to use ignition (or firing) voltage as your reference, measure the voltage at this point and mark the dial of R1. If you intend to use extinguishing voltage as your reference, back off the variable-voltage transformer until the lamp just goes out, and measure the voltage at that setting. Mark the potentiometer dial accordingly.

Next reset the variable transformer to a convenient voltage as measured on the voltmeter. (If you found a firing voltage of 90, you might want to use 5-volt steps, and choose 95 volts for the next dial marking.) Vary R1 (not the transformer) until the lamp fires (or extinguishes) and again mark the scale. Repeat these steps for each marking you desire.

Neon-lamp ohmmeter

This is simply a substitution technique. Potentiometer R1 (Fig. 3) must be calibrated in ohms with an ohmmeter. To operate, terminals A and B are shorted and R1 adjusted until the lamp ignites (or extinguishes).

Next, unknown resistor R is substituted for the short across terminals A and B. Now the potentiometer must be reset to cause the lamp to ignite (or extinguish): in other words, you must decrease the resistance between the arm of the pot and terminal A. The amount of resistance decrease is equal to the value of the unknown resistor. With a dial calibrated in ohms, the value is easily determined.

A more practical circuit is shown in Fig. 4. Current-limiting resistors R1 and R2 prevent shorting the ac line and allow safe measurement of low-wattage resistors. Two potentiometers are used—R4 for measuring up to 50,000 ohms, and R5 for up to 500,000 ohms.

While this method of using ac to measure resistance isn’t as accurate as the conventional dc technique, it will do where close accuracy isn’t important.

The system of Fig. 4 can also be used to measure capacitance. You must use ac, of course, and you will actually be measuring capacitive reactance. But by calibrating the dial with several capacitors of known, accurate value, you will be able to make fairly accurate measurements.

Neon glow lamps are inexpensive (the NE-2 can be had for 10¢) but amazingly reliable. Perhaps you have need of an inexpensive, reasonably accurate voltmeter. Why not try the circuits above?

*Research physicist and professor of acoustics and electronics, Institute of Geophysics and Polytechnic Institute of Mexico.
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New Ultraviolet/TV-Microscope System

Important medical research development permits instant chemical analysis of live specimens . . . spans gap between optical and electron microscopes

By F. J. G. VAN DEN BOSCH, D.SC., PH.D.

A new type of microscope fills in the range between the optical and the electron microscope. The instrument is the first to permit immediate qualitative chemical identification of the observed specimen, by spectographic analysis. This was possible only with today's closed-circuit TV technology.

A microscope presents an enlarged view of a small area. As the enlarging (or magnification) factor grows, it becomes more difficult to obtain a sharp, undistorted picture. This problem has led to the development of such things as lens correctors and specific lenses for particular uses.

There is, however, a limit to the size of objects one can see as separate entities. This point—called the separating or resolving power—defines the limit at which two adjacent lines or objects can be seen separately and not as one. The limit is determined by the angle of the aperture of the objective.
lens and by the wavelength of the light source.

The resolving power of a microscope is given by:

\[
\frac{0.61\lambda}{d}
\]

where \(\lambda\) is the wavelength of light and \(d\) represents the numerical aperture of the objective lens. From this expression it can be seen that using an objective lens with an aperture of 0.85–0.90 and with white light of 6,000 Angstroms, the resolving power is in the region of 3,500 Angstroms.

Because the lens aperture is limited, the only way to increase resolving power is to use light of a shorter wavelength. The obvious solution is ultraviolet light (see Fig. 1).

This technique requires staining biological materials with chemical solutions to reveal their details. The staining process kills living organisms, so this method can be used only with specimens which are not living. To study living specimens requires another type of microscope.

The solution

This newly developed instrument fills the gap in the range of microscopes in use today. In terms of magnification factor, the new instrument is situated between the optical microscope (maximum magnification of 2,000 times) and the electron microscope (maximum magnification of 500,000 times).

This instrument magnifies up to 20,000 times. Through the greater resolution possible with ultraviolet light, this microscope allows viewing of objects one-third the size of those visible with an optical microscope. In addition, the new instrument allows observation of live subject matter, such as blood cells and bacterial cultures. No chemical staining is required.

Referring to Fig. 2, the light source is a newly developed 5,000-watt arc lamp made of fused silica. It has a prism monochromator, which can be used to break up the light into discrete wavelengths. This fulfills the objective of using light with a short wavelength. The entire optical system, including lenses, is immersed in nitrogen to eliminate air (which absorbs ultraviolet radiation below 30 Angstroms). This feature allows the use of a wavelength of 20 Angstroms. The limit is set by transmission conditions of the fused silica.

Microscope electronics

Light from the UV lamp passes through the monochromator, lenses

---
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**Fig. 1**—Portion of the electromagnetic spectrum occupied by light waves. The newly developed microscope uses light in ultraviolet region around 20 Angstroms.

**Fig. 2**—Block diagram of the new microscope. Camera tube is special type of image orthicon sensitive to ultraviolet light, using fused silica faceplate.

---

**Table:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WAVELENGTH IN ANGSTROMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>300K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFRARED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10^9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Diagram:**

![Diagram of the new microscope](http://example.com/diagram.png)
and specimen, and is focused on the photocathode of a special ultraviolet-sensitive image orthicon TV camera tube. This tube is scanned with 1000 horizontal lines—about twice the US commercial TV standard—for high vertical resolution.

In the camera head are the video preamp and amplifier, which are unusual in that they do not use peaking coils for high-frequency response. Type EF80 pentode tubes are used in a low-gain circuit which has a bandwidth of 20 MHz, thus affording high horizontal resolution.

To further increase resolution, picture whites are removed and the contrast is boosted by a special circuit. The picture developed by UV light is then displayed on a conventional picture-tube monitor. As it is sometimes desirable to view both positive and negative images of a specimen, a switch in the video amplifier allows the picture waveform to be reversed in polarity.

**Spectrographic Spot**

In addition to going to the CRT, the video signal is fed to a spot keyer which is timed by the sync generator. Spot-keyer controls permit the operator to key out a portion of one or more horizontal lines from the video waveform and feed them to an absorption spectrograph for analysis. Spot size is variable out to a full-width line; even multiple lines may be used. A counter device using neon tubes allows the operator to determine instantly the width of the spot in scanning lines, for setability.

As the spot is keyed into the spectrograph, an identical pattern is traced on the monitor CRT, so the operator knows exactly what area is being viewed by the spectrograph. The spot is movable over the entire raster, allowing any portion of a specimen to be analyzed.

By gradually changing the wavelength of the arc light with the monochromator prism, the entire visible-light spectrum can be covered. Hence, a meaningful spectrogram can be recorded, making positive identification of the specimen.

While other microscopes may convey valuable structural information about a specimen, only this new instrument permits chemical identification without regard to image shape.

The new instrument is therefore a valuable tool for scientists studying bacteria, viruses—indeed nearly any minuscule specimen. With this microscope, the researcher can identify living organisms which cannot be identified by any other means.

---

**Spectrograph Records**

Pen recorder graph shows spectrum absorption of center portion of red blood cell. Each horizontal line represents percentage of absorption at specific wavelengths of light (vertical axis). Spectrum absorption lines are generated in recorder by one or more horizontal lines from video signal selected with spot keyer. Solid curve shows sensitivity of photocathode to changing light wavelengths. Actual absorption is the distance between the end of the horizontal lines and the sensitivity curve.

Amounts of absorption at each wavelength (from above) are plotted on the vertical axis to give scientists a "picture" of a cell's chemical composition. Use of TV/spectrograph system permits rapid identification of abnormal cells by comparing their spectrograms with those of normal cells. Peaks at 620 and 470 mμ indicate this cell is normal.
By FLOYD L. BERG

A "DAISY" CAN TELL YOU A GREAT DEAL about your color TV set. It can tell you about phase shift and relative amplification of any color. It can tell if the bandpass transformers need adjusting, how well the tint control works, and it helps you adjust the reactance and plate coils of the color oscillator. The "daisy" is quite a tattle-tale, and all you need to obtain one is a gated color-bar generator and oscilloscope with low capacitance probes.

A "daisy," in this case, is the petal-shaped Lissajous pattern (above) produced on the oscilloscope when a gated color-bar signal is connected to the TV antenna terminals and the amplified outputs of the R-Y and B-Y chroma demodulators are hooked to the scope's vertical and horizontal inputs respectively.

In color TV, the B-Y and R-Y voltages are 90° apart as are the vertical and horizontal deflection plates in the oscilloscope. If the R-Y signal is connected to the vertical amplifier and the B-Y to the horizontal amplifier of the scope, a vectorscope pattern will be obtained which will reveal the phase angle and strength of the different colors.

The B-Y and R-Y signals can be picked up from the leads going to the control grids of the blue and red guns, respectively. Either use alligator clips that puncture the lead insulation or obtain the signals at the chassis or picture-tube end of these leads, whichever is most convenient.

For your first try at using this method choose a chassis similar to the RCA CTC15, which uses a reactance tube as the color oscillator control and three color amplifiers in the output circuit. Select a set that is operating properly.

To prevent circuit loading, use low-capacitance probes for both the vertical and horizontal scope inputs. Also, adjust the vertical and horizontal gain controls to obtain a circular pattern.

Turn on the color generator. Set the function switch to color and adjust color modulation to 100%. Fine-tune the TV set, and adjust the TV color gain control on the generator for normal color.

It is better to be slightly on the weak side of color saturation than to overdrive the color amplifiers. Color distortion can be noticed very easily on the vectorscope. If your scope has a switch that permits you to make positive voltages swing the trace on the scope either up or down, let positive be up.

Most scopes are built to conform with conventional vector addition. This means plus voltages are up on the vertical trace and left on the horizontal. If your scope is conventional, is connected as described and you are using a gated color-bar generator, you should be able to adjust the horizontal and vertical amplifiers to get a "daisy" pattern. If the pattern is not as illustrated, chances are that the TV set needs adjusting.

Adjusting the set

Before attempting any adjustments of the color circuits, check the fine tuning of the TV set. It should be set just before the point where sound bars appear on the CRT. Check the color control on the generator to be certain that the color amplifiers aren't being overdriven.

If the 4.5-MHz sound trap is poorly adjusted, the pattern will appear to be blurred or out of focus. The blur is due to sound getting into the color circuits.

The color bar generator can be used to set the frequency of the color oscillator in the TV set if the generator frequency is accurate. Be sure the fine-tuner is properly set. Short the reactance-tube grid to ground as some manufacturers recommend. The colors should just drift across the face of the picture tube.

Unless the color oscillator is set very close to its design center, you will lose the vectorscope pattern. It will become a blurred circle. If necessary, adjust the reactance coil until you see the pattern. When it holds in one position or drifts slowly right and left, you have the correct frequency within a fraction of a percent. Remove the short from the reactance tube and your "daisy" should hold as steady as a rock.

If the pattern drops and drifts, the color killer may have been triggered. Check the color killer. If the color killer is adjustable, turn off the color killer. Place the tint control in the center of its range. The third petal, counting from the left, should be at 90°. If it isn't, adjust the burst transformer until this petal is standing straight up. The tint control should now be able to move the petal an equal distance right and left.

Now try adjusting the color bandpass transformers. Keep the gain down and try for narrow petals that are similar in appearance. The more these petals look alike—without a big curlique at the top—the better the color will be.

The quadrature-coil method of color demodulation is easy using the vectorscope. One slug of the quadrature coil will make the pattern larger and the other will affect its roundness. Adjust the slugs for the largest and roundest pattern you can get.

Color-bar generator display on CRT looks like a daisy on the vectorscope display.
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SOLID STATE SECRETS

A programmed course in semiconductor fundamentals

By GLENN M. RAWLINGS

Secrets of solid-state devices such as transistors, diodes, silicon controlled rectifiers can be learned without too much difficulty. The programmed text that follows is a modern self-teaching method designed to improve comprehension and retention of the subject matter.

As you read through each block section, and follow the directions given, you will be led to a better understanding of solid-state principles. Knowledge breeds knowledge... if you can cope with this material chances are that you will be stimulated toward additional investigation into the subject. Go to Block 1 and follow the instructions.

To understand what a solid-state device is we must first analyze its general construction. The term semiconductor is used with solid-state devices. Why? Because the elements of which they are made have electrical characteristics somewhere between an insulator and a conductor. Re-

---

Fig. 1—Atomic structure of semiconductor materials.

a—Pure germanium atoms have four electrons.

b—N-type germanium forms when arsenic doping adds electron.

c—Indium causes electron hole.
member that a conductor is a material with many "free" electrons, whereas an insulator has relatively fewer of these free electrons.

The two most common semiconductor materials are silicon and germanium. They are similar in structure and the descriptions to follow are applicable to either in most instances. Only the germanium material will be used for explanation.

In Fig. 1-a the atomic structure of germanium is seen in a simplified way. Orbiting around the center core or nucleus of the atom are four valence electrons. These valence electrons are the important thing to remember. They are rather loosely bound to the center core. As you'll see later, they are used for current carriers.

Two basic modifications are performed on germanium during the semiconductor manufacturing process. First, impurity atoms (such as arsenic) are doped with the basic germanium atoms. The impurity atoms in this case have, not four, but five valence electrons in their orbit. As seen in Fig. 1-b, this causes the basic material to have a few extra electrons distributed within its structure. You recall that electrons by definition are negative charges? Then it should be easy to remember that this material is n-type.

In the second modification to the basic germanium material, impurity atoms (such as indium) are doped in the same manner as before. The impurity atoms of indium have only three valence electrons in their orbit. As seen in Fig. 1-c, the material now has a number of empty "pockets" or "holes" distributed within its structure. It has fewer electrons than the n-type material of Fig. 1-b, therefore by definition it is a positive material. We call it p-type material.

Question: Which of the following best describes an n-type germanium material?

- It has fewer electrons than normally found in the basic germanium material. Go to Block 7.
- It is an insulator. Go to Block 20.
- It has more electrons than normally found in the basic germanium material. Go to Block 8.

Your answer is wrong! Return to Block 3 and restudy. Select another answer.

Would you believe...you're right! The holes in a sense, are "recombined" with electrons from the n-type material.

A simple Zener diode voltage regulator consists of a voltage source, a current-limiting resistor and a Zener diode selected for the desired output voltage. Refer to the schematic of Fig. 2-a. The arrow of the diode always points to the positive voltage source in a circuit such as this. If the output load decreases, the Zener current will increase to maintain a constant output voltage. This is a very simple and effective regulation circuit.

Zener diodes are available with breakdown (operating) voltages anywhere from 2 to several hundred volts. An important parameter of Zener regulators is wattage rating. The wattage is determined by the product of the Zener voltage and maximum Zener current for any particular application.

![Diagram](image)

What else can we do with these p- and n-type materials? Another item we should briefly mention is the tunnel diode. Its construction is identical to an ordinary diode's, with one exception: more impurity atoms are added to the basic material. This causes the diode's forward conduction characteristic to appear as in Fig. 2-b. Section A is a "negative-resistance" region. Notice that the current actually decreases while the voltage is increasing. This characteristic of the tunnel diode is used for many applications, especially in the amplification of high-frequency signals.

Question: If the Zener diode in Fig. 3-a is a 10-volt device and the maximum current through it is 1 ampere, what is its wattage dissipation?

- 1 watt Go to Block 19.
- 3 watts Go to Block 2.
- 10 watts Go to Block 11.

Your answer is...Correct!

It could get pretty confusing if we tried to analyze an amplifier under its dynamic conditions without some type of graph or chart to tell us what happens at any specific time. We know the collector current, base current and collector voltage are all related to each other. For instance, if base current is increased, collector current increases and collector-to-emitter voltage decreases. This can be seen by referring to the transistor "load-line" drawing of Fig. 3.

The load line, once established, will tell us the dynamic operating characteristics of a particular transistor type. The transistor manufacturer usually supplies the basic graph and the user then
plots the load line to suit his requirements. Much knowledge of transistor action can be obtained by learning the fundamentals of this graph. The steps used to draw the load line of Fig. 3 are:

1. Determine collector voltage when collector current is zero (With no collector current flowing, there is no voltage drop across the 1200-ohm resistor. Hence the full — 30 volts appears at the collector. This is shown as point A.)

2. Determine collector current when collector voltage is zero. (If the collector is at zero volts the transistor would have to be turned full on. Thus for practical purposes, the 1200-ohm resistor is the only limit to collector current.
   Since \( I = \frac{E}{R} \) then \( I = \frac{30 \text{ volts}}{1200 \text{ ohms}} = 25 \text{ mA} \).

3. Draw the load line between points A and B.

4. Determine a dc operating point on this line. (A linear area is usually chosen where the base-current change is equal on each side of the operating point.)

Refer to Fig. 3. You will see that when the base-current change is 20 \( \mu \text{A} \), the collector current will change a total of 12 mA. Likewise, the change in collector voltage will be 15 volts.

This is a good time to mention two terms encountered in transistor theory. The first is beta (\( \beta \)), which is simply the ratio between the base-to-emitter current and the collector current. In our example, it would be \( \frac{12 \text{ mA}}{20 \mu \text{A}} = 600 \). This example would represent a very high-gain transistor circuit.

The second term encountered is alpha. This is the ratio between the collector and emitter currents. Since these currents are almost identical (the emitter contains the small additional base current) this ratio is generally close to unity.

Question: If the base current of a transistor is increased, the collector current will decrease.
- True. Go to Block 9.
- False. Go to Block 15.

Your answer is right... for a transistor (ordinary two-junction type), but not for a unijunction transistor. A unijunction has one emitter and two base leads. Go to Block 6.

You are correct.

One problem when using ordinary transistors in certain circuits is the loading effect they present. For instance, it is difficult to match the high impedance of a crystal transducer to the considerably lower input impedance of a conventional transistor base circuit. This problem is eliminated by the field-effect transistor (FET). Just as its

name implies, it uses a field as shown in Fig. 4-a to control current flow through its main section. As shown, the drain is made positive with respect to the source, so electrons flow from source to drain. The gate is biased negative—and the more
negative it becomes, the more the field blocks current flow to the drain.

Operation is very similar to a vacuum-tube grid; each has a very high input impedance.

If the FET body is made of n-type material, the device is called an n-channel FET. If the body is made of p-type material, it is called a p-channel FET. FET elements are called source, gate and drain. They perform much the same functions as their names imply.

Fig. 4-b shows a typical n-channel FET amplifier circuit. If the arrow on the gate lead were pointing in the other direction, the device would be a p-channel type. Remember the great similarity between the field-effect transistor and its grandfather, the vacuum tube.

Question: An important characteristic of the field effect transistor is . . . .

☐ its ability to open a gate and drain a source. Go to Block 14.
☐ its high output impedance. Go to Block 16.
☐ its high input impedance. Go to Block 21.

Sorry about that . . . Go back to Block 1 and refer to Fig. 1-b. Select another answer.

Your answer is right!

And now that you know what n-type and p-type semiconductor materials are, you may well say, “So what?” Let’s take a block of n-type and a block of p-type germanium and place them together, as shown in Fig. 5-a. The positive terminal of the battery is connected to the p-type material, the negative terminal to the n-type. Now the fun begins. The junction is said to be forward-biased and the “extra” electrons in the n-material will move in the direction of the junction. Since they are loosely bound in the valence bond, they may leave each nucleus rather easily. When a free electron reaches the junction, it will exchange places with a hole. (That is, it will fill a hole in the p-type material and leave a hole in the n-type material from whence it came.)

This always sounds a little confusing at first. Just remember that the electrons flow from the n- to the p-type material, and the hole flow is the opposite. Some of you younger readers may call this exchange of positions a “happening.” Actually it’s just what takes place in an ordinary solid-state diode.

Fig. 5-b shows the characteristic curve for a typical diode. The amount of forward current that flows is directly dependent upon the forward voltage applied across the diode terminals.

If we reverse the battery connections to the n- and p-type materials—as in Fig. 5-c, a very interesting thing takes place. The free electrons and holes are actually pulled away from the junction. Current flow ceases, except for a very small leakage current. Obviously the diode conducts in only one direction.

So far, we have been assuming the reverse voltage applied to the diode is insufficient to cause a breakdown of the pn junction. If we continue increasing this voltage, however, a breakdown will take place—as shown in Fig. 5-b. A heavy current flows and, due to the sharpness of the breakdown, a very small voltage change takes place. This characteristic is used in Zener or breakdown diode applications. Since silicon gives the sharpest breakdown curve, this material is used for most Zener diodes.

Question: When a pn junction is forward-biased, the holes do which of the following:

☐ Flow away from the junction. Go to Block 18.
☐ Flow into the junction where they are subsequently occupied by an electron from the n-type material. Go to Block 3.
☐ Remain stationary. Go to Block 12.

Wrong! Go to Block 11 and select another answer.

Your answer is correct! If the Zener has a 10-volt drop across it and 1 ampere of current, the dissipation is 10 watts (P = IE). For this example, at least a 15-watt Zener would be used.

By now you are probably wondering what
happened to the good old transistor encountered in everything these days. So far we have been discussing semiconductor devices that are constructed of one slice of n-type material and one slice of p-type material. These can all be classified as two-layer diodes. Suppose we sandwich a thin slice of the p-type material between two pieces of n-type, as shown in Fig. 6-a. With the battery voltage applied as shown, junction A has a reverse bias applied to it. Junction B is forward-biased. The current that will flow through resistor \( R_L \) depends on the amount of bias at these two junctions. If \( V_{an} \) is increased (as would be the case with an input signal) current through \( R_L \) will increase.

A pnp transistor is constructed in the same manner as the npn, except that a thin slice of n-type material is sandwiched between two of p-types. The operation of both transistor types is identical. In fact, an npn may be directly interchanged with a pnp (of similar characteristics) if the supply voltage polarity is reversed. (In practice this is seldom done, as polarized capacitors might be damaged.)

An important thing to remember about transistors is that the base-to-collector junction is reverse-biased, while the base-to-emitter is forward-biased. For any normal transistor configuration this must be true. Notice that Fig. 6-b is the schematic version of Fig. 6-a and represents the bias conditions just mentioned.

Fig. 7 shows the three most common amplifiers used in transistor work. Note the characteristics associated with each. A great deal of practical knowledge can be gained by becoming familiar with these three configurations.

**Question:** In a typical transistor circuit, which of the following statements would be correct?

- The base-to-emitter junction is reverse-biased, while the base-to-collector is forward-biased. Go to Block 17.
- The base-to-emitter is forward-biased, while the base-to-collector is reverse-biased. Go to Block 4.
- Both the base-to-emitter and base-to-collector junctions are forward-biased. Go to Block 10.

**Answer:** Would you believe... *Wrong!* For our purposes, it is best to consider the holes as actually moving. Return to Block 8 and select another answer.

**Answer:** Sorry about that... your answer is not correct. Go back and review Block 15 and then select another answer.

**Answer:** In a sense this may be true, but it is not the correct answer here. Better return to Block 6 and select another answer.

**Answer:** You are absolutely right!

Another type of semiconductor device is the unijunction transistor (UJT). This device has no collector element in the normal sense. It consists instead of two base leads and one emitter. Its construction is shown in Fig. 8-a. The body consists of a piece of n-type material. The resistance of this silicon is relatively high between the base 1 and base 2 connections; normally very little current will flow between these elements.

But suppose we apply a voltage between the...
emitter and base 1 junction—a voltage high enough to forward-bias the junction. Then the resistance between the emitter and base 1 becomes very small. When this happens, the resistance of the body (from base 1 to base 2) is suddenly lowered and current flow increases. This effect is put to good use in timing and pulse-generation circuits. As an example, some recent video pattern generators use a UJT for timing functions.

Fig. 8-b shows the unijunction transistor symbol and a typical timing circuit. As capacitor C1 charges through resistor R1, the voltage eventually becomes great enough to forward-bias the emitter-to-base 1 junction. This causes the capacitor to discharge suddenly through base 1 and resistor R2. When the capacitor discharges, the cycle starts all over again. The values of R1 and C1 determine the time between output pulses.

After seeing the various configurations and arrangements of the two basic n- and p-type materials and their applications, can there be more? Yes! You remember that a pnp transistor is made of a thin slice of n-type material sandwiched between two p-types. Suppose we add another n-type to this arrangement, as shown in Fig. 9-a. This is called a four-layer diode, or pnpn switch.

By taking advantage of the biased junctions and leakage currents across these junctions, several valuable devices have been developed. The first is exactly as shown in Fig. 9-a. When the applied voltage across this four-layer device reaches a certain level, junction 2 will actually break down, and a very low resistance will exist across the terminals. The point at which this occurs is relatively sharp and a current pulse is available as an output.

The characteristics of a four-layer diode are similar to a thyristor tube; each has a distinct firing (or breakdown) point. Once the device is turned on, it will remain on until the anode voltage is removed or reduced to a very low level. The breakdown may be controlled by attaching another lead as shown in Fig. 9-b. This device is known as a thyristor or silicon controlled rectifier (SCR). It has found its way into a multitude of uses such as electronic switching, motor speed control, light dimmers, etc. Like the thyatron's control grid, the SCR's gate loses control once conduction takes place.

Question: The unijunction transistor consists of which of the following?

- [ ] Two emissions and one base lead. Go to Block 13.
- [ ] One emitter and two base leads. Go to Block 6.
- [ ] One emitter, one collector and one base lead. Go to Block 5.

Your answer is wrong! Return to Block 6, re-study and try again.

Would you believe . . . wrong. Return to Block 11 and try again.

Your answer is not correct. A reverse bias would cause the positive holes to flow away from the junction. Return to Block 8 and try again.
Your answer is incorrect. As described in Block 3, the wattage is the product of the Zener voltage and current (10 watts). Go directly to Block 11.

Your answer is wrong. Return to Block 1 and select another answer.

You have chosen the correct answer once again. Since we began at Block 1, we have touched upon ordinary diodes, four-layer diodes, silicon-controlled rectifiers, ordinary transistors, unijunction and field-effect transistors, and Zener and tunnel diodes. All these do a better job and take up less space than we could have imagined just a few years ago. But even so, the latest trend is even more amazing. Someone apparently opened the case of a transistor and discovered a great deal of wasted space there. In the integrated circuit many components are now put inside a case the size of a single transistor. These components are all made of semiconductive materials like those we have been discussing. Transistors, capacitors, diodes and resistors are constructed on a small chip that would fit under your thumbnail.

Figure 10-a shows a very simple integrated circuit of four diodes with common cathode connections. Fig. 10-b is the same circuit shown schematically.

Use your imagination and you will see that many entire circuits could (and in fact are) constructed in a very small area. This technique is the future of electronics. And after this, you may wonder what could possibly come next. Would you believe... L.S.D.?*

*Liquid-state diodes

---

The best TV deserves the best antenna!
Install a Zenith Quality-Engineered Antenna!

Model 973-94 designed for far fringe areas

Exciting Surprises for You—
and Your Family!
Fun for all!
Get the details at your Zenith Distributor's Parts Department.

These features help a Zenith outdoor antenna provide the superior reception that makes for satisfied customers:
- Capacitor coupled cap-electronic VHF dipoles.
- Tapered UHF grid driver.
- Staggered square UHF directors.
- Low-impedance, triple boom construction.

You can choose from 12 all-new Zenith VHF/UHF/FM or VHF/FM antennas. All are gold-color alodized aluminum for better conductivity, greater corrosion resistance and longer service. Ask your Zenith distributor for a free technical manual. He has charted the reception characteristics of your area, so he can recommend the best antenna for each installation.

BEST YEAR YET TO SELL THE BEST

Zenith

The quality goes in before the name goes on
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RADIO-ELECTRONICS
we looked into your future, then created the "little corporal," a most remarkable CRT tester.

B & K has done it again... put you a "jump ahead" by looking into your future... your problems, your needs. This is the "Little Corporal," the CRT Rejuvenator and Checker, designed to provide maximum obsolescence protection by providing continuously variable voltages for all CRT elements. You can make the most accurate possible tests, even on future CRT types, because the heater voltage is metered and is continuously variable from 0 to 13 volts with any tube heater current. And, using the required adaptors, you can test and correct all tube, transistor or integrated circuit black and white and color picture TV tube troubles (including GE 11" color and imported color tubes) in a few minutes... in the home or on the bench... without removing tubes from the TV set. You can give new life to weak or inoperative picture tubes—prove to your customers their need for new tubes.

The "Little Corporal," another product of B & K electronic innovation, carries the B & K Professional Servicing Equipment emblem, your assurance... your customers' assurance... that you use the finest equipment made. Model #465, Net: $89.95.

Model #465 CRT TESTER

A Division of Dynascan Corporation
1801 W. Belle Plaine
Chicago, Illinois 60613
Export: Empire Exporters, Inc.
123 Grand Street
New York, NY., 10013
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JOHNSON'S BEST SALESMAN!

Johnson CB transceivers speak for themselves! What they say can mean a lot to the CB enthusiast who wants unmatched performance and reliability!

All Johnson transceivers
- Have built-in audio compression and outstanding transmitter efficiency for clear, distinct Talk Power without splatter or distortion.
- Have premium quality components throughout... many made by Johnson and considered the finest in the world.
- Are quality controlled during and after production... each and every Johnson transceiver is "screen room" tested to insure performance that meets or exceeds Johnson's rigid standards.
- Are engineered to equal or exceed FCC and Canadian DOT specifications. All are FCC Type Accepted and DOT Approved, (where applicable).
- Are built for solid communications. None have meaningless features to increase cost and reduce reliability.

Johnson has manufactured more fully transistorized transceivers than all other U.S. manufacturers combined.

Stop in at your Johnson Dealer today. Meet our best salesman!

Finding division ratio

Important: this circuit must be fed with constant-width input pulses if stable operation is to be obtained. Also, the width of the pulses must be small relative to the pulse repetition period. The value of \( C_2 \) is determined by these considerations, and is best found by trial and error. Once a value of \( C_2 \) has been selected, the division ratio can be varied over a range of about 10 to 1 via \( R_6 \).

Now you know how the unijunction transistor works, and you've seen the first 11 projects. In the next article we'll show 9 additional applications.

Continued next month

E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY
2359 Tenth Ave. S.W., Waseca, Minn. 56093
Please send complete details on Johnson C.B. Transceivers.

Name __________________________
Address _________________________
City _______ State _______ Zip _____

E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY
Providing nearly a half-century of communications leadership
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put waveform that has a repetition frequency equal to some subdivision of the input frequency. Alternatively, if the input frequency is not constant, the circuit "counts" the number of input pulses, and gives an output pulse only after a predetermined number have been counted. Thus, the circuit can be used as a pulse counter, frequency divider, or step-voltage generator for use in such applications as transistor curve tracers.

Circuit operation is as follows: In the absence of an input pulse, \( Q_1 \) is cut off, and \( Q_2 \)'s base is shorted to the positive supply line via \( R_3 \), so \( Q_2 \) is cut off also, and no charging current flows into \( C_2 \). If a constant-width positive-going input pulse is now fed to the circuit via \( C_1 \), \( Q_1 \) and \( Q_2 \) will be driven on and \( C_2 \) will start to charge via the collector of emitter-follower \( Q_2 \); the charging current can be controlled via \( R_6 \). \( C_2 \) charges linearly, as long as \( Q_2 \) is on, and since \( Q_2 \) is on only for the fixed duration of the input pulse, the \( C_2 \) voltage will increase by a fixed amount every time a pulse is applied to it.

In the absence of the pulse, there is no discharge path for \( C_2 \), so the charge voltage stays on \( C_2 \). The next pulse again increases the \( C_2 \) charge by a fixed amount, until, after a predetermined number of pulses, \( C_2 \) voltage reaches the trigger potential of \( Q_3 \), and the UJT fires, discharging \( C_2 \) and restarting the counting cycle.

If the input pulses are applied at a constant repetition frequency, the signal across \( C_2 \) will be a linear staircase waveform, and an output pulse will be available across \( R_8 \) every time the UJT fires. If the input frequency is not constant, the staircase will be nonlinear, but the \( R_8 \) pulse will appear after a predetermined number of input pulses have been applied. Stable count or division ratios from 1 up to about 20 can be obtained.
positive voltage from the power supply, limited by R2, is applied to the SCR gate. This voltage gates the SCR on, making its anode-to-cathode resistance very low. This shunts current flow around RLY-1, de-energizing it.

Once gated on, the SCR stays on, even if the sensor should open again. Reset switch S1 turns off the SCR by shorting it anode-to-cathode. Switch S1 is also connected across the relay coil, and shorts the coil (de-energizing the relay) when pressed.

When a normally open sensor connected across terminals 4 and 5 closes, it shorts the relay coil, de-energizing the relay and turning on the transmitter. No reset function is used for this mode. Once the sensor returns to its open state, RLY-1 is energized and transmitter power is removed.

Receiver unit

To trigger an audible alarm, pulsed rf signals from transmitters must be detected on the ac line by receiver GD-77. Fig. 3 shows how this is accomplished. The ac line is coupled, via C1 and C2, to 50-kHz input filter transformer T1. (Resistor R1 helps match T1 to the power line.)

Waveforms A, B and C show most of the 60-Hz ac component removed by the time the 50-kHz burst signal arrives at the base of Q1. This transistor amplifies the signal (waveform D), which is then fed to 50-kHz output filter transformer T2. In the secondary circuit of T2, D1 detects the negative half of the signal and C7 filters out the 50-kHz carrier, leaving only the 60-kHz modulated pulse (waveform E). Frequencies above about 60 Hz are removed by an integrator (R6–C9), and the resulting 60-Hz signal is fed to the base of Q2 (waveform F).

When no signal is present at Q2, it is held at saturation by base-bias voltage divider R7–R8. When a signal is received, however, it lowers the conducting point of Q2 and increases its collector voltage, causing the transistor to conduct and pass the pulse (waveform G). Following this amplifier, the signal is fed to integrator R11–C11, whose time constant is very low. Hence several 60-Hz pulses are required to charge C11. (Resistor R12 discharges any noise or static signals which tend to charge C11, and diode D2 limits any negative voltage which might discharge C11.)

When capacitor C11 is fully charged, D3 conducts, turning on SCR D4. When the SCR conducts, it short the positive end of the relay to ground through switch S1-b and the anode–cathode circuit of D4.

Normally the alarm unit is plugged into the ac line. The power supply (T3, D7 and C12) furnishes a nominal 16 volts dc for the transistors and energizes RLY-1, thus making the normally open contacts. Hence, the alarm circuit (including battery B1 and diode D6) is open and the alarm does not sound.

When SCR D4 conducts, however, it short the positive end of the RLY-1 coil to ground, de-energizing the relay and causing the normally closed contacts to make. With the alarm circuit closed, the alarm transducer (a Mallory Sonalert) produces its 2800-Hz audible signal.

After an alarm signal has been received and its cause corrected, the receiver is restored to standby mode by pushing the reset switch. Section S1-b of the switch opens the circuit from the SCR to the relay coil and S1-a discharges C11, which prevents D3 and D4 from conducting until another alarm signal is received.

Power for the alarm transducer is furnished by battery B1, which is trickle-charged from the ac line through R14 and diode D5. If power to the receiver fails, voltage to the coil of RLY-1 is cut off, causing the normally closed relay contacts to make. The alarm would then sound to indicate the power loss.

External alarms used with the receiver are connected through a socket which supplies 117 volts ac, switched by another set of contacts on RLY-1.

How does it work?

The prewired system I tested worked well. The detectors responded to smoke and to heat from an open flame, triggering the alarm with 50-kHz signals.

If several isolated sensors are wired into the system, the user will not be able to determine quickly which sensor triggered the alarm unit. Also, there may be some interaction between separate systems in multiple-dwelling units. (According to the company, the receiver unit will not be activated by triggering signals if there is a power-line transformer between the transmitters and receiver.)

The construction manuals are clear and complete. A number of applications for the GD-97 Utility Transmitter are given, with useful suggestions for remote sensors.
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"He's a good worker. I'd promote him right now if he had more education in electronics."

Could they be talking about you?

You'll miss a lot of opportunities if you try to get along in the electronics industry without an advanced education. Many doors will be closed to you, and no amount of hard work will open them.

But you can build a rewarding career if you supplement your experience with specialized knowledge of one of the key areas of electronics. As a specialist, you will enjoy security, excellent pay, and the kind of future you want for yourself and your family.

Going back to school isn't easy for a man with a full-time job and family obligations. But CREI Home Study Programs make it possible for you to get the additional education you need without attending classes. You study at home, at your own pace, on your own schedule. You study with the assurance that what you learn can be applied to the job immediately.

CREI Programs cover all important areas of electronics including communications, radar and sonar, even missile and spacecraft guidance. You're sure to find a program that fits your career objectives.
You're eligible for a CREI Program if you work in electronics and have a high school education. Our FREE book gives complete information. Airmail postpaid card for your copy. If card is detached, use coupon at right or write: CREI, Dept. 1406G, 3224 16th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20010.

CREI, Home Study Division
McGraw-Hill Book Company
Dept. 1406G, 3224 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20010

Please send me FREE book describing CREI Programs. I am employed in electronics and have a high school education.

NAME:

ADDRESS:

CITY: STATE: ZIP CODE:

EMPLOYED BY:

TYPE OF PRESENT WORK: [ ] G.I. BILL

I am interested in [ ] Electronic Engineering Technology
[ ] Space Electronics [ ] Nuclear Engineering Technology
[ ] Industrial Electronics for Automation
[ ] Computer Systems Technology

APPROVED FOR TRAINING UNDER NEW G.I. BILL
Solid-State Tach-Dwell-Voltmeter

(continued from page 46)

and mount it cantilever style with the meter posts as support. This arrangement has proved more than adequate; if you decide that you need added rigidity, the board can be supported at other points.

As part of the usual precautions, observe correct meter, diode and electrolytic-capacitor polarities. Pay particular attention to the baying diagram of transistors Q1 and Q2, shown in Fig. 2 along with the schematic.

Calibration

Calibration of the dwell meter has been described; it should be re-emphasized that the meter should be set to 0° dwell with the engine running. System voltages are higher with the engine running, and this is, of course, when the dwell meter will be used.

Tach calibration should need be done only once, barring unforeseen circumstances such as the calibration resistors being jarred out of position.

If you have a friend with an accurate tachometer, you've got it made, as far as tach calibration goes. If you don't, another method will be described shortly, but we'll assume for now that you do have access to an tachometer and an 8-cylinder auto.

Start by setting R6, R15 and R16 to mid-range. Set S1 to either 6 or 12 volts, depending on the car; S3 to TACH 8 and S2 to 1000 RPM. Attach CL1 and CL2 to battery positive and ground, respectively, and CL3 to the low-voltage wire connecting the distributor and coil. (See Fig. 4 for a typical auto ignition schematic.) Adjust the engine idle to 600 rpm (as measured by the reference tach), and set R16 so that the meter reads 600. Now switch S3 to TACH 6 and adjust R15 so that the meter reads 800. (The reason for this is that, for a given rpm, a 6-cylinder engine generates ¾ as many pulses across the points as an 8-cylinder engine; conversely, for a given point rep rate, the 6-cylinder engine is turning at 4/3 the speed of an 8-cylinder engine.) Switch S2 to 5000 rpm and set the idle screw so that the engine is running at say 2000 rpm. Adjust R6 so that the meter reads 2000. The tachometer is calibrated.

If you have a 6-cylinder car, calibration for the low end can be carried out as above, but with S3 set to TACH 6. Then switch to TACH 8 and adjust R16 so that the meter reading is ¾ of the TACH 6 reading.

Use

The instrument is designed for use on negative-ground systems, since almost every auto made today is wired this way. The dwell meter, however, can be used on positive-ground systems by simply reversing the roles of PROBE and NE0 (ground) leads.

If you own an auto with positive ground and want to build this instrument to help in tuning it up, all is not lost. Simply reverse all diodes, the meter and the electrolytic capacitor. Substitute pnp transistors for Q1 and Q2, but be sure they have an hfe of 100 or more. Be sure you remember that, in this configuration, PROBE is connected to negative when making voltage measurements.

In use, the PROBE and GROUND leads are used for all tests, and the (+) lead is used only for tachometer measurements.
vides a nonpolarized electrolytic with ratings equivalent to one of the original capacitors. A power supply using this arrangement is shown in Fig. 4-b. Observe a few precautions when using a power supply such as those described here. To begin with, these power supplies, like ac–dc radios, are common to one side of the ac line. A capacitor in each side of the line affords some protection. Don’t forget that you now have two capacitors in series, and the values should be selected accordingly. A typical circuit is shown in Fig. 4-c.

Another safeguard is shown in

Fig. 4—Five versions of dropping-capacitor supplies: a—After Fig. 3, with built-in bleeder to prevent output voltage rising above a certain value. b—Capacitance used to drop line voltage to 35 for 352S-GT heater. c—Capacitance split and placed at both sides of the line, which affords some protection from accidental shorts to external grounds, and from shock. d—Isolator transformer (1:1 ratio) removes danger from common line-chassis connection through diodes. e—Zener-regulated supply is constant-voltage, ideal as battery substitute for low-power transistor circuits. A small amount of heat is dissipated by the Zener and resistor.

While preparing this article for publication, we discovered what seemed to be a paradox concerning the effective capacitance of two identical electrolytic capacitors connected in series back to back to simulate a nonpolar capacitor. Mr. Bowen, the author, claimed that the total capacitance of such a combination is the capacitance of one of the capacitors, in contradiction to the usual formula, which gives a total capacitance as half the value of either capacitor. A second question arose: What is the effective voltage rating of the combination?

This puzzleplex prompted us to query several makers of electrolytic capacitors. The replies turned up a fascinating and somewhat confusing flurry of information, and raised a third question: can a nonpolar capacitor legitimately be simulated simply by connecting two ordinary (polar) electrolytics in series back to back?

The answer is yes, provided that all the implications are recognized. Consensus among manufacturers seems to be as follows:

1. Total capacitance for two identical capacitors back to back is half the figure for either one: e.g., two 400-µF capacitors back to back are equivalent to one 200-µF nonpolar.

2. Peak ac voltage rating is equal to the dc rating of one of the capacitors: e.g., two 150-volt capacitors back to back should safely withstand a peak (not peak-to-peak, and not rms) voltage of 150. Assuming sine-wave input, this corresponds to an rms voltage of 106; hence 150-volt capacitors will often not be safe for the applications presented in this article.

Note that this discussion applies only to polar electrolytic capacitors (including tantalum types).

The basis of the misunderstanding was cleared up in a letter from D. F. Warner, senior applications engineer at the Capacitor Department of General Electric. He wrote: "... the back-to-back arrangement exhibits one-half capacitance of either unit to ac... but a capacitance equal to one unit when dc is applied, if the capacitance is high enough to take care of 1.414 times the voltage drop across it.

This strange situation becomes clearer if you examine the energy-storage relationships between two capacitors connected back to back, being alternately charged and discharged. An electrolytic capacitor is equivalent to an alternating current "looks" like a capacitor shunted by a rectifier (rectifier anode to capacitor cathode). That hint may be enough to get some of you EQ-lovers started. We aren't running a contest, but of course we welcome comments, criticisms, solutions or deobfuscations from readers. Soon we will probably put together an article from the folderful of information on electrolytics that we have collected as a result of our curiosity.

Other precautions

Capacitor makers tipped us off to two other things-to-look-out-for, which we pass on:

1. Electrolytics have a high dissipation factor—the ratio of effective series resistance to the capacitive reactance (the reciprocal of Q). Alternating current will therefore cause more internal heating than in other types of capacitor. Elevated temperature will hasten breakdowns. Under no conditions must the temperature be allowed to rise above the maximum figure given by the manufacturer (usually about 85° [185°] for conventional electrolytics and most tantalum capacitors). This limits the current rating of capacitive-drop power supplies designed around electrolytics. The heating follows 1/R; hence doubling the current increases heat generation by four times.

2. Electrolytic-capacitor tolerances are wide: the Allied catalog gives ±10%, ±150% for many types of conventional electrolytics. Better upward tolerance figures range from 50% to 100%. The tantalums are the best (±10% or ±20%), but they are very expensive. Such wide tolerance ranges make precise design difficult. It may be necessary to select the capacitors to be used from a pile of capacitors of the same value, either by trial and error or by measuring back-to-back pairs on an ac capacitance bridge.
The TRUE electronic solution to a major problem of engine operation!

DELTA'S FABULOUS MARK TEN®

CAPACITIVE DISCHARGE IGNITION SYSTEM

You've read about The Mark Ten in Mechanix Illustrated, Popular Mechanics, Electronics and other publications!

Now discover for yourself the dramatic improvement in performance of your car, camper, jeep, truck, boat—any vehicle. Delta's remarkable electronic achievement saves on gas, promotes better acceleration, gives your car that zip you've always wanted. Find out why even Detroit has finally come around. In four years of proven reliability, Delta's Mark Ten has set new records of ignition benefits. No rewiring! Works on literally any type of gasoline engine.

Why settle for less when you can buy the original DELTA Mark Ten, never excelled and so unique that a U.S. Patent has been granted.

READY FOR THESE BENEFITS?

▲ Dramatic increase in Performance and in Fast Acceleration

▲ Promotes more Complete Combustion

▲ Points and Plugs last 3 to 10 Times Longer

▲ Up to 20% Mileage Increase (saves gas)

LITERATURE SENT BY RETURN MAIL BETTER YET—ORDER TODAY!

DELTA PRODUCTS, INC.

P.O. Box 1147 RE • Grand Junction, Colo. 81501

Enclosed is $_________ for □ Mark Ten (Deltakit®) @ $29.95 (12 Volt Positive or Negative Ground Only)

□ Mark Ten (Assembled) @ $44.95

□ 6 Volt, Negative Ground Only

□ 12 Volt, Specify Positive or Negative Ground

Car Year Make

City-State Zip
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By JACK DARR

Making shunts for old meter

I've got the meter out of an old Hickok S-44 vom. I'd like to make up a current meter, with ranges of 1.0 to 500 mA. Can you tell me how to calculate the shunts?—A.C., Benicia, Calif.

"Calculating" the shunts is nice, if you've got a very accurate bridge, and a lot of precision equipment. The quickest way is to use good old "K&T" methods (Kut and Try).

Make up a lashup like Fig. 1. The battery and adjusting pot can be of any size, but you don't need too much voltage. Just be sure that you start out with maximum resistance in-circuit on each test, to keep from slaming the meters.

If this is old enough, the meter is probably an 0-1 mA movement. Check the scale, if it says "1,000 ohms per volt" then it is. So, there's your first scale already. Now, make up a shunt out of bare copper wire, say about 6-8 inches of #20, or something like that. Hook one end to the meter terminal, and then hook the other terminal about halfway, as in Fig. 2.

Now, set the "calibrating" vom on the scale you want, say 0-500 mA dc, and cautiously turn up the current. See what your meter reads, at about half-scale, by checking the reading on the vom. Let's say you get 100 mA, half-scale; this means a 200-mA full-scale, and your shunt is too big—too much resistance.

So, turn the power off (first!) disconnect the free end of the shunt, and move the connection point so that you have less wire across the meter. Less resistance in the shunt means more current in shunt, less through meter. Recheck, your reading should go up. After a little juggling, you should be able to make the old meter read the same as the vom, and there you are.

One precaution: don't try to move the shunt tap with power on! If you do, you'll open the circuit temporarily, and you'll blow the meter! All of the high current will flow through the coil, and the experiment will be over, at least until you can locate another old meter!

This is a good deal for making usable meters out of some of those odd value Army surplus meter movements, with 0-15 mA movements and so on. Makes elegant current-meters for reading cathode current in horizontal output tubes in TV sets, and so on.

New changer for old

I've just finished rebuilding an old Sparton radio-phonograph combination. Radio works fine; now I want to overhaul the old single-speed changer so that it will play the newer records. What would you recommend?—W.P., North Plains, Ore.

A brand-new changer! Actually, it wouldn't be too much trouble to cut
the speed down to 33 rpm on the old one, but there are other problems. The worst of these is the mass of the pickup arm. In those old record-players,
Modern records use a very low-mass arm. You have to get the stylus pressure down from the original 20–30 grams to about 3–4 grams. The old record players just don’t have the mechanical perfection required for playing modern records.

Beats from 3.58-MHz oscillator

I get beats from the 3.58-MHz oscillator, in a Sears color TV set model 6164, mostly on low channels. I can kill this by pulling the oscillator tube. What do you think? —J.S., Maquoketa, Iowa.

You have an import set. I’ve never run into this problem in exactly the same way, but anything’s possible! I believe I’d check the filters first, and then make sure that all shields were present and tight. This is obviously a harmonic beat-frequency “escaping” from the 3.58-MHz oscillator stage.

Try adjusting the color-killer a little tighter, to be sure that this interfering signal is not getting through some of the color stages (being amplified) and then getting into the video, etc. You may have to add some shielding to get rid of it completely, if the color-killer won’t stop it.

Scope substitute for vtvm

To align my kit FM stereo generator, I’m told to use an ac vtvm. Can’t I get this reading with a scope? If so, what probe would I use? —F.R., Savannah, Ga.

You certainly ought to be able to do this. Especially if the reading happens to be peak to peak, or peak. A scope “naturally” reads peak-to-peak voltages. It must be calibrated first, of course, with a known ac voltage. Use a nice even value, to make the math come out easier! For instance, 10.0 volts rms comes out 28.28 volts p-p, or 14.14 volts peak.

The probe used will depend on the impedance of the circuit where the reading is taken. If it’s low, you can use a direct probe. In a high-impedance circuit, you’ll probably have to use a low-capacitance probe. If so, don’t forget to use the probe multiplier figure! Most lo-cap probes have a 10:1 attenuation, so you multiply readings by 10.

For In the Shop... With Jack sec page 26
New RCA advances will change your thinking about antennas and rotators.

The era of compromise is over! Formerly, a UHF corner reflector (long known as the finest antenna for UHF reception) could not be combined with a VHF antenna without sacrificing gain on the VHF band. Now, RCA engineers who have had the experience of working on antenna space projects, have developed a corner reflector that doubles as a VHF director and actually increases gain.

High-gain UHF corner reflector with built-in VHF-UHF crossover network, also acts as VHF director.

The new RCA COLOR POWER combination antennas are the first broadband integral antenna design to deliver high gain and sharp directivity on both UHF and VHF bands—resulting in clear, crisp reception on Color and Black & White TV. The secret is in the combining network and balanced phasing lines. Note the parallel connecting bars in photo. They stay parallel, because they're thick aluminum strips, rather than wires that easily bend. Installation is fast because of

Balanced phasing lines, of rugged aluminum, stay in shape.

RCA's exclusive over-running gear clutch permits motor momentum to develop before turning the mast—assuring the torque that is necessary to move heavy loads. You'll like its easy installation. The terminal board cover has an attached captive thumb nut. Weather resistance is assured by a plastic shield. High strength, light-weight aluminum housing results in less load on the supporting mast.

Rotator control is solid-state designed, to prevent mechanical wear and synchronize with drive unit.

RCA's rotator control unit was designed to please the decor-conscious housewife, as well as the family's TV fans. The RCA 707 is completely electronic too, for longer life.

These new RCA rotators have the non-slip ruggedness of a main drive gear that's part of the shaft, meshed to a rugged worm drive.
Pre-turning momentum, for ice-breaking torque, is attained in RCA rotator drive unit.

Pin point directivity . . . the drive unit on the roof is always fully synchronized with the knob on the control unit. You are never in doubt as to the position of your antenna.

The "505" is a manual control unit with full 360° indicating dial is also available.

Use an RCA COLOR POWER antenna and an RCA antenna rotator on your next installation. Pick them up from your RCA Distributor. They'll help you start your own revolution against call-backs.

RCA PARTS AND ACCESSORIES, Deptford, N.J.
Here's how you can get manufacturers' literature fast:

1. Tear out the post card on the facing page. Clearly print or type your name and address.
   Include zip code! Manufacturers will not guarantee to fill your requests unless your zip code is on the reader service card!

2. Circle the number on the card that corresponds to the number appearing at the bottom of the New Products, New Literature or Equipment Report in which you are interested. For literature on products advertised in this issue, circle the number on the card that corresponds to the number appearing at the bottom of the advertisement in which you are interested. Use the convenient index below to locate quickly a particular advertisement.

3. Mail the card to us (no postage required in U.S.A.)

Advertisements in this issue offering free literature (see the advertisement for products being advertised):

GRANTHAM SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS
(Pg. 1) Circle 8
HEALD COLLEGES (Pg. 93) Circle 133
HEATH COMPANY (Pgs. 24-25) Circle 26
INDIANA HOME STUDY INSTITUTE, THE
(Pg. 82) Circle 112
INTERNATIONAL CRYSTAL MFG. COMPANY
(Pg. 98) Circle 149
JFD ELECTRONICS COMPANY (Pg. 23) Circle 25
E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY (Pg. 60) Circle 31
JUDSON RESEARCH AND MFG. COMPANY
(Pg. 93) Circle 131
KARLSON RESEARCH AND MANUFACTURING
(Pg. 22) Circle 23
KENZAC (Pg. 94) Circle 134
LECTROTECH, INC. (Pg. 76) Circle 106
MICROFLAME, INC. (Pg. 86) Circle 117
MULTICORE SALES CORPORATION (Pg. 92) Circle 127
MUSIC ASSOCIATED (Pg. 16) Circle 17
OLSON ELECTRONICS, INC. (Pg. 90) Circle 123
PERMA-POWER COMPANY (Pg. 78) Circle 108
POLY PAKS (Pg. 97) Circle 141
RADAR DEVICES MFG. CORPORATION
(Pg. 17) Circle 20
RCA ELECTRONICS COMPONENTS AND DEVICES
(Semiconductor Division) (Pg. 7) Circle 11
(Test Equipment Division) (Pg. 77) Circle 107
(Test Equipment Division) (Pg. 79) Circle 109
(Test Equipment Division) (Pg. 81) Circle 111
(Test Equipment Division) (Pg. 83) Circle 113
(Test Equipment Division) (Pg. 85) Circle 115
(Test Equipment Division) (Pg. 87) Circle 118
RYE INDUSTRIES (Pg. 88) Circle 119
RYE INDUSTRIES (Pg. 89) Circle 121
SALCH & COMPANY, HERBERT (Marketing Division of Tompkins Radio Products)
(Pg. 95) Circle 136
SAMS & COMPANY, INC., HOWARD W.
(Pg. 61) Circle 35
SCHOBER ORGAN CORPORATION, INC.
(Pg. 16) Circle 19
SOLID STATE SALES (Pg. 95) Circle 138
SONAR RADIO CORPORATION (Pg. 14) Circle 14
SONY/SUPERSCOPE (Pg. 26) Circle 27
SPRAGUE PRODUCTS COMPANY (Pg. 5) Circle 9
SYLVANIA (Subsidiary of General Telephone & Electronics) (Pg. 27) Circle 28
TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY
(Cover II) Circle 7
WARREN ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
(Pg. 96) Circle 139
XCELITE, INC. (Pg. 6) Circle 10
ZENITH (Pg. 58) Circle 29
NEW PRODUCTS

More information on new products is available free from the manufacturers of items identified by a Reader’s Service number. Turn to the Reader’s Service Card facing page 72 and circle the numbers of the new products on which you would like further information. Detach and mail the postage-paid card.

ELECTRONIC PROJECT KIT contains materials for making 50 electronic projects including a germanium crystal radio, one-transistor radio, two-transistor radio, Morse-code key, light-operated Morse-code key, home broadcasting station, 15 solar-energy projects. Youngsters learn the principles of electronics by building basic projects by breadboarding. Parts can be moved or interchanged for additional experiments. Kit is absolutely safe; soldering is not necessary. 62-page instruction manual gives easy-to-follow directions. $17.95—Radio Shack Science Fair Dept. Circle 46 on reader’s service card

RADAR BURGLAR-ALARM SYSTEM. Watchdog alarm system is half the size, a tenth the weight of tube-type alarms. Because it contains no tubes, Watchdog is sold with a 5-year warranty. The alarm system’s basic unit can shield an area of up to 5,000 square feet. It protects property and possessions by transmitting an invisible shield of ultra-high-frequency microwaves. Sensitivity to metal allows it to be used for security or personnel screening purposes or to protect against concealed weapons. Also can trigger sirens, lights, cameras, horns, bells or buzzers, and can dial a predetermined telephone number. Internal power source keeps it in operation in case of power failure.—Solid State Research Corp. Circle 47 on reader’s service card

GARAGE-DOOR OPENER. Liftmaster 600 is a solid-state, gear-driven, chain-drive garage-door opener, especially suitable for single or double sectional garage doors. Radio coding technique, with each receiver coded to discriminate against any signal disturbance except for its own distinct triple combination of signal and pause, permits unit to be utilized throughout large tracts. Features solid-state clutch, computer-logic motor control, automatic garage-light control and instant stop control. Liftmaster 600 has most of the features of the ultra-deluxe Liftmaster G-6100 and retails for less money.—Perma-Power Co. R-E Circle 48 on reader’s service card

TECHNICAL OPPORTUNITIES
GROW WITH FUTURA AT

vikoa
INCORPORATED

The nation’s largest growth CATV manufacturer, supplier and builder of CATV systems and equipment is growing, growing, growing!

We have openings — Nationwide for:
(A) SYSTEMS SALES ENGINEER
(B) SYSTEMS TECHNICIANS
(C) Construction Personnel of all levels

System work, headend, amplifier balancing, construction, check out and rebuilds. We are looking for people who want to grow and haven’t exploited their full capability.

Vikoa offers programs for professional growth in all phases of CATV

SALARY OPEN commensurate with background and ability

Generous benefits include Insurance and Pension plan

Contact Joseph Monette, Director of Industrial Relations

VIKOA INCORPORATED
830 Monroe St., Hoboken, New Jersey (201) 656-1776
Why is a Vectorscope essential for Color TV servicing?

1. Check and align demodulators to any angle ... 90°, 105°, 115° ... accurately and quickly. No guesswork. New color sets no longer demodulate at 90°. Only with a Vectorscope can these odd angles be determined for those hard-to-get skin tones.

2. Check and align bandpass-amplifier circuits. Eliminate weak color and smeared color with proper alignment. No other equipment required. Only a V7 Vectorscope does this.

3. Pinpoint troubles to a specific color circuit. Each stage in a TV set contributes a definite characteristic to the vector pattern. An improper vector pattern localizes the trouble to the particular circuit affecting either vector amplitude, vector angle or vector shape. Only a V7 Vectorscope does this.

COMING NEXT MONTH

NATURALLY—PART II OF 20 UNIJUNCTION APPLICATIONS ... There are only 2 parts. Part I is in this issue on page 36.

BUILD—AUTOMATIC WINDSHIELD WIPER—Pause Controller—All solid-state device uses only two semiconductors and no relays to swing the blades at their normal speeds, but only one sweep at a time. You can adjust the length of the pause between sweeps to cut down the dry runs. If your car isn’t equipped with an electric windshield wiper motor, make a note of this gadget for your next car.

SOUP UP RELAY SENSITIVITY—The larger the relay the less sensitive it usually is. Large relays with an ability to respond to small signals are expensive and sometimes hard to find at your local distributor. Here’s a simple, inexpensive solid-state circuit to boost relay action.

WHAT’S AN IC DECADE DIVIDER? Even if you don’t know that it can accurately cut a 1 MHz signal down to 100 kHz for counting or to extend the capability of a signal generator, it can provide an electronics buff with an interesting project.

PSYCHEDELIC SPOTLIGHTS—Simple construction project tends to put your eyes where your ears are. For commercial, crowd-stopping applications or for the groovy set, this gizmo automatically varies light intensity in step with the loudness of music or commercial.

MR. HALL AND HIS EFFECTS are brought to light in this painless presentation. Many 19th century findings are still valid in our solid-state world and are being applied in new, sophisticated ways. Magnetic devices are here to stay.

KNOW YOUR COLOR TV BLANKERS—Tells how retrace lines are kept in the dark. Different circuits used, their troubles and the correction of these troubles when they arise are described.

TV TRAPS—Another clear picture from Matt Mandl. Proper adjustment of traps is essential to keep audio signals out of the video and to keep the herringbones from showing up because of interference from other TV channels and other man-made noise. The more sensitive the TV front end and the more stations on the air, the more you have to have your traps properly set.

CAPACITOR TRANSUDERS—What you should know about them and their related circuits. Tells how they work, how you should work with them, and their applications in home and industry.

NEED A SPECIAL POWER SUPPLY? Sometimes you have to roll your own, right from design to construction. Follow an engineer’s step-by-step procedure to come up with a desired voltage and current source with a desired amount of regulation and filtering. Described is a unique solid-state configuration having a very large capacitor filter action, but without the large capacitor.

PLUS—Still more feature articles, news and departments. Don’t miss...
NEW TEST EQUIPMENT

RC WIE-N-BRIDGE OSCILLATOR, Model 204C. Frequency response: better than 0.5% or 0.05 dB; frequency range: 5 Hz to 1.2 MHz; distortion: 0.1%; long-term frequency stability: 0.02%; amplitude stability: 0.2%. Amplifier frequency response is independent of transistor parameters, so transistors may be changed without recalibration. Can be synchro-
nized with a signal or phase-locked to a frequency standard. $250 in ac line-operated form. Optional battery power supply $15, rechargeable battery power supply is $35 more than basic version. All are field interchangeable.—Hewlett-Packard

HIGH-VOLTAGE TEST PROBE, Model 72-265. Permits user to perform accurate and safe high-voltage checks on all color and black-and-white receivers. Three ranges can be checked with the probe: 40 kV dc, 16 kV dc, and 4 kV dc. Advantages of this probe (that has been designed to work with the Triplett Model 600 TVO) include: lower current drain; a miniature spring-tensioned hook at the end of tip for hands-free high-voltage circuit tests and positive contact with circuit tested. Comes with 44” heavily insulated, high-voltage cable. Tip of probe is nickel-plated to insure better conductivity and longer life. $55.20—Triplett Electrical Instrument Co.

The RCA WR-502A CHRO-BAR color-bar generator is all solid-state, battery operated...Provides color bars, dots, crosshatch, vertical lines, horizontal lines, blank raster...has rock-solid stability. It's the greatest yet. The CHRO-BAR. $168.00*.

RCA Electronic Components, Harrison, N.J.

*Optional Distributor resale price. Prices may be slightly higher in Alaska, Hawaii and the West.

There has never been a better color-bar generator than the RCA WR-64B... until now!
NEW AUDIO EQUIPMENT

AM/FM RADIO, Carmel, Model RE-6125. Electronic tuning mechanism permits listener to tune in automatically any station by depressing a tuning bar. Distinct/local sensitivity switch filters out multiple-station interference. Unit is housed in a low-profile black cabinet with silver trim, and comes with earphone and external speaker jack. $89.95—Matsushita Electric Corp. of America

Circle 51 on reader's service card

AM/FM CARTRIDGE TUNER. Adds AM/FM radio to any 4- or 8-track car stereo system. It slips in and out of the tape deck like any regular 4- or 8-track cartridge. Uses the existing amplifiers and stereo system to produce full sound comparable to stereo for AM and FM broadcast. Unit is compact, easy to handle and attractively designed. Sells for under $50.

—GW Electronics, Inc.

Circle 52 on reader's service card

PREAMPLIFIER, Model ACP-1. Can be used with any tape recorder for automatic control of recording level and with any PA system for maintaining constant output level and eliminating feedback. A low-noise high-impedance FET input stage is utilized in the 5-transistor 1-diode circuit. Compression range is 30 dB. Frequency response extends from 20 to 20,000 Hz.

Compressor—preamp installs easily in the microphone line of any tape recorder PA system, amateur radio or CB transmitter.

—Caringella Electronics, Inc.

Circle 53 on reader's service card

SPEAKER, Model AP-15. 15-watt horn is compact and boasts a sound level of 121 dB with 110° dispersion. Vari-Tap Control/Connect Center eliminates the soldering iron as an installation tool. Only a screwdriver is required to mount and connect. Diaphragms may be replaced in the field with no soldering. Speakers carry lifetime guarantee against electroacoustical failure when operated to specifications. The 8-ohm Model AP-15 lists at $33.25.

—Atlas Sound

Circle 54 on reader's service card

These units are now available from your Perma-Power distributor. Write for Catalog LCB-68 on the full line of Perma-Power products for color and black and white TV service.

Perma-Power COMPANY
5740 North Tripp Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60646
Phone (312) 539-7171

Circle 108 on reader's service card
New Communications Equipment

CB TRANSCEIVER, Knight-Kit Safari IV is a versatile two-way CB radio in kit form, for base, mobile or portable use. Solid-state compact unit mounts quickly in car, truck or boat and is easily portable. Twelve-channel, 5-watt unit features a superhet receiver with adjustable squelch to silence speaker between calls, silicon transistors, and built-in series-gate noise limiter. Sensitivity: 1.5 mV for 10 dB S/N ratio; adjacent-channel rejection: over 30 dB. Output impedance: matches 50-ohm antennas; modulation, 80% min. Power output: 3 watts. $79.95.

VHF CONVERTER, Type CP. Fully transistorized unit is self-contained with 18" telescoping antenna. Picks up vhf signals and converts them to the broadcast band. Receives input signals on a single channel within the 25-50, 108-136 and 148-175-MHz ranges. Additional channels may be tuned in on the broadcast receiver over a range of approximately 250 kHz. No connection between the monitor converter and a pocket or tabletop broadcast receiver is necessary. The combination will receive either AM or FM signals. $21.95, less batteries.—AMECO, Div. of Aerotron, Inc.

Circle 55 on reader's service card

Check these CHRO-BAR color bar generator features...on the fingers of one hand

...if you count two to a finger and one for the thumb...

1. rock solid stability
2. portability (battery operated)
3. all solid-state (silicon transistors)
4. rugged (cast aluminum case and brushed aluminum panel)
5. crystal control (4 crystals)
6. sound carrier provided
7. provision for spare battery (switch selection, battery meter)
8. gun killer (switches and leads)
9. all new circuit design. It's the greatest yet.

The CHRO-BAR. $168.00*

RCA Electronic Components, Harrison, N.J.

*Optional Distributor resale price. Prices may be slightly higher in Alaska, Hawaii and the West.

RCA

Circle 109 on reader's service card
G/L Electronics Book Club invites you as part of trial membership to take any three for only 99¢ each!

Handbook of Semiconductor Circuits — A classic contains 124 exam- ples of standard transistor circuits, common how to interpret schematic diagrams of operational amplifier data for amplifiers, how to design radio & oscillator, logic & TV circuits, how to design switching circuits, etc., plus design procedure and use signals. 448 pages. List price $5.55. No. 428.


How to Test Almost Everything Electronic — Practical discussions of helper circuits, the basic troubleshooting, any type of equipment. Emphasizes troubleshooting circuits which apply to almost any system. 320 pages. List price $4.95. No. G-108.


The Oscilloscope: 2nd Edition — A classic contains 124 exam- ples of standard transistor circuits, common how to interpret schematic diagrams of operational amplifier data for amplifiers, how to design radio & oscillator, logic & TV circuits, how to design switching circuits, etc., plus design procedure and use signals. 448 pages. List price $5.55. No. 428.

May we suggest your choice of any three books on these pages as part of an unusual offer of a Trial Membership in G/L Electronics Book Club. Here are four quality hardbound volumes, each especially designed to help you in- crease your knowledge, earning power, and enjoyment of electronics.

These handsome, hardbound books are indicative of the many other fine offerings made to Members ... important books to read and keep - volumes with your specialized interests in mind.

Whatever your interest in electronics - radio and TV servicing, audio and hi-fi, industrial electronics, communications, etc., you will find that the G/L Electronics Book Club will help you to know about it, improve it or make your leisure hours more enjoyable. With the Club providing you with top quality books, you may broaden your knowledge and skills to build your income and increase enjoyment of electronics, too.

How you profit from Club membership

These are just samples of the help and generous savings the Club offers you. For here, the Club offers exclusively book- ing out only those titles of interest to you as an electronics enthusiast. Membership in the Club offers you several advantages:

1. Charter Savings: Take any three of the books shown (combined values up to $2.85) for only 99¢ each with your Trial Membership.
2. Continuous Savings: The Club guaran- tees to save you 15% to 75% on all books offered through the Club News.
3. Wide Selection: Over 500 titles are annually offered, over 50 of the new and authoritative books on electronics.

How the Club Works

Furthermore, selections are described in the FREE monthly Club News. Thus, you are among the first to know about, and to own if you desire, significant books. You choose only the main or alternate selection you want (or advise us if you wish no books) by means of a handy form enclosed with the News. As part of your Trial Membership, you need purchase as few as four books during the coming 12 months. You would probably buy at least this many anyway - without the sub- stantial savings offered through Club Membership.

Limited Time Offer!

Here, then, is an interesting opportunity to enroll on a trial basis ... to prove to yourself, in a short time, the ad-

vantages of belonging to the G/L Electronics Book Club.

To start your membership on these attractive terms, simply fill out and mail the Postpaid Trial Membership Coupon today. SEND NO MONEY! If you are not delighted with the books, return them within 10 days and your Trial Membership will be cancelled without cost or obligation. We take all the risk.

B U S I N E S S R E P L Y M A I L

No Postage Stamp Necessary If Mailed In The United States

Postage Will Be Paid By

G/L ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB
MONTEREY & PINOLA AVES.
BLUE RIDGE SUMMIT, PA. 17214

DO NOT CUT HERE \ JUST FOLD OVER, SEAL AND MAIL - NO STAMP OR ENVELOPE NECESSARY

Send No Money! Simply fill in and mail trial membership coupon today!

G/L ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214

Please open my Trial Membership in the G/L Electronics Book Club and send me the three books whose numbers I have circled below (filling me only 99¢ each plus a few cents postage and mailing expense). If not delighted, I may return the books within 10 days and owe nothing. Otherwise, to continue my Trial Membership, I agree to purchase at least four additional monthly selections or alternates during the next 12 months. I have the right to cancel my membership anytime after purchasing these four books.


Name ___________________________ Phone No. ___________________________
Address ___________________________ NOTE: check if □ home or □ business address
City ___________________________ State __________ Zip __________
Company ___________________________ Title ___________________________
(The Club assumes postage on all prepaid orders; foreign and Canadian prices higher)

This entire fold-over coupon forms a no-postage-required business reply envelope.

CUT OUT ENTIRE POSTPAID ORDER FORM AT RIGHT — FILL IN, staple, paste or tape, and mail to

RADIO-ELECTRONICS

80

Circle 110 on reader’s service card

www.americanradiohistory.com
NEW TOOLS

TOOL BAG. Genuine cowhide tool bag for field service technicians and engineers holds large tools, parts, meters and instruments. Comes with a sturdy canvas tool roll to help keep tools organized. Lower section of bag has three sliding metal trays with a variety of divided compartments for small parts. Bag, available in black or ginger color, measures 15" x 12½" x 5". Can be equipped with outside pouch for technician's manuals, service books and papers. $29.50; with pocket, $31.50. K. Leather Products, Inc.

Circle 57 on reader's service card.

LEAD BENDER, Model N-300. Hand tool eliminates measurement and trial-and-error bending of component leads. Match pointers with eyelet holes in circuit boards by spinning knurled wheel with thumb, and unit automatically spaces bends for insertion of component into board. Can be used on resistors, capacitors, diodes, transistors, inductors, etc. up to ¾" x ½" with maximum distance between inside of bends of 1.725". Made of anodized aluminum for maximum strength and wear, the unit sells for $29.50. —Harwil Company

Circle 58 on reader's service card.

And check this special CHRO-BAR color bar generator introductory offer...

the carrying case is free

From now till June 28, when you buy an RCA CHRO-BAR we'll throw in a carrying case FREE. After that it'll cost you $7.50*. Check with your RCA Distributor today for details. For complete specifications, write RCA Electronic Components, Commercial Engineering, Department F39W1 415 South Fifth Street, Harrison, N.J.

*Optional Distributor resale price. Prices may be slightly higher in Alaska, Hawaii and the West.
TELEVISION TELEMETER
TELEMETRY PAY
TELEVISION PROGRAM
SELECTION
Choice of 3 programs that are now operating, in the VHF range, in the U.S., or Canada, or Mexico, entitle you to receive all the current news and sports on the only regular TV band, in your language, at home, or at the office. These programs are being extended to include all of the world's major events.

LM NAVY TYPE FREQUENCY METER
Model 150-GM ($59.50) is the only unit that can measure both AM and FM radio frequencies, in the range of 0.3 to 250 MHz. It is a frequency counter, in the range of 0.3 to 300 MHz, and is used for the measurement of AM and FM radio frequencies, in the range of 0.3 to 250 MHz.

NEW ANTENNA EQUIPMENT
New Antenna Equipment
TV ANTENNA FITTINGS. Solderless coaxial cable TV antenna fittings are available in two types (Type C and Type F) to ease all commonly encountered antenna hookup problems. Type C fittings include a male and female connector for cable splicing or chassis feedthrough applications. Type F fittings adaptable to the newer cable antenna systems provide a male connector for crimp-on connection to the incoming cable, and a female connector, complete with hardware for chassis mountings. Both types are designed for use with 75-ohm RG-59/U, cable.

LEARN TECHNICAL WRITING
for prestige, high pay, advancement
WRITE YOUR WAY TO SUCCESS. Electronics, avionics, general industries need such experts as you. Technical writing is a key at the highest paying offices. Much requiring college for recent graduates is growing with businesses in all areas. AWS will train you at HOME AT LOW COST. Free home training by mail. Everything you need to succeed in technical writing is included. Send today for free career book and sample issues. No obligation for further training. FREE for Veterans.

AMERICAN TECHNICAL WRITING SOCIETY, Dept. RE-44
5512 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, California 90028

Circle 112 on reader's service card

New Antenna Equipment

Length and with connectors attached, two snap-on standoff insulators, an indoor uhf/vhf/AM/FM adapter to provide separate twin-leads for the uhf and vhf terminals of the TV set, and complete, easy-to-follow instructions. Model CR-5AK kit uses a 13-element corner reflector antenna—$15.95; Model J-1AK and a 7-element uhf Yagi—$15.50; Model J-3AK, 20-element vhf Yagi—$21.50. Gavin Instruments, Inc. R-E

Circle 60 on reader's service card
NEW LITERATURE.

All booklets, catalogs, charts, data sheets and other literature listed here with a Reader’s Service number are free for the asking. Turn to the Reader’s Service Card facing page 72 and circle the numbers of the items you want. Then detach and mail the card. No postage required!

ANTENNAS. Two brochures describe antennas for portable and console TV’s, etc. (Indoor) and VHF/UHF antennas and accessories. Models described in the UHF/VHF/FM booklet are CR-, J- and FM series. The second brochure describes outdoor Cassette and Monitor series. Both brochures list prices and specs.—Gavin Instruments, Inc.
Circle 61 on reader’s service card

FILTER DESIGNS. 12-page manual provides important engineering data, featuring descriptions of many of the low-, high-, and bandpass filters used in electronics today and how to specify them. Book illustrates typical filters in easy-to-understand language.—Nortonics, Inc.
Circle 62 on reader’s service card

PRICE SCHEDULE. Catalog lists all electron tubes that Unity markets and that are manufactured by all leading tube manufacturers. Loose-leaf style makes for easy filing. 47 pages check full of information.—Unity Electronics
Circle 63 on reader’s service card

INDICATOR LIGHTS. Catalog L-68. 32-page catalog features photographs, line drawings and detailed specs on more than 60 indicator lights—ranging from 1” diameter to microminiature neon EMI-suppressed designs. Lamp-selection guide provides information for finding the right indicator assembly for any application.—Marco-Oak, Div. Oak Electro/Netics Corp.
Circle 64 on reader’s service card

VOMs AND TEST EQUIPMENT. Catalog 32-T. 12-page catalog is fully illustrated and detailed with electrical and mechanical characteristics of newest and most popular portable electronic and electrical test instruments the company manufactures. Price list and ordering information are also included.—Triplet Electrical Instrument Co.
Circle 65 on reader’s service card

TUBE REBUILDING SYSTEM. Two units, a sealing machine and an over-bombarder combination, open the door to TV profits. You can now rebuild any black-and-white tube for $1.59 or less in materials and color tubes for $8.50 or less in materials. Equipment guarantees perfect results after 1 day’s training.—Lakeside Industries
Circle 66 on reader’s service card

SPRING ‘68 BROCHURE AND BULLETIN. Bulletin of 36 pages describes courses and how to enroll, provides useful information for the person interested in an electronics career or for the technician who wants to brush up on a given topic. Brochure is specifically for those who wish to obtain an FCC license.—Grantham School of Electronics
Circle 67 on reader’s service card

POWER SUPPLY MODULES. 16-page, 2-color catalog lists thousands of silicon, regulated power supplies with voltage outputs from 0 to 600 and output currents to 25 amperes. Supplies are short-circuit-proof and designed for laboratory use or permanent installation. Power/Mate supplies are unconditionally warranted for 5 years.—Power/Mate Corp.
Circle 68 on reader’s service card

Test this signal transistor at 1mA collector current... and this power transistor at 1Amp collector current... or any collector current you select, from 20μA to 1 Amp with the WT-501A in-circuit/out-of-circuit transistor tester

Battery operated, completely portable, RCA’s new WT-501A tests transistors both in-circuit and out-of-circuit, tests both low- and high-power transistors, and has both NPN and PNP sockets to allow convenient transistor matching for complementary symmetry applications. The instrument tests out-of-circuit transistors for dc beta from 1 to 1000, collector-to-base leakage as low as 2 microamperes, and collector-to-emitter leakage from 20 microamperes to 1 ampere.

Collector current is adjustable from 20 microamperes to 1 ampere in four ranges, permitting most transistors to be tested at rated current level. A complete DC Forward Current Transfer Ratio Curve can be plotted. Three color-coded test leads are provided for in-circuit testing, and for out-of-circuit testing of those transistors that will not fit into the panel socket.

See your Authorized RCA Test Equipment Distributor, or write RCA Electronic Components, Commercial Engineering Department F39W2, 415 South Fifth Street, Harrison, New Jersey.

Extra features... RCA reliability... for only $66.75*.

*Optional distributor resale price. Prices may be slightly higher in Alaska, Hawaii, and the West.

RCA
UNUSUAL TV TROUBLES

Shortcuts don't always save time

THE SERVICE TECHNICIAN is confronted with an increasing variety of television receivers. Once the tube-type black-and-white console was the only model available. Now we have solid-state portables in b-w as well as color; consoles in both tube and solid-state types, in color or b-w, and an increasing number of miniatures.

All these still have the run-of-the-mill troubles which we can correct with routine procedures. Because of the wide variations in models, however, a greater number of unusual problems occur. These can become quite time-consuming if we apply ordinary servicing procedures. This is particularly true of multiple-symptom defects. These can be misleading because they seem to pinpoint faulty circuits—which later prove to be all right.

When two troubles are present simultaneously, try to find two or more sections of the receiver which could be causing them. First check the section which takes the least time, even though another may seem the more obvious trouble source. By saving for last the circuits which take longer to check, you often save time with unusual cases.

Thus, with no picture or sound, the trouble seems to be prior to the video detector. Before checking the tuner and video i.f. sections, however, check tubes or transistors in the audio and video amplifier circuits. It may be unusual, but a tube can go dead in the audio section at the same time that a video-amplifier tube fails.

Shortcut methods are always useful in dual-symptom troubles. If both sound and video troubles are present, make a quick check of the video-detector output, as shown in Fig. 1. A scope will display the detected picture signal at the output of the video detector, thus indicating that the signal is not lost in either the set's tuner or in the video i.f. amplifier stages.

Earphones can be used to pick up the characteristic video signal sound, to prove the point. If you aren't familiar with the particular sounds of video signals, try the earphone check on several receivers in good working order until you can recognize them.

This method was put to good use in the case of a Philco-Ford 19-inch set (17J28 chassis) which had poor sound as well as sync instability. A scope placed at the output of the detector module shown in Fig. 2 indicated good video-signal detection. The schematic showed that a 6GH8-A tube was used as both a sound i.f. amplifier and the sync separator, hence could easily produce both symptoms simultaneously. A tube checker showed poor emission for each half of the tube; a new tube corrected both of the troubles.

The extent to which dual symp-

---

**Fig. 1**—How to make a quick check of the rf and i.f. sections. Scope should show the detected video plus sync; phones reveal the characteristic sound of 60-hertz sync buzz plus the video hiss and hash.

**Fig. 2**—Scope at test point showed good video signal, eliminating pre-detector stages as cause of dual symptoms. Weak multi-function 6GH8 tube caused problem.

**Fig. 3-a**—Faulty phone jack disrupted audio to speaker. b—Vertical oscillator in Silvertone set. Output lead should come from bottom of transformer.

**Fig. 4**—Waveform at the base of the vertical oscillator transistor shown in Fig. 3-b. The p-p amplitude was low and the signal jittery. Vertical sync in the set was unstable. The coupling capacitor from the sync separator was slightly leaky.
Here's a remarkably stable, completely portable, all solid-state, battery operated voltmeter.

Naturally it's an RCA VoltOhmyst®

Eliminate warm-up time! Eliminate zero-shift that can occur in tube-operated voltmeters! RCA's new WV-500A VoltOhmyst is an all solid-state, battery operated, completely portable voltmeter that is ideal for service, industrial, and lab applications. Seven overlapping resistance ranges measure from 0.2 ohm to 1000 megohms. Eight overlapping dc-voltage ranges measure from 0.02 volt to 1500 volts (including special 0.5 dc volt range), ac peak-to-peak voltages of complex waveforms from 0.5 volts to 4200 volts, and ac (rms) voltages from 0.1 to 1500 volts. Input impedance of all dc ranges is 11 megohms.

All measurements are made with a sturdy, wired-in, single-unit probe with fully shielded input cable. The probe is quickly adapted to either dc measurement or ac and resistance measurement by a convenient built-in switch. An accessory slip-on high-voltage probe is also available to make possible measurements up to 50,000 dc volts.

See your Authorized RCA Test Equipment Distributor, or write RCA Electronic Components, Commercial Engineering Department, Section F39W3, 415 South Fifth Street, Harrison, New Jersey. Solid-state reliability and convenience for only $75.00*.

*Optional distributor resale price. Prices may be slightly higher in Alaska, Hawaii, and the West.

RCA

Fig. 5—After the capacitor was replaced, vertical sync was okay. The vertical test-point signal increased in amplitude; compare this with the weak signal in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6—Different receivers have different methods of obtaining and using vertical sync. This is the sync waveform input to the vertical oscillator in RCA's KCS153 solid-state television chassis.

Fig. 7—An excessively dark picture was the symptom; brightness and contrast controls had no effect. See circuit in Fig. 8 for the cause of the problem.

toms can be entirely unrelated was shown in a Silvertone solid-state receiver (chassis 564-10000) in which both the sound and vertical sync were affected (Fig 3-a). This set has an earphone jack, for private listening. When earphones were plugged in, the sound could be clearly heard. The trouble was found in the phone jack; it did not connect the speaker after the phones were removed.

For the vertical, good sync could not be obtained for any setting of the controls. The scope was again used for a quick check. At the test point shown in Fig. 3-b, the scope pattern of Fig. 4 was obtained. The peak-to-peak amplitude was only 5 volts rather than the 18.5 called for in the service notes. In addition, when the scope waveform was expanded horizontally, a dual-trace pattern was visible, showing an intermittent change in signal amplitude. Because the sync separator signal appearing to the left of the 0.01-µF coupling capacitor had normal amplitude, the capacitor was pinpointed as the faulty item. With a new capacitor,
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the waveform appeared as shown in Fig. 5, with full amplitude and a single trace when expanded. The vertical sync was restored to a normally stable condition.

Don't expect to get the pattern shown in Fig. 5 at the base of other solid-state oscillators. Check the service notes for the proper waveform. In an RCA 12-inch solid-state receiver (chassis KCS153) the vertical oscillator input waveform appears as shown in Fig. 6. It resembles a "mirror-image" sawtooth signal, quite different from the waveform shown in Fig. 5.

Double troubles

Sometimes a single symptom can be caused by dual defects, such as occurred in a Westinghouse V-2486 receiver. The picture was abnormally dark (Fig. 7) and could not be corrected with either the brightness or contrast controls. Half a 6CL8A is used for age and the other half as the sound limiter. The tube was checked and the age section was found defective. A new tube did little, however, to correct the trouble—even though age voltages were now normal.

Next the contrast and brightness controls were checked; both showed smooth resistance change. With the set turned on, the bias voltage between picture-tube control grid and cathode was checked and found to be abnormally high. With a vtm placed from the cathode test point (Fig. 8) to ground, voltage ranged from approximately 75 to 140 when the brightness control was varied. Normally, the range is about from 10 to 140 volts for this receiver. The cathode therefore had a high positive voltage, thus making the grid highly negative. The result was reduced beam current and an excessively dark picture.

A common cause of this trouble is a leaky coupling capacitor, which applies some of the 145 volts from the video-amplifier plate circuit to the picture-tube cathode. When the 0.22-µF capacitor was replaced both the contrast and brightness controls operated in normal fashion to restore proper picture shading.

Improving stability

In black-and-white sets, circuit instability is usually confined to the sweep sections. If voltages and components check out all right, a new tube or transistor will generally cure the trouble. If not, sync-separator circuits must be rechecked and the horizontal system realigned. In color receivers the same holds true, except that instability may also occur in the 3.58-MHz oscillator, color killer or burst-amplifier circuits.

The 3.58-MHz oscillator is crystal-controlled and instability is typically a fault of an intermittent tube. Unstable color sync, where color intensities vary, may be caused by a defective burst-amplifier tube. The color-killer tube should also be checked for possible contributing effects. In some instances a single-envelope dual-function tube such as the 6G18A is used for both the killer and burst amplifier, as shown in Fig. 9 (partial schematic of RCA CTC19 chassis).

Where a 6G18A tube is used as the burst amplifier, sometimes several new tubes have to be tried before good results are obtained. As a color receiver ages, component values may change very slightly and the circuit become more critical. Consequently, slight variations in tube characteristics may be sufficient to make a difference between two new tubes.

In one instance, stability could not be achieved, even with a new tube. It appeared that a careful check of component values would be necessary to bring the circuit to peak performance. Instead, a 6KE8 tube was tried; it produced excellent stability.

---

**GAS WELDING TORCH**

Uses OXYGEN and LP GAS

- Completely self-contained.
- Produces 5000° pin-point flame.
- Welds, brazes, solders.
- Hundreds of lightweight uses.
- Suggested list – $19.95.

GET COMPLETE DETAILS AT MOST INDUSTRIAL DISTRIBUTORS, OR WRITE TO MICROFLAME, INC.

**Fig. 8**—The dark, uncontrollable picture of Fig. 7 was caused by a leaky coupling capacitor (0.22 µF) making the CRT cathode positive enough to nearly cut off the gun's beam current.

**Fig. 9**—A defective 6G18A used as color killer and burst amplifier disrupted both functions. Due to changing values in critical circuits, sometimes several new tubes must be tried.
6KE8 is an almost exact replacement for the 6GH8; each is a medium-mu triode and sharp cutoff pentode.

The pentode section of either tube is used for the burst amplifier of several receivers. In the 6KE8, plate resistance is lower than in the 6GH8. Also, the 6KE8 has higher transconductance; hence in this circuit the 6KE8 increases burst-signal amplitude and tends to improve critical color sync stability.

After tube replacement, recheck the tint control range to make sure a good color range is available from a blue-red tint to flesh tones. If not, readjust the burst-amplifier phase transformer at the plate output shown in Fig. 9. A half turn is usually sufficient to restore good tint range.

An unusual case of instability was found in a Sylvania DO5 color chassis, where the horizontal system was critical even after careful tube and component checking. Since good sync separator pulses were supplied to the horizontal system, suspicion centered on the horizontal phase detector shown in Fig. 10. Resistors and diodes checked all right. So did the 100-pF capacitor used in the upper section to obtain a perfect balance (because of the slight unbalance set up by the grounding of the lower portion of the circuit).

It was noticed that resistor R1 checked out about 20 ohms higher than its rated 330,000 ohms, while R2 read about 2000 ohms lower than it should. In addition, the forward resistance of diode D1 was some 30 ohms lower than D2, though the reverse resistance for both checked out all right. Evidently the slight variations between the four components were sufficient to upset the critical balance necessary for good sync stability. Resistor and diode replacement with matched units cured the trouble. The important point is that even though resistors are within the required 10% or 20% tolerance, and diodes check out all right with respect to forward and reverse resistance, replacement should be undertaken when other tests fail to disclose any serious faults.

We took our WA-44C Audio Generator, transistorized it, made it smaller, lighter, more portable, made it easier to use... and lowered the price!

RCA WA-504A only $95.*

The RCA WA-504A Sine/Square Wave Audio Generator—transistorized for stability and dependability—provides a tuneable AF signal that's ideally-suited for service, industrial, laboratory, education and hobby use. Frequency range extends from 20 Hz to 200 kHz. New solid state circuit design uses 6 transistors—including MOS FET oscillator circuit—and 2 diodes... assures stability (Amplitude variation ±1.5 dB, total harmonic distortion of sine wave less than 0.25%).

The WA-504A is useful in a wide range of applications, including direct measurement of frequency response characteristics of audio amplifiers; testing speakers and enclosures; finding impedance of LC combinations; determining frequency of vibrating or rotating bodies, etc.

Ask to see WA-504A at your Authorized RCA Test Equipment Distributor, or write RCA Electronic Components, Commercial Engineering Department F39W4, 415 South Fifth Street, Harrison, N.J.

*Optional Distributor resale price. Prices may be slightly higher in Alaska, Hawaii and the West.
A clever tape file

Stores 5 reels in one sturdy plastic case with swing-out compartments. Protects these valuable tapes, keeps them handy, indexed and orderly. Stacks horizontally or vertically, comes in three sizes (for 3-, 5-, 7-inch reels). Handsome two-tone beige. (A neat 8-mm film file too!)

3": $2.99
5": $4.49
7": $4.95
(all prices less reels)

Available through your local distributor, or write to:

RYE INDUSTRIES INC.
128 Spencer Place, Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10549
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THE ELECTRONIC INDUSTRY'S MOST CURRENT 1968 CATALOG

FREE!

ALL NEW SPRING AND SUMMER ELECTRONICS CATALOG

Your buying guide for:
- Stereo & Hi-Fi Systems & Components
- Tape Recorders
- Phonos, Radios, & TV's
- Cameras & Film
- PA
- Ham Gear
- Test Instruments & Kits
- Citizens Band
- Electronic Parts, Tubes & Tools.

Mail today to...

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE
DEPT. RER 3199 MERCER STREET KANSAS CITY, MO. 64111

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City __________________ State ______ Zip Code ____________

Do your friend a favor... also include his name and address in envelope when mailing your request.
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CB Troubleshooter's Casebook

Compiled by Andrew J. Mueller

Case 1: No receive. Transmit is okay.
Common to: Hallicrafters CB-8, CB-18, CB-181.

Remedy: Replace the 4.68-MHz crystal.
Reasoning: When the transceiver is accidentally dropped, the 4.68-MHz crystal fractures. This causes the unit to go dead except for some slight thermal noise. This can best be found by scopeing the local oscillator at TP1 or TP2.

Case 2: No receive.
Common to: Midland 13-133B.

Remedy: Replace mixer transistor Q1.
Reasoning: In a majority of cases we find that Q1 "opens up." Voltage checks will usually reveal this fault. The first thing to do is to substitute the transistor.
Case 3: Transceiver blows fuses first, then it receives but does not transmit.

Common to: B & K Cobra Cam 88.

Remedy: Replace R1 and C1.
Reasoning: When C1 shorts, B+ is applied through R1 to the antenna circuit and L1. This shorts out the B+ line until R1 opens. Be sure to replace C1 with a 1.6-kV or higher-voltage disc capacitor to prevent future trouble.

Case 4: Unit blows fuses and/or the power transformer smokes on 117 Vac. It also blows fuses on 120 volts dc.

Common to: Eico 779A

Remedy: Replace Q1, Q2 and possibly the power transformer.
Reasoning: Q1 and Q2 sometimes short after a lightning storm. This shorts out the secondary of T1, causing it to smoke if F1 is larger than it originally was. The transistors will also short out the A+ line if the unit is operated on dc. Use only the fuse called for in the instructions; this can save your set as well as your pocketbook.

Clever Kleps 30

Push the plunger. A spring-steel forked tongue spreads out. Like this.

Hang it onto a wire or terminal, let go the plunger, and Kleps 30 holds tight. Bend it, pull it, let it carry dc, sine waves, pulses to 5,000 volts peak. Not a chance of a short. The other end takes a banana plug or a bare wire test lead. Slip on a bit of shield braid to make a shielded probe. What more could you want in a test probe?

Available through your local distributor, or write to:

RYE INDUSTRIES INC.
128 Spencer Place, Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543
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Never a Burnout

In 6 EMC Diode-Protected VOMs

Nobody else but EMC designs in so much value!
- Professional quality and versatility
- Lifetime protection against electrical abuse
- No metal burn-out, needle damage, or fuse replacement

VOMETER
Model 109A Factory Wired & Tested $28.95
Model 109AK Easy-to-Assemble Kit $21.15
20,000 D/V DC sens. 10,000 D/V AC sens. 0.1% 40μA meter. High impact bakelite case. 5 DC voltage ranges: 0-6-60-300-3000. 5 AC voltage ranges: 0-12-120-600-1200-3000. 5 DC current ranges: 0.6-30-300ma; 0-3a; 3 resistance ranges: 0-20k, -20k; 20 megs. 5 ohm ranges: -4 to +6700.
With carrying strap. 5½" W x 6¼" H x 2¼" D.

VOMETER
Model 163A Factory Wired & Tested $20.75
Model 163AK Easy-to-Assemble Kit $16.80
4½", 2% accurate, 800μA D'Arsonval type meter. One zero adjustment for both resistance ranges. High impact bakelite case. 5 AC voltage ranges: 0-12-120-600-1200-3000. 5 DC voltage ranges: 0-6-30-300-3000. 5 ohm ranges: -4 to +6400. 5 AC current ranges: 0-30-150-600ma. 4 DC current ranges: 0-6-30-150ma. 0-12k, 2 resistance ranges: 0-1k, 0.1 meg. 5½" W x 6¼" H x 2¼" D.

POCKET SIZE VOMETER
Model 102A Factory Wired & Tested $16.95
Model 102AK Easy-to-Assemble Kit $14.40
3½", 2% accurate 800μA D'Arsonval type meter. One zero adj. for both res. ranges. High impact bakelite case. 5 AC voltage ranges: 0-12-120-600-1200-3000. 5 DC voltage ranges: 0-6-30-300-3000. 3 AC current ranges: 0-30-150mA. 4 DC current ranges: 0-6-30-150ma. 0-12k. Resistance: 0-1k, 0.1 meg. 5½" W x 3¼" H x 2" D.

EMC, 625 Broadway, New York 12, N.Y.
Send me FREE catalog of the complete value-packed EMC line, and name of local distributor.

RE-6
NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS __________________________
CITY ___________________ ZONE STATE ________________________

EMC
ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENTS CORP
625 Broadway, New York 12, New York
Export: Pan-Mar Corp., 1270 B'way, N.Y. 1
NEW TUBES AND SEMICONDUCTORS

First PNP Silicon Transistor
For Large-Signal VHF/UHF

Motorola has introduced the 2N5160 large-signal silicon pnp transistor as the forerunner of a series of units complementary to the existing series of npn silicon devices. The 2N5160 is the complement of the 2N3866 for use in pnp/npn complementary vhf and uhf amplifiers. Another application will be nonsaturated switches handling currents higher than

Fill in coupon for a FREE One Year Subscription to OLSON ELECTRONICS' Fantastic Value Packed Catalog - unheard of LOW, LOW PRICES on Brand Name Speakers, Transformers, Tools, Stereo Amps, Tuners, 6B, Hi-Fi's, and thousands of other Electronic Values. Credit plan available.

NAME: 
ADDRESS: 
CITY STATE 
GIVE ZIP CODE: 

If you have a friend interested in electronics send his name and address for a FREE subscription also.

OLSON ELECTRONICS, INC.
882 Forge Street
Akron, Ohio 44308
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IBM COMPUTER SECTION

8-SECOND TRANSFER. Exit for $1 are loaded with over 100 valuable parts.

-IBM TELEVISION PARTS $1

-UNIVERSAL DENSERS dependable type $1

-500 TELEVISION PARTS $1

-7 BILLS ELECTRICITY CONDENSERS dependable type $1

-2 G.E. PIECES OF EQUIPMENT $1

-250SELF TAPPING SCREWS $1

-ASSISTED HARDWARE KIT $1

-TWBHIN 60 & 780 $1

-1000 - ASSISTED HARDWARE KIT $1

-200 - ASSORTED HEX NUTS $1

-250 ASSORTED SOLDERING LUGS $1

-150 ASSISTED WOOD SCREWS $1

-250 - ASSISTED SELF TAPPING SCREWS $1

-1000 - ASSISTED RIVETS $1

-1000 - ASSISTED WASHERS $1

-50 ASSISTED TERMINAL STRIPS $1

-50 - ASSISTED TERMINAL STRIPS $1

-100 ASSISTED RUBBER BUMPERS $1

-100 ASSISTED RUBBER GROMMETS $1

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY - scientific light packing for safe delivery at minimum cost. HANDY WAY TO ORDER: Pencil mark or write amounts wanted in each box, place letter F in box for Free $1 Buy. Enclose with check or money order, add extra for shipping. Tarsheets will be returned as packing slips in your order, plus lists of new offers.

Please specify refund on shipping overpayment desired: □ CHECK □ POSTAGE STAMPS □ MERCHANTABILITY (our choice) with advantage to customer

BROOKS RADIO & TV CORP. 487 Columbus Ave., New York, N. Y. 10024

RADIO-ELECTRONICS

www.americanradiohistory.com
Because you've got to SEE it to BELIEVE it

... we will send you a FREE sample!
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Transformer Preamp Design
(continued from page 35)

\[ V_r = \frac{26}{0.0407} = 640 \text{ ohms} \] (12)

1, is emitter current in mA and is the sum of \( I_e \) and \( I_v \). Substituting in equation (11):

\[ R_4 = \frac{107,000 - (640 \times 56)}{56} = 1300 \text{ ohms} \] (13)

Use 1500 ohms, a standard value. Then:

\[ R_s = 56(1500 + 640) = 120,000 \text{ ohms} \] (14)

That's higher than we aimed for and it's because we used a stock, rather than a computed, value for \( R_4 \). And, from (3):

\[ R_{st} = \frac{1}{150K} + \frac{1}{180K} + \frac{1}{120K} = 48,700 \text{ ohms} \] (15)

which is close enough.

If you want to work it out, you will find each input channel is terminated in about 46,400 ohms. This is below 47,000 ohms because our network resistances are a little smaller than computed.

Ordinarily, \( R_3 \) is chosen to put the collector voltage, \( V_c \), at about half the supply voltage. This gives it the maximum leeway to swing both negative and positive. In this case, output is only a few millivolts, so no matter where \( V_c \) falls, it will have plenty of room to swing. The determining factor for \( R_3 \) here is the amplifier voltage gain, \( A \). Our objective is 5.

\[ A = \frac{R_I}{R_s + R_4} \] (16)

\[ R_s = R_{st} + R_4 = \frac{1}{2100} \]

where \( R_s \) is \( R_3 \) and the following amplifier input resistance of 47,000 ohms in parallel. Solving for \( R_s \) in (16) above:

\[ R_s = 5 \times 2100 = 10,500 \text{ ohms} \] (17)

And:

\[ R_3 = 47,000 \times 10,500 = 13,500 \text{ ohms} \] (18)

Values within 10% are 12,000 and 15,000 ohms. Use 15,000, which will make \( A \) about 5.4.

\[ V_v \] is determined by:

\[ V_v = 1.5 - (1.5 \times 10^4) (4 \times 10^5) = 0.9 \text{ volt} \] (19)

To explain \( V_v = 0.6 \) V, which we used earlier: The emitter-base voltage in a silicon transistor is about 0.6 volt in the usual case. Here, because emitter current is so low, it is a little less, and 0.55 is very close. So:

\[ V_v = 0.55 + V_\alpha \] (20)

And at 40.7 \( \mu \)A emitter current:

\[ V_v = R_4 \times I_v = (1.5 \times 10^4) (4.07 \times 10^5) = 0.6 \]

So \( V_v = 0.55 + 0.06 = 0.61 \)

This looks like a lot of figuring for a plain little amplifier, but this is really a simplified approach and well worth the effort. The amplifier will work beautifully the first time.

What if your transistor has twice or half as much gain? Work it out and see what the effect is! Remember, \( V_{\alpha} \) stays essentially the same.

\[ R_s \], in equations (11) and (12), needs a little more comment. As shown by equation (12), its value varies with emitter current. In our example it was 640 ohms. Now suppose that emitter current was 2 mA. Then

\[ R_s = \frac{26}{2} = 13 \]

Quite a difference. When it gets down into this range, there is something else to consider: base bulk resistance. In a high-performance transistor a value of 5 ohms is close. With a low-performance transistor it may go to 30 ohms. This must be added to \( R_s \) as computed above.

Back to our amplifier. Construction is strictly noncritical. The only precaution is to completely enclose the entire unit in a metal case. The amplifier is easily assembled on a scrap of perforated board.

As for cell life, I built my unit about 5 months ago and used a penlight cell that was just lying around. It measures 1.46 volts now. If you're fussy, you might change the cell every year whether it needs it or not. [A 50-\( \mu \)A, 3-volt electrolytic connected across the battery will help keep the amplifier's gain constant as the battery's internal resistance rises with age.—Editor]
CHECKING MULTIPLE RELAYS

Servicing a piece of complex industrial equipment, I was faced with the problem of checking the contacts on a number of multipole relays. By using the circuit shown, I was able to check all of a relay's contacts simultaneously.

When S1 is open, the lamp indicates the condition of the normally closed contacts. Closing S1 energizes the relay and makes the normally open contacts. The circuit is wired so that the lamp is in series with first the normally closed and then the normally open contacts.

If the lamp does not light, it indicates that at least one set of contacts is bad. The lamp does not identify the faulty contacts but, in a relay of this type, it is frequently cheaper to replace the relay than to have the equipment out of service while you try to repair the contact.

The voltage applied to the relay should be about 5% lower than the coil's normal working voltage, so if the relay is sluggish it will show up in the test. The lamp and its voltage should be selected so the contacts handle close to their maximum current.—Thomas L. Bartolomeo

MOST ADVANCED IGNITION SYSTEM ON THE MARKET

JUDSON'S ELECTRONIC MAGNETO

Provides Better Performance. Reduces Fuel Consumption. Increases Plug and Point Life. Prevents High Speed Miss and Plug Fouling. You'll feel the difference right from the start.

The accepted standard in electronic ignition.

COSTS ONLY $49.50 EASILY INSTALLED

Write Today For Free Literature

EVA SEES EASING OF AMATEUR RADIO LICENSE REQUIREMENTS

The Electronic Industries Association's amateur radio section has petitioned the FCC to amend its rules and regulations regarding Novice Class radio licenses in order to encourage more young people to participate in amateur radio use. Among the changes urged are a five-year license period, slower code speed requirements and use of the 145-147 MHz band.

ELECTRONICS

Engineering-Technicians

Bachelor of Science Degree, 30 Months
Save Two Years' Time

The Nation's increased demand for Engineers, Electronic Technicians, Radio TV Technicians is at an all time high. Heald Graduates are in demand for Preferred High Paying Salaries. Train now for a lucrative satisfying lifetime career.

Approved for Veterans
DAY AND EVENING CLASSES

Write for Catalog and Registration Application. New Term Starting Soon.

Your Name _____________________________
Address ______________________________
City ____________________________ State

1215 Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco, California
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GENERAL

CONVERT ANY TELEVISION to sensitive Big Screen Oscilloscope. Only minor changes required. No electronic experience necessary. Illustrated plans $2.00. RELCO-A25, Box 15663, Houston 18, Texas

FREE ELECTRONICS (new and surplus) Parts cable operates on kilometers. BIGLOW ELECTRONICS, Bluffton, Ohio 45817

BACK-ISSUES, Electronic, Scientific Magazines. SEMCO, Box 130, Newmarket, Quebec, Canada

MONEY—SPARE TIME OPPORTUNITY—WE PAY CASH FOR NOTHING but your opinions, writings, and experiences. The basis of our clients' products. Nothing to sell, canvass or learn. NO SKILLS, NO EXPERIENCE. Just honesty. Details from: RESEARCH 669, Mineola, N.Y. 11501, Dept. LN-21

88-108 MC F. M. RECEIVER 10 TUBE CRYSTAL CONTROLLED F. M. RECEIVER with TUBE VOLUME, TONE CONTROLS & 4 WATT OUTPUT. 115 V 60 CYCLE. METAL CABINET 8 x 10 x 17"W. WITH DIAGRAM LESS CRYSTAL AND SPEAKER. REMOVED FROM SERVICE BY MIZUKAI AFTER THEY WENT SOLID STATE. $34.95 EA. —75.00 PLUS SHIPPING.

LEED'S RADIO, 57RE Warren St., N.Y.C. 10007

LIKE MUSIC WITHOUT COMMERCIALS? The SCA-2B Sub-Carrier Adapter makes it possible for you to enjoy the background music transmitted on a 67kHz sub-carrier. This program cannot be heard on your FM receiver. This brings all 25,000 stations in the country to your listening pleasure. Money-Save—Write for complete price list and ordering information.

PHONETEK INC., P.O. Box 32157, Phoenix, Arizona 85062

CHEMOTRONS
COLOR-LUBE
SPECIALLY FORMULATED TUNER CLEANER FOR COLOR TV TUNERS
Accept no substitutes

"ARCTURUS" SALE

- Tube bargains, to name just a few:
  #6146 $2.95 #5725/4A5G 79c
  #5725/6AQ5 99c #5712 5c
  #6688 50c #476/044 7c
  #4045 40c #6567 94c
  #7025 .50 #5782 39c #1020 00c
  #2451 19c

- Solid rectifier replacement, based on 6TQ8, $2.00. 9.5V, 50mA.
- Rectifiers, 25c each, 50c size, $2.75 per dozen.
- Rectifiers, $3.00 per 100, 6V, 50mA.
- Silicon rectifiers, $3.95 per 100, 50mA.
- Diodes, $3.75 per 100, 50mA.

- Tube cartons: 6A6G etc. size, $1.95 per 100, 5657 etc. size, $2.50 per 100. 5U4G size, $2.75 per 100, 5U4G size, $2.75 per 100.
- Obsolete tubes: #U1200, $1.99; #80, $2.00; #10Y, 69c.
- 7 inch 80 degree TV bench test picture tube with adapter. No 70-71.
- Silicon rectifier replacement, based on 6TQ8, $2.00. 9.5V, 50mA.
- Rectifiers, 25c each, 50c size, $2.75 per dozen.
- Rectifiers, $3.00 per 100, 6V, 50mA.
- Silicon rectifier replacement, based on 6TQ8, $2.00. 9.5V, 50mA.
- Rectifiers, 25c each, 50c size, $2.75 per dozen.
- Rectifiers, $3.00 per 100, 6V, 50mA.
- Rectifiers, $3.95 per 100, 50mA.
- Diodes, $3.75 per 100, 50mA.

ARCTURUS ELECTRONICS CORP.
59-227 St., Union City, N.J. 07087 Dept. MRE
Phone: 201-214-5549
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ADVERTISING INDEX

RADIO-ELECTRONICS does not assume responsibility for errors which may appear in the index below.

Alloyd Radio Corporation | 93
Anti-Tobacco Center of America | 82
Arizona Electronic Controls Co. | 96
Arrow Fastener Company, Inc. | 66
B & K (Division of Dynacomp Corporation) | 59
Brooks Radio and TV Corporation | 90-91
Brooks-Appleton Company, Inc. | 64
Capitol Radio Engineering Institute, The | 62-65
Carrigella Electronics, Inc. | 16
Cleveland Manufacturing Company, Inc. | 12
Classified Ads | 94-97
Cleveland Institute of Electronics | 14, 16-21
Cornell Electronics Company | 96
Datak Corporation, The | 1
Delta Products, Inc. | 22, 68
Edmund Scientific Company | 95
Electronic Chemical Corporation | 41
Electronic-Voice, Inc. | 15
EMC (Electronic Measurement Corporation) | 89
Enterprise Development Corporation | 22
Fair Radio Sales | 82
Finney Company | 13
Gavin Instruments, Inc. (Subsidiary of Advance Radio Corporation) | Cover II
GC Electronics Company | 69
G/L Electronics Book Club | 80
Georgia School of Electronics | 94
Head Colleges | 97
Health Company | 24-25
Indiana Home Study Institute, The | 83
International Crystal Mfg. Company | 98
Ivy-Ferrite Company | 23
F. E. Johnson Company | 60
Judson Research and Mfg. Company, Inc. | 93
Karison Research and Manufacturing | 22
Karnage | 94
Lectrotech, Inc. | 76
Microframe, Inc. | 86
Multicore Sales Corporation | 92
Music Associated | 16
National Radio Institute | 6-11
Olson Electronics, Inc. | 90
Penna Radio-Plastics, Inc. | 97
Penna-Walla-Penna Company | 78
Phoenix Electric Company | 89
Radar Devices Mfg. Corporation | 94
RCA Electronic Components and Devices | 72-75
Electronics Sales Corporation | 77, 79, 81, 83, 85, 87
RCA Institutes | 78-81
RCA Parts and Accessories | 70-71
Rye Industries, Inc. | 88, 89
Salch & Company, Herbert (Marketing Division of Tomkins Radio Products) | 95
Sami & Company, Inc., Howard W. | 61
Schroder Organ Company, Inc. | 16
Silicon Sales Company | 93
Sonic Radio Corporation | 14
Sony/SuperScope | 26
Speedway Products Company | 24
Surplus Center | 92
Sylvania (Subsidiary of General Telephone & Electronics) | 27
Triplett Electronics Instrument Company, Cover II

Vikos Inc. | 75
Waren Electronics Components | 96
Xcella, Inc. | 6
Zenith | 58

MARKET CENTER

Cleveland | 94-97
Chicago | 39-47
Leich Radio | 48
Meredith Separator Company | 49
Technionics, Inc. | 50
Tread Pro Electric | 51

SCHOOL DIRECTORY

American Technical Writing Schools | 82
Indiana Home Study Institute of Technology | 83
Northrop Institute of Technology | 84
Tri-State College | 85
Valparaiso Technical Institute | 86
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RADIO-ELECTRONICS
QUICK CASH TV CAMERA KITS
ple step
MESHNA'S TRANSISTORIZED CONVERTER KIT
RECEIVING
JUNE 1968
$10.00 Postpaid. TRANSERVICE, Box 503
New Radio bulbs,
DYNAMOTORS
New, Mass. 01864
DYNAMIC PARTS & KITS.
New, California 92105

JAPANESE ELECTRONICS NEW PRODUCTS MAIL ORDER! Only $1. Satisfaction/Refund
CONTROL PANEL with electric counter, reset when necessary. Small pilot lights with miniature bulbs, four asserted switches mounted and wired. Nipon, original factory sealed carbon. $10.00 Postpaid. LILLIAN'S Box 17165R Chicago, Illinois 60617

DYNAMATORS 12V deliver 600V 200A $10.95, BEDFORD ELECTRIC Box 16, Bedford, Mass. 01730

WRITE for highest discounts on components, recorders, tapes, from franchised distributing stores. Send for FREE monthly specials. CARSTON, 1686 Second Ave. N.Y.C. 10028

Hi-Fi COMPONENTS. Tape Recorders, at guaranteed "We will not be undersold" prices 15-day moneyback guarantee. Two-year warranty. No Cash.
SILICON RECTIFIER SALE

1 AMP TOP HAT AND EPOXIES
PIV SALE 50 0.05 800 0.19 1800 .87
100 0.10 1100 0.31 2000 1.45
200 0.18 1200 0.44 3000 1.80
400 0.41 1400 0.62 4000 2.30
800 0.65 1600 1 72

"SILICON POWER DIODE STUD MOUNT"
PIV 3A 6A 12A 50A 100A 160A
50 .07 .18 .22 .05 .55 2.45
100 .13 .27 .33 .10 .85 3.56
200 .26 .46 .66 .22 1.55 8.58
400 .57 .85 1.09 .50 3.07 18.95
800 1.10 1.40 2.60

"SCR" SILICON CONTROLLED RECT "SCR"
PIV AMP AMP AMP AMP AMP AMP
50 .45 .00 .70 400 1.60 2.25 2.10
100 .65 .65 1.05 500 1.95 2.35 2.90
200 .95 1.20 1.30 600 2.25 3.05 3.75
400 1.95 1.45 1.70 700 2.75 4.35

SPECIALS! SPECIALS!
Wattinhouse 100 AMP, 500 PIV SILICON HI-Power
Rectifier 1N666. Limited quantity. $5.10 ea. 10 for $45.00

100 Different Precision Resistors
1% - 2% Watt 1/2%, 1/8%. ID d/c.
All popular types. Unboxed.

Over 100 200 $2.95 500 for $9.95
Computer Grade Condenser 15,500 MFD
12 VDC American Made. $0.75 ea.

Money back guarantee. $2.00 min. order. Includes additional $1 for postage. Send check or money order. C.O.D. orders 25% down.

Warran Electronic Components
230 Mercer St., N.Y., N.Y. 10012 212 OR 3-2520
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MARKET CENTER

Solid-State 50 Watt RMS Plug-In D.C. thru 250 Watt Amplifier KIT. Model 440K, $30.00 DPAMP LABS., 172 So. Alta Vista Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90036

RENT 4-track ipen reel tapes—all major labels, 3000 different—free brochure. STEREOPARTY, 55 St. James Drive, Santa Rosa, Ca. 95401

1,000 Business Cards, "Raised Letters" $3.95 postpaid. Samples, ROUGHT, 5717 Friendswood, Greensboro, N. C. 27409

Attention: TV Service Dealers. HIGHLY DE-
TAILED SERVICE ORDOM STOPS

PRICE COMPLAINTS BEFORE THEY START.
FREE CATALOG AND SAMPLE NO. 206. OEL-
RICH PUBLICATIONS, 6554 W. Higgins, Chi-
icago, III. 60656

INVENTIONS & PATENTS

MANUFACTURERS NEED NEW ITEMS! B. F.
Goodrich, Black & Decker, South Bend Tackle
and other million dollar corporations have au-
thorized us to locate new products. Send details
regarding development, sale, licensing of your
patented/unpatented invention, write: THE
RAYMOND LEE ORGANIZATION, 230 U Park Ave-
nume, New York City 10017

BUSINESS AIDS

TWO-WAY RADIO SERVICE INVOICE FORMS—
Detailed, Free Sample Form No. 50 and Catalog
OELRICH PUBLICATIONS, 6554 W. Higgins, Chicago,
III. 60656

RADIO-ELECTRONICS
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One Year TUBES

Guaranteed

CORNELL

One Year

TUBES

Tubes are new or used and so marked

Order is not filled unless received before midnight

ON SUBSTITUTIONS WITHOUT YOUR PERMISSION • OUR ORDER FREE IF NOT SHIPPED IN 24 HRS.

Send for CORNELL'S NEW 1968 CATALOG!!! PICTURE TUBES!!! MANY NEW ITEMS!!!

Cornell Radio Electronic Components

Dept. RE-6, 4217 UNIVERSITY AVE.
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92105
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HIGHLY EFFECTIVE HOME STUDY REVIEW for FCC commercial phone exams. Free literature. COOK'S SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box 36185, Houston, Texas 77036

FCC First Class License in six weeks—nation's highest success rate—approved for Veterans Training. Write ELKINS INSTITUTE, 2603E Inwood Road, Dallas, Texas 75235


B. S. ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT—Correspondence Course. Prospective $1. CANADIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY, 2636 Adelaide St. W., Toronto.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

72-page illustrated Government Surplus Radio, Gadgeteers Catalog. 25¢. MESHNA, Nantahal, Mass. 01908

FIND BURIED TREASURE!

3-ft. portable detector finds buried metal objects, Signals location with loud audible sound. Detects gold, silver, metallic ore and nuggets of all kinds. Find lost coins, jewelry, abandoned Indian artifacts, civil war souvenirs. Treasureprobe guaranteed to equal detectors selling $150 or your money back. Absolutely complete, sensitive, dependable. Battery, nothing else to buy. TO ORDER: Send check, cash or money order, $50.00 deposit for COD in N.J. add $7. tax. TREASUREPROBE Dept. RFB P.O. Box 228, Toms River, N.J. 08753

FREE "HAM SHACK PACK"

WORTH OF TRANSISTORS, RECTIFIERS, RESISTORS, DIODES, ETC.

PLUS ANY $100...ITEM FREE

Add 25¢ for handling...

BOTH FREE WITH ANY $10 ORDER

EPOXY TRANSISTORS & IC's

Fairchild, Motorola, Texas, Bendix

1-2-CN247 1000 MC 200MW TRANSISTORS $1

1-3-CN248 600 MC, 2000MC Fairchild

1-4-CN245 600 MC, 3500MC Fairchild

1-8-5000 3 Amp, NPN, Bendix transistors...

1-3-CN235 PNP 250MC Fairchild

1-3-CN244 500HFE, NPN, 100MC by Fairchild $1

1-3-CN245 HFE, NPN, 100MC by Motorola $1

1-2DUAL 4 IN. GATE, LINES TO FAIRCHILD $1

1-QUAD 2 IN. NAND/NOR GATE $1

3-703 LINEAR BY AMPCO Fairchild $2.49

STEREO PREAMP 4.95

4 TRANSISTORS by Fairchild

*Read our thru tape amplifier, radio, TV

*Quality meters, Controls too

1 AMP TOP HAT AND EPOXIES

PICO Sale Sale Sale Sale

1-50 63 800 110 180 $8.25

1-100 74 1000 240 2000 1.50

1-150 85 1300 420 3000 3.50

1-200 96 1600 900 4000 7.50

Actual Size

1 AMP MICROMINIATURE

PICO Sale Sale

1-50 40 75 400 1200 $3.95

1-100 49 1000 1210 2000 $7.85

1-200 55 1500 5000 4000 $12.05

2 AMP SILICON RECTIFIERS

PICO Sale Sale

1-50 50 75 400 1200 $3.95

1-100 59 1000 1210 2000 $7.85

1-200 66 1500 5000 4000 $12.05

1.5 AMP 2000 PIV SILICON RECTIFIERS

PICO Sale Sale

1-25 39 105 600 2500 $6.95

1-50 48 125 1000 5000 $12.45

1-200 57 350 5000 10000 $24.95

1-350 65 1000 12000 10000 $49.95

TRIACS, SCR'S, 6.5

PICO Sale Sale

1-50 10 15 100 250 $4.50

1-100 15 20 300 500 $8.50

1-200 22 30 500 1000 $15.00

1-400 32 40 1000 2000 $29.50

1-800 45 40 2000 4000 $54.50

SILICON POWER STUD RECTIFIERS

PICO Sale Sale

1-50 12 15 100 250 $4.50

1-100 19 25 300 500 $8.50

1-200 26 40 500 1000 $15.00

1-400 45 60 1000 2000 $29.50

1-800 65 100 2000 4000 $54.50

5 AMP Epoxy Rectifiers

PICO Sale Sale

1-50 13 18 100 250 $4.50

1-100 20 30 300 500 $8.50

1-200 30 50 500 1000 $15.00

1-400 45 75 1000 2000 $29.50

CLASS AMP, SILICON RECTIFIERS

PICO Sale Sale

1-50 5 60 190 $4.50

1-100 10 100 700 $8.50

1-200 15 150 1000 $15.00

1-350 25 400 3000 $29.50

F.O.B. OUR "LUMBER" BARGAIN CATALOG

Semiconductors | Poly Pak Bag or Parts

FREE Catalogue: send check, money order, or P.O. Payable to B. E. WOLFE, Dept. N. P.O. Box 9425, Detroit 19, Mich.


equipments, meters, tools, etc.

JUNE 1968

POLY PAKS
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Meet The Dividers!

ICD SERIES INTEGRATED CIRCUIT DIVIDERS

They are new from International. Use them for crystal controlled time bases, scope calibrators, and clock sources.

International ICD units are totally integrated circuit frequency dividers. They are smaller than a pack of cigarettes (1" x 2¼" x 2⅜"). All have two separate outputs. They are packaged in nine types providing divide ratios 2 thru 10. No tuning or adjustment is required. The output pulse has the same stability as the driving pulse. Voltage required, 3.6 vdc ± 10%.

FREQUENCY RANGE
ICD-10 to 10 MHz $19.95 ea.
ICD-2 thru ICD-9 to 2 MHz $19.95 ea.
ICD Buffer (for feeding more than one circuit) $ 9.95 ea.

WRITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG.

INTERNATIONAL
CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC.
10 NO. LEE • OKLA. CITY, OKLA. 73102
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Gavin gives you more gain per dollar!

Side By Side Tests Prove...

...that model for model, dollar for dollar, the new Gavin V-Yagi design outperforms any other type of antenna you can buy.

Here's how the test works: We hoist your favorite antenna up on our specially equipped van. We check the signal pick-up on a field strength meter and a color receiver simultaneously. Then, we replace your antenna with a Gavin antenna costing the same or less. The results are eye opening.

Ask us to set up a side-by-side test for you. Invite a representative of the antennas you now handle to observe the demonstration—or set it up himself if he likes. The field strength meter tells the truth no matter who's asking the questions.

Once you see this test, you'll probably switch to Gavin. What are you waiting for?

Circle 150 on reader's service card
How else but with RCA HI-LITE color picture tubes can you bring today's color to your customers?

Your service reputation is the cornerstone of your business. That's why there's no room to compromise with quality in the components you install.

RCA HI-LITE picture tubes enable you to offer your customers TODAY'S COLOR ... incorporating the latest technology of the world's most experienced picture tube manufacturer. They're the same tubes that go into today's original equipment sets.

RCA's new Perma-Chrome process for rectangular picture tubes, for example, means locked-in color purity from the moment the picture comes on. Faster servicing for you. Added customer satisfaction.

Install an RCA HI-LITE and you literally "up-date" your customer's set while, at the same time, enhancing your service reputation.